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Margarita AmhislavskaCornell UniversityA reent major milestone in Group Theory was the realization that groups are often best thoughtof as geometri objets. Geometri Group Theory emerged as a result of the transformative workof Gromov and his ensuing program of understanding disrete groups up to quasi-isometry. Amajor theme in this development is the study of properties invariant under quasi-isometries. TheDehn funtion of a �nitely presented group, the number of ends of a group, and the solvabilityof the word problem are some invariants that have reeived muh attention. The �lling lengthfuntion of a group, whih is a natural \spae" analog of the Dehn funtion, has not been studiedto the same extent.The �lling length of a word w, representing the identity in a �nitely presented group, is theminimal integer L suh that w an be onverted to the empty word through words of length at mostL by applying relators and freely reduing/expanding. The �lling length funtion FL: N ! N , fora �nitely presented group �, is de�ned byFL(n) = maxfFL(w) : w = 1 in � and jwj � ng:It is known that groups having at most quadrati Dehn funtion (e.g. CAT(0) groups) ne-essarily have linear �lling length. All ombable groups and nilpotent groups have a linear �llinglength. In a reent paper [7℄, Olshanskii onsidered the notion of free �lling length, introduedby Bridson and Riley [2℄. This invariant is de�ned like �lling length, exept we allow an extraoperation of yli onjugation. Olshanskii showed that the spae omplexity of an arbitrary deter-ministi Turing mahine is equivalent to the free �lling length funtion of some �nitely presentedgroup. So, there exist examples of groups with a wide variety of �lling length funtions. How-ever, an understanding of �lling length for standard lasses of groups, suh as �nitely presentablemetabelian, polyyli, or solvable groups, remains elusive. This last lass inludes wild examples,as an be seen due to a result of Kharlampovih. In 1981, she onstruted an example of a �nitelypresented solvable group with an unsolvable word problem [6℄. The �lling length funtion of thisgroup must be huge; it is not bounded above by any reursive funtion, sine a reursive boundon the �lling length would give rise to a solution to the word problem.An example that seems promising in this ontext is Baumslag's metabelian group, whih,roughly speaking, is a 2-dimensional version of the lamplighter group. This was the �rst exampleof a �nitely presented metabelian group with a free abelian normal subgroup of in�nite rank,namely its ommutator subgroup [1℄. Baumslag's group with an extra torsion relation (that is,where the lamps have �nitely many brightness levels) is known to have quadrati Dehn funtion,and so it has linear �lling length [4℄. The Dehn funtion for the non-torsion version of Baumslag'sgroup was reently proved to be exponential by Kassabov and Riley [5℄. Our onjeture is thatthe �lling length funtion for Baumslag's group is quadrati.Conretely, Baumslag's group has the presentation� = ha; s; t j [a; at℄ = 1; as = aat; [s; t℄ = 1i:The subgroup L = ha; ti = Z o Z is the well-known lamplighter group with ountably in�nitebrightness levels for the lamps. The standard model for L, given by the real line with lampsloated at the integer points and lamplighter starting at the origin, an be generalized to a two-dimensional model for � involving the ombinatoris of Pasal's triangle [3℄.I am working towards a proof of a quadrati upper bound for the �lling length of Baumslag'sgroup. The problem of investigating the �lling length of this group redues to investigating ertainloops in the model. There is a way to interpret the Cayley graph of Baumslag's group as a4



generalized Distel-Leader graph { a horoyli produt of three ountably in�nite branhing trees.Investigating this model appears promising for obtaining a lower bound on the �lling length ofBaumslag's group.[1℄ G. Baumslag. A �nitely presented metabelian group with a free abelian derived group ofin�nite rank. Pro. Amer. Math. So., 35:61-62, 1972.[2℄ M.R. Bridson and T.R. Riley. Free and fragmenting �lling length. Journal of Algebra,307(1):171-190, 2007.[3℄ S. Cleary and T.R. Riley. A �nitely presented group with unbounded dead end depth. Pro.Amer. Math. So., 134(2):343-349, 2006. Erratum: Pro. Amer. Math. So., 136(7):2641-2645, 2008.[4℄ Y. de Cornulier and R. Tessera. Metabelian groups with quadrati Dehn funtion andBaumslag-Solitar groups. Conuentes Math., 2(4):431-443, 2010.[5℄ M. Kassabov and T.R. Riley. The Dehn Funtion of Baumslag's Metabelian Group.arXiv:1008.1966v2, 2011.[6℄ O. Kharlampovih. A �nitely presented solvable group with unsolvable word problem. Izvest.Ak. Nauk, Ser. Mat. (Soviet Math., Izvestia) 45(4): 852-873, 1981.[7℄ A. Olshanskii. Spae Funtions of Groups. arXiv:1009.3580v2, 2010.Sylvain ArntUniversit�e d'Orl�eansMy �eld of working is in Geometri Group Theory and more spei�ally, I'm interested in thegeometri ation of Gromov hyperboli groups (and some generalisations of these groups) on somemetri spaes, and weak versions of the Haagerup property and strong versions of the property(T) for these groups. My PhD thesis subjet is: Æ-median spaes and Haagerup property. One ofmy goals is to generalize a result of G. Yu (2004) whih says the following:Theorem. Let � be a disrete group. If � is Gromov hyperboli, then � has the weak Haagerupproperty i.e. there exists a geometri ation of � on a `p spae for some p � 2.I study the same statement with weaker onditions than the hyperboliity: the Æ-medianproperty. We say that a geodesi metri spae is Æ-median for some Æ � 0 if for all geodesi trianglesin this spae, there exists a point, alled Æ-median point of the triangle, in the intersetion of theÆ-geodesis between the three verties of this triangle. Moreover, we assume that two Æ-medians ofa triangle are at a distane uniformly bounded over all the triangles. A group is alled Æ-medianif it ats geometrially on a Æ-median spae.A Gromov hyperboli group is a Æ-median group, and moreover a produt of hyperboli groups,whih is not hyperboli in general, is Æ-median.To study the Yu result on median groups, I wish to de�ne a good struture of (quasi)wall spaeon hyperboli groups so as to generalize it naturally on median spaes.I'm also interested in the study of buildings strutures: one of the question that I'm workingon is: what kind of onvex an indue a Æ-median metri for the buildings struture de�ned bythis onvex. 5



Benjamin BeekerUniversit�e Paris-Sud 11My researh onentrates on JSJ theory and deision problems.I onsider a spei� lass of groups: let � be a �nite graph of groups with every vertex group�nitely presented free abelian. Let G be the fundamental group of �. If the rank of every edgeand vertex group is equal to a �xed integer n, then � is alled a GBSn deomposition and G aGBSn group, where GBS stands for Generalized Baumslag-Solitar groups of rank n. When therank is variable, suh a group is alled a vGBS group.The JSJ theory is a way to desribe anonial splittings of �nitely generated groups in graphof groups. I am studying two di�erent kinds of JSJ deompositions.To de�ne what a JSJ deomposition is, we need the notion of universally ellipti subgroups.Given a group G and a deomposition �, a subgroup H � G is ellipti in �, if H is onjugate intoa vertex group. Given a lass of subgroups A of G, a subgroup H � G is universally ellipti if forevery deomposition of G as a graph of groups with edge groups in A, the group H is ellipti. Adeomposition is universally ellipti if every edge group is universally ellipti.A deomposition � dominates another deomposition �0, if every ellipti group of � is elliptiin �0. A deomposition is a JSJ deomposition if it is universally ellipti, and it dominates everyother universally ellipti deomposition.The most lassial example is the one given by Sela, and then Bowdith who built the JSJdeomposition of 1-ended hyperboli groups over 2-ended subgroups.I give the onstrution of a JSJ deomposition of vGBS groups.Theorem 1. Let G be a vGBS group and � be a vGBS deomposition of G. Given a vertexv of � with vertex group Gv, the subgroup of Gv generated by the groups of edges adjaent to v isdenoted by ~Gv. Let �Gv be the set of elements of Gv with a power in ~Gv. A JSJ deomposition of Gover abelian groups is obtained from � by expanding the groups Gv suh that Gv= ~Gv is virtuallyyli into an HNN extension �Gv� �Gv , and ollapsing edges whih arry non-universally ellipti edgegroups.Furthermore, I give an expliit desription of the non-universally ellipti edge groups. I thusprove that the JSJ is algorithmially onstrutible.The seond kind of JSJ deomposition is the ompatibility JSJ deomposition. Given a groupG, a G-tree is a simpliial tree on whih G ats oompatly, without inversion. Given two G-treesT and T 0, we say that T re�nes T 0 if T 0 is obtained from T by ollapsing some edge orbits. Wesay that T and T 0 are ompatible if there exists a third G-tree A whih re�nes both T and T 0.Given a lass of subgroups A of G, a ompatibility JSJ tree over A, is a G-tree whih isompatible with every G-tree with edge stabilizers in A, and maximal for re�nement under thisassumption. This de�nition has been given by Guirardel and Levitt. They prove the existene ofa ompatibility JSJ tree. Unlike usual JSJ deomposition, the ompatibility JSJ tree is anonialand thus preserved by the automorphisms of the group.I desribe a ompatibility JSJ deomposition of GBSn groups over free abelian groups of rank� n.Under some restritions, I desribe the ompatibility JSJ tree of vGBS groups over free abeliangroups with no hypothesis on the rank.I give some algorithmi results on the omputation of these ompatibility JSJ trees:Theorem 2.� There is no algorithm omputing the abelian ompatibility JSJ tree of a vGBS group.6



� Let G be a GBS1 group and T be a G-tree. If no edge stabilizer of T is onjugate to oneof its proper subgroups, then both the abelian and the yli ompatibility JSJ trees areomputable.I use the desriptions of JSJ deompositions of vGBS groups to study algorithmi problems onthis lass of groups. I prove that given a vGBS deomposition, the onjugay problem is solvablefor hyperboli elements. More preisely, I show the following theorem.Theorem 3. Let G be a vGBS group with vGBS deomposition �. Let A = (a0; : : : ; an) andB = (b0; : : : ; bn) be two n-tuples of elements of G. If the group ha0; : : : ; ani is not ellipti in �,then we an deide whether A and B are onjugate in G or not.Antoine BeljeanUniversit�at M�unsterI am urrently starting the seond year of my PhD in the University of M�unster. This PhDprojet is onerned with the interplay of ertain ombinatorial strutures, alled buildings, andontinuous groups ating on them.A building is a very partiular simpliial omplex with ertain properties that resemble looselythe de�nition of a manifold. It admits a overing by a family of subomplexes whih are alledapartments. These apartments are in turn isomorphi to a �xed Coxeter omplex. The buildingsthis projet is onerned with are spherial buildings, where the Coxeter omplex is a triangulatedsphere, and aÆne (or Eulidean) buildings, where the Coxeter omplex is a triangulated Eulideanspae. Typial examples of spherial buildings arise from isotropi redutive groups G over a �eldF . The group of F -rational points G(F ) an then be identi�ed with the automorphism group of abuilding �(G;F ). In group theoreti terms, �(G;F ) is the set of all F -parabolis in G, partiallyordered by the reversed inlusion. If F is a valued �eld, then a seond building an be onstruted :an aÆne building, the Bruhat-Tits building of G. Its verties are the maximal bounded subgroupsof G(F ), the group of F -rational points of G.In other words, buildings are interesting geometri objets whih allow one to obtain infor-mation about the struture of these groups. Knowing more about the geometry of buildingsertainly means knowing more about these groups. I am partiularly interested in the study ofaÆne buildings. Indeed, in the ase, one an very naturally de�ne a metri on suh a building.One then obtains a CAT (0)-metri spae. CAT (0)-metri spaes ould be desribed as the gener-alisation for metri spaes of Riemannian manifolds with non-positive setional urvature. Yet, fora CAT (0)-spae, one loses the notion of tangent bundle. The �rst step of my work was to de�nea generalisation of the tangent bundle for CAT (0)-spaes. This generalisation is the 'DiretionBundle'. For eah point p of a CAT (0)-spae X, there is onstrution alled the spae of diretionsof X at p, SpX: this is the set of all geodesis starting from p, quotiented by a ertain equivalenerelation (2 geodesis are then equivalent if they de�ne an angle at p of value zero). Eah SpX isnaturally given a metri (the angle metri). I de�ned the diretion bundle SX as the disjoint unionof all these SpX. The main diÆulty was to �nd a topology on SX whih uni�es all the metrispaes SpX. I heked that the topology I hose on SX is indeed suh a uni�ation for the follow-ing types of CAT (0)-spaes : simply onneted Riemannian manifolds with non-positive setionalurvature, metri trees, ertain M�-simpliial omplexes (simpliial omplexes obtained by gluingsimplies taken from a �xed simply onneted Riemannian manifold of onstant setional urva-ture), and Eulidean buildings. This Diretion bundle oinides with the notion of tangent bundlein the ase of a Riemannian manifold (simply onneted, with non-positive setional urvature).7



I am urrently studying the many uses than an be made of this diretion bundle : for example,there should be an analogue of the exponential map from SX towards X, and isometries of X shouldhave an interesting interplay with it. I am also trying to see until what point the diretion bundlean be de�ned for general CAT (0) spaes, and also for spaes whih are only loally CAT (0).My PhD projet is now also foused on the study of sheaves and oeÆient systems on buildings.Indeed, there are various natural sheaves on a building. One of them is the orientation sheaf (whihis de�ned in exatly the same way as for a manifold). The orientation sheaf is important sineit is on the one hand a purely topologial invariant of the spae. On the other hand, it hasombinatorial signi�ane, beause appartments an be enoded in it. The onnetion with theDiretion bundle is that it should be the 'natural habitat' for the orientation sheaf.Mihael Bj�orklundEidgen�ossishe Tehnishe Hohshule Z�urihMy researh is mostly onerned with interplay between ergodi theory/topologial dynamis,ombinatoris and number theory. Quite a lot of surprising onnetions between these seeminglydisonneted branhes of mathematis have been made, and new and exiting interations emergeon a regular basis. My primary fous is on ergodi Ramsey theory, whih today is a very rih �eldof researh. A fundamental example of the power of the theory is Furstenberg's elebrated proof[1℄ of a deep ombinatorial theorem, originally due to E. Szemeredi [4℄, using ergodi tehniques,whih spurred (and keeps produing) a plethora of far-reahing generalizations and opened upplenty of new diretions, not only within ergodi theory, but also in ombinatorial number theoryand graph theory. Furstenberg's proof dates bak to the '70'ies, but the ideas are still implementedin modern results, suh as the Green-Tao's proof [2℄ on the existene of arbitrarily large arithmetiprogressions in the primes. In joint ollaborations with A. Fish (Madison) I have developed verygeneral tehniques to transfer produt set theorems for Haar measurable subsets of positive Haarmeasures in ompat groups, and produt set theorems for large subsets with respet to the upperBanah density on ountable amenable groups. The proofs are very muh inspired by Furstenberg'sideas.Another area of interest is random walks on groups; in partiular quantitative limit results ofrandom walks on automorphism groups of geometri objets, e.g. isometry groups of metri spaes.This is a very ative and fertile researh �eld, with many interesting onnetions to number theoryand group theory. The investigation of random walks on semisimple Lie groups motivated, amongother things, the Oseledet's theorem, whih is today an indispensable tool in hyperboli dynamis,and has reently been extended to very general situations by A. Karlsson and F. Ledrappier [3℄,with many interesting appliations to random walks on disrete groups. Reently I developeda very general approah to entral limit theorems on metri groups, reduing the problem tomean asymptoti questions, whih in a large variety of ases an be redued to potential theoretiquestions on assoiated boundaries, whih an be solved using geometri tehniques.[1℄ Furstenberg, H. Ergodi behavior of diagonal measures and a theorem of Szemeredi on arith-meti progressions. J. Analyse Math. 31 (1977), 204-256.[2℄ Green, B, Tao, T, The primes ontain arbitrarily long arithmeti progressions, Annals ofMathematis (2008) 167 (2): 481-547.[3℄ Karlsson A, Ledrappier F, On laws of large numbers for random walks Ann. Probab. Volume34, Number 5 (2006), 1693-1706. 8



[4℄ Szemeredi E. On sets of integers ontaining no k elements in arithmeti progression, AtaArith. 27 (1975), 299-345.
Henry BradfordUniversity of OxfordThe dominant goal of my present study is to understand the geometri properties of groups throughtheir pro�nite ompletions. For G a group, we shall denote by Ĝ the pro�nite ompletion of G.Finitely-generated, residually �nite groups G and H (as all groups with whih we onern ourselvesshall be) are said to be pro�nitely equivalent if Ĝ �= Ĥ. A related riterion is that of strong pro�niteequivalene: a homomorphism � : G! H is said to be a strong pro�nite equivalene from G to Hif the indued map �̂ : Ĝ! Ĥ is an isomorphism. For P a property of groups, we shall thereforebe interested in answering the following questions: If P (G), must we have P (H) for any H whihis pro�nitely equivalent to G (that is, is P a \pro�nite property"of groups)? If � : G ! H is astrong pro�nite equivalene, does P (G) imply P (H)? Does P (H) imply P (G)?One set of problems whih may be fruitfully illuminated by this approah onern the spetralproperties of groups. It is already known, for instane, that neither Kazhdan's property (T ) norproperty (�) are preserved by pro�nite equivalene in general. The latter is a surprising result,sine property (�) depends only on data from the �nite quotients of a group. Nevertheless, if� : G! H is a strong pro�nite equivalene, and G has property (�), then so does H. It is not yetknown whether the same is true for property (T ), and indeed a positive answer to this questionwould also prove the existene of a non-residually �nite hyperboli group.Another area whih has muh seen reent interest is the study of the extent to whih theomplexity of groups (as measured by the diÆulty of their fundamental deision problems) ispreserved by pro�nite equivalene. There are for instane many open questions onerning whihproperties of the Dehn funtions of groups are pro�nite properties. Unfortunately, thus far, most ofthe known results in this diretion are negative: Cotton-Barratt and Wilton [1℄ have reently shownthat there exist �nitely presented groups G, H and � : G! H a strong pro�nite equivalene, suhthat H is onjugay separable but G does not even have solvable onjugay problem. It is alsoknown that word-hyperboliity (that is, the property of possessing a linear Dehn funtion) is nota pro�nite property. However, all known witnessing examples of the previous result are \trivial"inthe sense that whenever groups G, H, suh that Ĝ �= Ĥ, with G hyperboli and H non-hyperbolihave been produed, H has not been �nitely presented. It is therefore still legitimate to askwhether hyperboliity is a pro�nite property in the ase of �nitely presented groups.[1℄ Owen Cotton-Barratt, Henry Wilton: Conjugay separability of 1-aylindrial graphs of freegroups. arXiv:0906.0101v1

Ayala ByronHebrew UniversityI am now starting my PhD degree, in whih I wish to study geometri group theory in general, andmore partiularly, relations between algebrai strutures and logi, using geometri group theoretitools. 9



For my master's thesis I have studied the rank gradient of �nitely generated groups. For a f.ggroup G, the rank gradient of G relative to a dereasing hain of �nite-index subgroups (Gn) isthe following limit: RG (G; (Gn)) = limn!1d (Gn)� 1[G : Gn℄The main motivation for this de�nition is geometri - it omes from the study of the strutureof �nite overs of manifolds. For example, if the hain of fundamental groups of a tower of�nite-sheeted overs of a manifold M has positive rank gradient and does not have property �with respet to �1 (M), then there is a group in the hain that deomposes into a non-trivialamalgamated produt, and the orresponding over is Haken.For my PhD researh, I �rst wish to understand the struture of homomorphisms from a�nitely generated group H to a free group F , using limit groups. A limit group is a quotient ofa �nitely generated group H by the kernel of a stable sequene of homomorphisms from H to F .A sequene of homomorphisms �n : H ! F is stable if for every h 2 H, either �n (h) = 1 for allbut �nitely many n's, or �n (h) 6= 1 for all but �nitely many n's. The kernel of the sequene isfh 2 H j�n (h) = 1 for all but �nitely many n0sgStudying of the struture of suh homomorphisms is studying sets of solutions for equationsover a free group: let F = ha1; :::; aki be a free group on k generators and � a set of equations inn variables over F : w1 (a1; :::; ak; x1; :::; xn)...wl (a1; :::; ak; x1; :::; xn)A solution to � is an n-tuple of elements of F satisfying the equations, and so an be thoughtof as a homomorphism from a group H into F , with H having the following representation:H = ha1; :::; ak; x1; :::; xnjw1; :::; wli suh that for all i, ai is sent to ai, and every suh homomorphismgives rise to a solution to �. On the other hand, sets of solutions to a �nite set of equations overa free group are de�nable sets in the �rst order theory of the free group, and so understandingHom (H;F ) is a good way to start answering questions about the �rst-order theory of free groups.
Caterina CampagnoloUniversit�e de Gen�eveAfter my master thesis on growth funtions of right-angled Coxeter groups, I began in May 2011a PhD under the supervision of Mihelle Buher.My aim is to study harateristi lasses of surfae bundles, as de�ned by Morita (see [2℄).In partiular, Morita asked whether these lasses are bounded, or in other words, if they an berepresented by oyles whih are uniformly bounded. This is known to hold for the lasses indegree 2(k + 1) sine these are pullbaks of primary lasses on the sympleti group, whih arebounded by a result of Gromov. The question for the remaining lasses in degree 2k is open fromdegree 4 already.One advantage of the theory of bounded ohomology, initiated by Gromov in the beginning ofthe 80's [1℄, is that good bounds for norms of ohomology lasses naturally give rise to Milnor-Wood inequalities. I will thus try to ompute the norms of the harateristi lasses of surfaebundles, with an aim to produe new inequalities between lassial invariants of surfae bundles.At the moment, I am studying general and bounded ohomology of groups and singular oho-mology, in order to use them in the setting of surfae bundles. In parallel, I am learning about10



the mapping lass group. I will then understand its group ohomology, sine harateristi lassesof surfae bundles are, in the universal ase, ohomology lasses of the mapping lass group.[1℄ M. Gromov, Volume and bounded ohomology, Inst. Hautes �Etudes Si. Publ. Math. No.56, (1982), 5{99 (1983).[2℄ S. Morita, The Geometry of Charateristi Classes, Amerian Mathematial Soiety, 2001.
Mathieu CaretteUniversit�e atholique de LouvainLet FN be the free group of rank N . An essential tool in the study of Out(FN) is its ationon Culler-Vogtmann's Outer spae CVN onsisting of ertain FN -trees (or equivalently FN -markedmetri graphs �). It was introdued in [7℄ as an analogue of the ation of the mapping lassgroup MCG(�) of a ompat surfae � of negative Euler harateristi on Teihm�uller spaeT (�). This point of view has been very fruitful, with a lot of reent researh fousing on �ndinganalogies and di�erenes between Out(FN ) and mapping lass groups. In the following we fouson appliations and interations between the following tools (eah developed using orrespondingnotions for surfaes and Teihm�uller spae): Lipshitz distortion on Outer Spae, urrents on freegroups and train traks for free groups.Spetral rigidityTo any marked metri graph � 2 CVN one assoiates a translation length funtion (or lengthspetrum) jj � jj� : Fn ! R from whih it is possible to reover the marked metri graph �. Asubset X of Fn is spetrally rigid if for any �;�0 2 CVN the ondition jjxjj� = jjxjj�0 for all x 2 Ximplies that � = �0 in CVn. A surprising result [11℄ asserts that there are no �nite spetrallyrigid subsets of FN for N � 3, thus showing that spetral rigidity in the free group behaves verydi�erently from its analogue for surfaes.The next step in understanding spetral rigidity beomes to �nd sparse subsets of FN whih arespetrally rigid. Ilya Kapovih [9℄ proved that the trae of almost every non-baktraking randomwalk on the standard Cayley graph of FN is spetrally rigid. Together with S. Franaviglia, I.Kapovih and A. Martino [6℄, we give a lot of expliit examples of spetrally rigid sets:Theorem. Let N � 3, 1 6= g 2 FN and a normal subgroup H / Aut(FN ) whih has in�niteimage in Out(FN). Then Hg is spetrally rigid.There are two main ingredients for the proof. Arguments using Lipshitz distortion show thatthe result holds for H = Aut(FN) and g a basis element, i.e. the set of primitive elements isspetrally rigid. Then the general ase is redued to the set of primitive elements using the spaeof urrents.We reord some questions that arise from this work. Given a subgroup H < Aut(FN), doesthe spetral rigidity of Hg depend on the non-trivial element g 2 FN? Is it true that the set ofprimitive elements is strongly spetrally rigid, i.e. does the translation lengths of primitive elementsuniquely determine any point in the ompati�ation of Outer Spae?Train traks and free produts(Relative) train traks for free groups were introdued in [4℄ as an analogue to the Nielsen-Thurston normal form for mapping lasses. Their study enabled to establish the Sott onjeture :the rank of the �xed subgroup of an automorphism of FN is at most N . This result was generalizedfor free produt in [8℄. 11



The study of train traks also led to a proof by Bestvina, Feighn and Handel [2℄, [3℄ thatOut(FN) satis�es the Tits' alternative: any subgroup of Out(FN ) is either virtually solvable orontains a non-abelian free subgroup. This had been previously shown to hold for mapping lassgroups in [10℄. Reently, Bestvina [1℄ gave a short proof of the existene of train traks forfully irreduible automorphisms using Lipshitz distortion. I am interested in �nding suitablegeneralizations of these results to the setting of free produts. In view redutions in [5℄, suh ageneralization ould lead to showing that Out(G) satis�es the Tits alternative for any hyperboligroup G.[1℄ M. Bestvina, A Bers-like proof of the existene of train traks for free group automorphisms,Fundam. Math. 214 (2011), No. 1, 1{12[2℄ M. Bestvina, M. Feighn and M. Handel, The Tits alternative for Out(Fn) I: Dynamis ofexponentially-growing automorphisms, Ann. Math. 151 (2000), 517{623[3℄ M. Bestvina, M. Feighn and M. Handel, The Tits alternative for Out(Fn). II. A Kolhintype theorem, Ann. Math. (2) 161 (2005) 1{59[4℄ M. Bestvina and M. Handel, Train traks and automorphisms of free groups, Ann. Math.(2) 135 (1992) 1{51[5℄ M. Carette, The automorphism group of aessible groups, J. London Math. So. (2011),doi: 10.1112/jlms/jdr029[6℄ M. Carette, S. Franaviglia, I. Kapovih and A. Martino, Spetral rigidity of automorphiorbits in free groups, preprint[7℄ M. Culler and K. Vogtmann, Moduli of graphs and automorphisms of free groups, Invent.Math. 84 (1986), no. 1, 91{119[8℄ D.J. Collins, E.C. Turner, EÆient representatives for automorphisms of free produts, Mihi-gan Math. Jour. 41 (1994), 443{464[9℄ I. Kapovih, Random length-spetrum rigidity for free groups, preprint[10℄ J. MCarthy, A "Tits Alternative" for subgroups of surfae mapping lass groups, Trans.A.M.S. 291 (1985), 583{612[11℄ J. Smillie and K. Vogtmann, Length funtions and outer spae, Mihigan Math. J. 39 (1992),no. 3, 485{493
Christopher CashenUniversit�e de Caen Basse-NormandieI am interested in algorithmi and lassi�ation questions for �nitely generated groups.A urrent projet with Natasa Maura is to lassify mapping tori of free group automorphismsup to quasi-isometry. A related projet with Gilbert Levitt is to understand isomorphisms of thesemapping tori, and how di�erent automorphisms an be if they yield isomorphi mapping tori.I am interested in graphs of groups with yli edge groups, and vertex groups belongingto various di�erent lasses: abelian groups, free groups, surfae groups, hyperboli groups, et.12



Quasi-isometries of suh graphs of groups are understood to varying degrees. I have ompletedthe lassi�ation in the abelian ase. The free group and surfae ases are works in progress.One attrative lass that falls into this family are the Right Angled Artin Groups whose de�ninggraph is a tree. These an be realized as a partiular type of graph of groups with Z2 vertexgroups and yli edge groups. From the above mentioned lassi�ation (and also known by workof Behrstok and Neumann) all suh groups are quasi-isometri one the diameter of the de�ningtree is at least 3. The ommensurability lassi�ation for these groups is not known. It is knownthat the diameter 3 trees are all ommensurable to eah other, and it is onjetured that thereare in�nitely many ommensurability lasses among the diameter 4 trees. Pallavi Dani and I areurrently working on this problem.One ould also allow all of the above types of vertex groups. Suh graphs of groups inludemany examples of limit groups, and understanding the quasi-isometry lassi�ation of this familymight provide an example of a group quasi-isometri to a limit group that is not virtually a limitgroup. Suh a group is onjetured to exist, but no example is known.Corina CiobotaruUniversit�e atholique de LouvainLoally ompat groups ating on trees: algebrai struture and unitary representa-tionsThis researh projet is intended to ahieve a dotoral thesis under the diretion of Prof. Pierre-Emmanuel Caprae. The subjet onerns the theory of topologial loally ompat groups, andmore spei�ally the interations between the algebrai struture of these groups and the propertiesof its unitary representations on Hilbert spaes.Loally ompat groups are an important family of topologial groups, the most importantexamples are provided by the Lie groups, that ould be alled ontinuous groups of transformation,and whih play an essential role in many branhes of mathematis and physis. Beyond the Liegroups, the struture of loally ompat onneted groups has been studied extensively in theourse of the �rst half of the twentieth entury. This work ulminated with the solution of Hilbert's�fth problem, implying also that any loally ompat onneted group is a projetive limit of Liegroups.Later in the seond half of the twentieth entury, the ommunity was also interested in unrelatedgroups, partiularly groups totally disonneted but not disrete. For one thing this family groupinludes very important examples onsisting of the linear groups over non-Arhimedean loal�elds, suh as p-adi �elds. Beyond the essential di�erenes between topologial Lie groups andp-adi groups, many properties indiate the existene of analogies that bring these two strongfamilies among them, their linear harater, �rst of all, but several fundamental properties of theirunitary representations on Hilbert spaes (Howe-Moore property, existene of Gelfand pairs in thesemi-simple ase). Furthermore, loally ompat totally disonneted groups also inlude manynon-linear examples, inluding groups of Ka-Moody and automorphism groups of trees.The aim of this projet is to study the most basi examples of totally disonneted loallyompat non-linear groups, i.e. groups of automorphisms of loally �nite trees. Based on theanalysis of onrete examples, we will study the following issues, where T is a loally �nite semi-regular: tree- Under what onditions a losed subgroup of Aut(T) possesses the property of Howe-Moore(deay at in�nity of matrix oeÆients of irreduible unitary representations)?- Under what onditions a losed subgroup of Aut(T) has a pair of Gelfand?13



Eah of these two properties is satis�ed by the linear simple groups, and by the full groupAut(T). We also know a few other examples of subgroups of Aut(T) having the same properties(see [2℄ and [1℄). All these examples at doubly transitively on all ends of T, and we will seekin partiular to what extent this property is related to those mentioned above. The basis of thisstudy will be made by the previous work [1℄, [2℄, [4℄.Beyond the automorphism groups of trees, this work ould lead to new insights of the linkbetween property of Howe-Moore and algebrai struture of the group, omplementing the resultsof [3℄.[1℄ Olivier Amann. Groups of Tree-Automorphisms and Their Unitary Representations. Ph.D.thesis, ETH Zrih, 2003.[2℄ Mar Burger and Shahar Mozes. Groups ating on trees: from loal to global struture.Inst. Hautes Etudes Si. Publ. Math., (92) :113-150 (2001), 2000.[3℄ Raf Clukers, Yves Cornulier, Niolas Louvet, Romain Tessera, Alain Valette and. TheHowe-Moore property for real and p-adi groups. Preprint, 2010.[4℄ Alessandro Fig�a-Talamana and Claudio Nebbia. Harmoni analysis and representationtheory for groups ating on homogeneous trees, volume 162 of London Mathematial SoietyLeture Note Series. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1991.Pawe l CiosmakUniversity of WarsawI am a student at the fourth year of mathematis at the University of Warsaw. I am espeiallyinterested in topology of manifolds and analysis. Aording with this in the past I have takensuh ourses as Di�erential Geometry, Algebrai Topology, Complex Analysis, Funtional Analysisand Partial Di�erential Equations. In this semester, among others, I am attending AlgebraiGeometry, Theory of Probability II and Lie Groups ourses and two seminars: Topology andGeometry of Manifolds, Mathematial Analysis and Di�erential Equations. Among my interestsI an also mention physis (espeially quantum physis), whih I was studying in the past. Imade simulations on emission of quantum dots, whih were presented in paper "Emission of SelfAssembled CdTe/ZnTe Quantum Dot Samples with Di�erent Cap Thikness", by S. Nowak, T.Jakubzyk, M. Gorya, A. Golnik, P. Kossaki, P. Wojnar, J.A. Gaj and me.In the third year of my studies I have taken part in a seminar "Large sale geometry", where Ihad a talk about Amenability. Material, on whih talks were based ame from two books: "Letureson oarse geometry" by John Roe and "Large sale geometry" by Piotr Nowak and Guoliang Yu.I was also trying to understand onnetions between property A and oarse embeddability intoHilbert spae. Then I hanged topi and I wrote my thesis about Gromov hyperboli spaes,titled "Hyperboli spaes and Gromov boundary". I based it on two books: "Letures on oarsegeometry" by John Roe and "Sur les groupes hyperboliques d'apres Mikhael Gromov" by E. Ghysand P. de la Harpe, �nding new proofs on some results. Now I am going to start working onspetral ow of the signature operator, subjet presented in the paper "The spetral ow of theodd signature operator and higher Massey produts" by Paul Kirk and Eri Klassen. However,before that, I will spend some time working on Morse-Smale funtions on manifolds with boundary.I am also a member of Sienti� Cirle of Mathematial Physis, where last semester's topiwas operator theory. In this semester theory of Dira operators on manifolds will be presented.14



Jan CzajkowskiUniversity of Wro lawMy main researh interest is perolation in hyperboli spaes H n . In perolation theory one isinterested in random geometri strutures (e. g. random subgraphs of a given graph) and how \big"are their omponents, alled lusters. I am investigating some geometri properties of lusters inBernoulli perolation on graphs of tilings of H 3 and in its ontinuous version.I also wish to prove the existene of non-uniqueness phase in that kind of perolation on H 3(H n), i. e. that for some values of parameter p of the Bernoulli perolation there are a. s. in�nitelymany in�nite lusters. That was shown e. g. in [10℄ and [11℄ for similar kinds of perolation onnonamenable Cayley graphs and on H n , respetively.Another problem I am onsidering is in the setting of Bernoulli perolation on an in�niteomplete binary tree (or, more generally, on a hyperboli graph) with parameter p. I am trying toverify the onnetion between the probability that there is an open path from the root to a pointof some �xed subset A of limit (Gromov boundary in general) of the tree|as a funtion of p|andthe Haar (or maybe Poisson in general) measure of A.[1℄ E. Babson, I. Benjamini, Cut sets and normed ohomology with appliations to perolation(English summary), Pro. Amer. Math. So. 127 (1999), no. 2, pp. 589{597.[2℄ M. R. Bridson, A. Haeiger, Metri spaes of non-positive urvature, Grundlehren der Mathe-matishen Wissenshaften [Fundamental Priniples of Mathematial Sienes℄, 319. Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1999. xxii 643 pp. ISBN: 3-540-64324-9.[3℄ I. Benjamini, O. Shramm, Perolation beyond Zd, many questions and a few answers (En-glish summary), Eletron. Comm. Probab. 1 (1996), no. 8, pp. 71{82 (eletroni).[4℄ I. Benjamini, O. Shramm, Perolation in the Hyperboli Plane, J. Amer. Math. So. 14(2001), no. 2, pp. 487{507.[5℄ G. Grimmett Perolation, Springer-Verlag, New York, 1999.[6℄ O. H�aggstr�om, J. Jonasson, R. Lyons, Expliit isoperimetri onstants and phase transitionsin the random-luster model, Ann. Probab. 30, 2002, pp. 443{473.[7℄ S. Katok, Fuhsian groups, Chiago Letures in Mathematis. University of Chiago Press,Chiago, IL, 1992. x 175 pp. ISBN: 0-226-42582-7; 0-226-42583-5.[8℄ S. P. Lalley, Perolation on Fuhsian groups, Annales de l'Institut Henri Poinar�e (B) Prob-ability and Statistis, Volume 34, Issue 2, 1998, pp. 151{177[9℄ R. Lyons with Y. Peres, Probability on Trees and Networks, Cambridge University Press (inpreparation, urrent version available at http://mypage.iu.edu/~rdlyons/).[10℄ I. Pak, T. Smirnova-Nagnibeda, On non-uniqueness of perolation on nonamenable Cayleygraphs (English, Frenh summary), C. R. Aad. Si. Paris Ser. I Math. 330 (2000), no. 6,pp. 495-500.[11℄ J. Tykesson, The number of unbounded omponents in the Poisson Boolean model of ontin-uum perolation in hyperboli spae, Eletron. J. Probab. 12 (2007), no. 51, pp. 1379{1401(eletroni). 15



Dieter DegrijseKatholieke Universiteit Leuven Campus KortrijkI am a third year Ph.D. student at K.U Leuven. My supervisors are Prof. Paul Igodt and Dr.Nansen Petrosyan. My researh area is group ohomology and the study of lassifying spaes withstabilizers in a family of subgroups. In partiular, I study �niteness properties of groups and theirlassifying spaes. Here, we mainly fous on amenable groups and word-hyperboli groups.A lassifying spae of a disrete group G for a family of subgroups F is a terminal objet in thehomotopy ategory of G-CW omplexes with stabilizers in F (see [11℄). Suh a spae is also alleda model for EFG. Even though a model for EFG always exists, in general, it need not be of �nitetype or �nite dimensional. Questions onerning �niteness properties of EFG, suh as whetherfor a given type of group G and family F there exists a �nite (dimensional) model for EFG, havebeen partiularly motivated by isomorphism onjetures in K- and L-theory (see [2℄ and [5℄). Forexample, if VC is the family of virtually yli subgroups a group G and R is a ommutative ringwith unit, then the K-theoretial Farrell-Jones onjeture for the group G says that the assemblymap HGn (EVCG;KR) ! Kn(RG) is an isomorphism for any n 2 N . The Baum-Connes onjeturehas a similar formulation involving EFING, where FIN is the family of �nite subgroups.Finite dimensional models for EVCG have been onstruted for several interesting lasses ofgroups: for example word-hyperboli groups (Juan-Pineda, Leary, [7℄), relative hyperboli groups(Lafont, Ortiz, [6℄), virtually polyyli groups (L�uk, Weiermann, [10℄) and CAT(0)-groups (L�uk,[9℄). In [3℄, Nansen Petrosyan and I showed that every elementary amenable groupG of �nite Hirshlength and ardinality �n admits a �nite dimensional model for EVCG.The smallest possible dimension of a model for EFG is alled the geometri dimension of Gfor the family F and denoted by gdF(G). We study the behavior of the invariant gdF(G) undergroup extensions and explore the onnetion between the invariants gdFIN (G) and gdVC(G). Inpartiular, we onsider the question whether or not one has gdVC(G) � gdFIN (G) + 1. It hasbeome apparent (e.g. [1℄ and [8℄) that the lass of (right-angled) Artin groups provides a rihsoure of examples and ounterexamples, when it omes to �niteness properties of groups and theirlassifying spaes. Therefore, these groups will play an important role in my future researh.[1℄ Bestvina, M. and Brady, N., Morse theory and �niteness properties of groups, InventionesMath., 129 Nr. 3 (1997), 445{470[2℄ Davis, J. F. and L�uk, W., Spaes over a Category and Assembly Maps in IsomorphismConjetures in K- and L- Theory, K-theory 15 (1998), 201{252.[3℄ Degrijse, D. and Petrosyan, N., Commensurators and lassifying spaes with virtually ylistabilizers preprint, arXiv:1108:6279[4℄ Diks, W., Kropholler, P. H., Leary, I. J., and Thomas, S., Classifying spaes for properations of loally-�nite groups, J. Group Theory, 5(4) (2002), 453{480.[5℄ Farrell, F. T., and Jones, L. E., Isomorphism onjetures in algebrai K-theory, J. Amer.Math. So., Vol. 6, (1993), 249{297.[6℄ Lafont, J. F., and Ortiz, I. J., Relative hyperboliity, lassifying spaes, and lower algebraiK-theory, Topology, Vol. 46 Nr. 6 (2007), 527{553.[7℄ Juan-Pineda, D., and Leary, I. J., On lassifying spaes for the family of virtually ylisubgroups, Reent developments in algebrai topology, Vol. 407 of Contemp. Math., Amer.Math. So. (2006), 135{145. 16



[8℄ Leary, I.J., and Nuinkis, B.E.A, Some groups of type VF, Inventiones Math., 151 Nr. 1,(2003), 135{165.[9℄ L�uk, W., On the lassifying spae of the family of �nite and of virtually yli subgroups forCAT(0)-groups, M�unster J. of Math. 2 (2009), 201{214.[10℄ L�uk, W., and Weiermann, M., On the lassifying spae of the family of virtually ylisubgroups, Pure and Applied Mathematis Quarterly, Vol. 8 Nr. 2 (2012).[11℄ Diek, T., Transformation groups, de Gruyter 8 (1987).
Jonas Der�eKatholieke Universiteit Leuven Campus KortrijkMy researh is foused on the study of Anosov di�eomorphisms on infra-nilmanifolds. In 1971,H.L. Porteus gave a omplete algebrai haraterization of the ompat at Riemannian manifoldsadmitting an Anosov di�eomorphism; this was done by looking at the irreduible omponents ofthe rational holonomy representation assoiated with the manifold. The result of Porteus wasgeneralised reently to the lass of infra-nilmanifolds modeled on a free nilpotent group with anabelian holonomy group. The aim of my researh is to generalise this result to all holonomygroups, thus to �nd a riterion to deide whether or not a given infra-nilmanifold modeled on afree nilpotent Lie group admits an Anosov di�eomorphism. Sine I only started my PhD a fewweeks before this researh statement, there are no results yet.Aleksander DoanUniversity of WarsawI am a third-year undergraduate student of mathematis and theoretial physis. My sienti�interests fous on the geometry and topology of manifolds, partiularly on the intersetions ofdi�erential geometry and algebrai topology. As regards geometri group theory, I am espeiallyinterested in hyperboli groups and the topology of hyperboli manifolds.Apart from the �rst two years obligatory ourses I attended graduate ourses in di�erentialgeometry, topology and funtional analysis. I have also aquired some basi knowledge of Banahalgebras and C�-algebras. Reently I have been attending ourses in algebrai topology, Lie groupsand hyperboli groups as well as a graduate seminar on the topology and geometry of manifolds.Currently I am working under the supervision of Dr Maiej Bobie�nski on my bahelor thesison the Milnor �bration and the Piard-Lefshetz formula. On my own, I am trying to broaden myknowledge of di�erential topology and singularity theory.
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Maiej Do l�egaUniversity of Wro lawRepresentation theory of symmetri group SnRepresentation theory of symmetri group Sn is very well known for eah n 2 N . However,symmetri groups an be seen as an indutive hain of groups S1 � S2 � : : : and we an aska lot of questions about sequenes of representations orresponding to this hain; for example wean ask what an we say about asymptotis of suh representations when n!1.One of the most eÆient tool in representation theory are haraters. Irreduible representa-tions of Sn are indexed by Young diagrams of size n. For a given Young diagram � we would liketo look at harater ��(�) where � 2 Sn. There are several ways of ounting this number andprobably one of the most well-known is Murnaghan-Nakayama rule. Unfortunately, all these rulesare very ompliated when n !1 and seem useless in this situation. The way to overome thisdiÆulty is to �x an element � 2 Sk and look at haraters as funtions de�ned on set Y of Youngdiagrams. More preisely, we de�ne a normalized harater � by a formula��� = (n(n� 1) � � � (n� k + 1)��(�)��(e) if k � n;0 in other ases ;where � 2 Sk � Sn for k � n.There is a beautiful formula for normalized harater due to F�eray and �Sniady [2℄. We anreformulate this formula and onnet it with some geometrial objets alled bipartite orientedmaps.Bipartite mapsBipartite map is a bipartite graph whih is embedded into some surfae, whih means that asurfae with removed image of this graph is homeomorphi to the olletion of open diss. Formulafor normalized haraters found by F�eray and �Sniady an be expressed by some ombinatorialoloring of oriented bipartite maps by Young diagram (see also [1℄). We would like to �nd asimilar formula in a muh more general situation.Jak haratersExpanding Shur symmetri funtions s� in power symmetri funtions basis we have that:s� = Xj�j=j�j��(�)p�z� ;where z� is some ombinatorial fator depending only on �. Jak symmetri funtion J�� is asymmetri funtion with an additional parameter � 2 R+ whih an be treated as a ontinuousdeformation of Shur symmetri funtion, i.e. J1� = s�. Expanding it in terms of power symmetrifuntions basis we an obtain a ontinuous deformation of irreduible haraters:J�� = Xj�j=j�j�(�;�)(�)p�z� :We an normalize them in the same way as irreduible haraters to obtain so-alled Jak haraters�(�;�)� .It seems that we an �nd a very similar formula for �(�;�)� to a formula found by F�eray and�Sniady. The di�erene is that now we are onsidering not only orientable maps and we areonsidering some polynomial in � given by eah map whih is alled by us a weight of a map.In this general situation onnetion with geometry seems to be muh deeper than before. Ourresearh plans are foused on understanding a mysterious weight of the map we found, whih18



seems to ode an Euler harateristi of a map and hanges of orientability of a map under sometransformation.The onnetion between symmetri funtions and geometry we found is very surprising andinteresting in our opinion. There is also an interesting question to see if Jak haraters areharaters of some groups or algebras whih deform an ordinary symmetri group.[1℄ Maiej Do l�ega, Valentin F�eray, and Piotr �Sniady. Expliit ombinatorial interpretationof Kerov harater polynomials as numbers of permutation fatorizations. Adv. Math.,225(1):81{120, 2010.[2℄ Valentin F�eray and Piotr �Sniady. Asymptotis of haraters of symmetri groups related toStanley harater formula. Annals of Mathematis, 173(2):887{906, 2011.
Spener DowdallUniversity of IllinoisMy researh fouses on mapping lass groups and negative urvature phenomena in Teihm�ullerspae; I am also interested in several aspets of geometri group theory. My thesis was aboutpseudo-Anosov dilatations in a partiular subgroup of the mapping lass group known as the point-pushing subgroup, and my reent joint work with Moon Duhin and Howard Masur has shown thatTeihm�uller spae is hyperboli in a ertain `statistial' sense. Currently, I am studying subgroupsof the mapping lass group whih at onvex-oompatly on Teihm�uller spae, and I am alsoinvestigating almost onvexity in the ontext of ertain nilpotent and solvable groups. Below, Iwill briey expand on eah of these projets.Point-pushing pseudo-AnosovsLet � = �g;n denote a genus g surfae with n � 0 puntures. Fix a basepoint � 2 �. Thepoint-pushing homomorphism P : �1(�; �) ! Mod(�; �) is a map whih assoiates to eah losedurve  � � based at � an element of the based mapping lass group of (�; �). In the ase thatthis mapping lass P() is pseudo-Anosov, I have shown that the pseudo-Anosov dilatation � ofP() is bounded, above and below, in terms of the self-intersetion number of the urve . Myresearh has also established bounds, in terms of g and n, on the least pseudo-Anosov dilatationattained in the subgroup P(�1(�; �)) � Mod(�; �).Negative urvature in Teihm�uller spaeThe Teihm�uller spae of � is the spae Teih(�) of (isotopy lasses) of marked hyperbolistrutures on �. While not atually hyperboli, there is a strong analogy between Teih(�) anda negatively urved spae, and I am interested in further understanding the subtleties of thisanalogy. For instane, Moon Duhin, Howard Masur and I have reently shown that Teih(�) isstatistially hyperboli in the following sense: For any ball Br(x) of radius r in Teih(�), we haveshown that the average Teihm�uller distane between a pair of points in Br(x) is asymptoti to2r as r ! 1. More geometrially, our method was to show that for most pairs y; z 2 Br(x), theTeihm�uller geodesi joining y and z dips bak near the enter of the ball, whih is a property thatis reminisent of Æ-hyperboliity.Christopher Leininger and I are also studying onvex oompat subgroups of the mapping lassgroup. These are subgroups whih, by analogy with Kleinian groups, have a well-de�ned limitset in the boundary of Teih(�) and at oompatly on the weak onvex hull of this limit set.These groups exhibit interesting dynamial properties in Teih(�) and are also losely related to19



the hyperboliity of surfae group extensions. However, our understanding of onvex oompatsubgroups is severely hindered by a lak of rih families of examples. Leininger and I hope toaddress some of these issues by fousing on subgroups of �1(Mf) � Mod(�; �), where Mf is themapping torus of a pseudo-Anosov f 2 Mod(�), and using the rih geometri struture of these�bered hyperboli 3-manifolds.Almost onvexityI am also exploring the algebrai impliations of almost onvexity. This geometri property,introdued by Cannon, depends on the Cayley graph of a group and essentially measures howdiÆult it is to onnet two points in a metri ball without leaving that ball. When satis�ed,there are eÆient algorithms for onstruting the Cayley graph reursively and for alulating inthe group. Several authors have investigated almost onvexity in spei� solvable groups, andtheir �ndings have led Farb to onjeture that a �nitely generated solvable group an only bealmost onvex if it is virtually nilpotent. I am working to prove this onjeture in the ontextof nilpotent-by-abelian groups. These groups have rih algebrai and geometri strutures that Ihope to exploit in order to show that they are generally not almost onvex.Dennis DreesenUniversit�e atholique de LouvainThe behaviour of (equivariant) Hilbert spae ompression under group onstrutionsLet H be a �nitely generated group equipped with the word length metri relative to a �nitesymmetri generating subset. Uniform embeddability of H into a Hilbert spae is well studieddue to its relations with the Novikov and Baum-Connes onjetures [5℄ [7℄. The Hilbert spaeompression of a group indiates how well a ertain group embeds uniformly into a Hilbert spae.Here, there are onnetions with Yu's property (A) [4℄.More preisely, the Hilbert spae ompression of a �nitely generated group G is a numberbetween 0 and 1 that desribes how lose a uniform embedding f : G! l2(Z) an be to being quasi-isometri. If this number is stritly greater than 1=2, then the group satis�es Yu's property (A) [4℄.The equivariant Hilbert spae ompression only takes into aount those uniform embeddings whihare G-equivariant relative to some aÆne isometri ation of G on l2(Z) and the left multipliationation of G on itself. If this number is stritly greater than 1=2, then the group is amenable [4℄.I have studied the behaviour of equivariant and non-equivariant ompression under grouponstrutions. Exat results were obtained for the behaviour of equivariant ompression underfree produts and HNN-extensions over �nite groups. We have obtained partial results in a varietyof other ases (the behaviour of ompression under group extensions, under direted limits, et)[1℄ [2℄.I am urrently working on generalizing Yu's result whih states that hyperboli groups admit ametrially proper aÆne isometri ation on an lp-spae for p suÆiently large [6℄. I am also tryingto generalize our approah for alulating the equivariant ompression of Baumslag-Solitar groups[3℄ to a more extensive lass of groups.[1℄ D. Dreesen, `Hilbert spae ompression for free produts and HNN-extensions', Journal ofFunt. Anal. 261 (2011), 3585{3611.[2℄ D. Dreesen, `Hilbert spae ompression under diret limits and ertain group extensions',Pro. of the AMS Aepted for publiation.[3℄ Y. de Cornulier, D. Dreesen, A. Valette, `On the ompression of Baumslag-Solitar groups'.20



[4℄ E.Guentner, J.Kaminker, `Exatness and uniform embeddability of disrete groups', Journalof the London Mathematial Soiety 70, no. 3 (2004), 703{718[5℄ G. Skandalis, J. L. Tu, and G. Yu, `Coarse Baum-Connes onjeture and groupoids', Topology41 (2002), 807{834.[6℄ G. Yu, `Hyperboli groups admit proper aÆne isometri ations on lp-spaes', Geometri andFuntional Analysis 15, no. 5 (2005), 1114{1151.[7℄ G. Yu, The oarse Baum-Connes onjeture for spaes whih admit a uniform embeddinginto Hilbert spae, Invent. Math. 139, no. 1 (2001), 201{240.
Matthew DurhamUniversity of IllinoisMy researh, under the supervision of Daniel Groves, is foused on the ations of �nite subgroupsof the mapping lass group of a surfae, Mod(Sg;n), on its Teihm�uller spae, Tg;n. In partiular, Iam interested in understanding how muh an be said in general about �xed sets and almost-�xedpoint sets of suh subgroups in the Teihm�uller and Weil-Petersson metris. Tg;n is dramatiallydi�erent under these two metris, so the tools used to study them and ultimately the amountwhih an be said about the nature of �xed and almost-�xed point sets in eah will be similarlydi�erent.The solution to the Nielsen Realization Problem by Kerko� (and later Wolpert) showed thatevery �nite subgroup of Mod(Sg;n) �xes a point of Tg;n, that is, arises as a group of isometries forsome hyperboli metri on Sg;n. One realizing a �nite subgroup H � Mod(Sg;n) as a group ofisometries of X 2 Tg;n, one an onsider the quotient spae, X=H = OH , a hyperboli orbifold. Thespae of hyperboli orbifold strutures on OH , its orbifold Teihm�uller spae an be isometriallyembedded into Tg;n in a natural way. What's more, the embedded opy of T (OH) will be preiselythe �xed point set of the ation of H on Tg;n. A natural question is then how T (OH) sits inside ofTg;n and how that is answered depends on the metri perspetive taken.The two most studied metris on Tg;n are the aforementioned Teihm�uller metri and the Weil-Petersson metri; Mod(Sg;n) ats by isometries on Tg;n in both metris. In eah of the metris,Tg;n is a uniquely geodesi metri spae, but they di�er as one approahes the edges of Tg;n. Inpartiular, Tg;n with the Teihm�uller metri is omplete, while with the Weil-Petersson metri itis a CAT(0) spae, but not vie-versa. In both ases, I am interested in studying the level andsublevel sets of a diameter map, diamH : Tg;n ! [0;1), given by diamH(X) = diamm(H � X),where m is either the Teihm�uller or Weil-Petersson metri.Tg;n with the Weil-Petersson metri is a K�ahler manifold and a CAT (0) spae, so following thework of Wolpert and others, some of the following analyti questions are of interest: For smallk > 0, are the level sets diam�1H (k) onneted submanifolds and are the sublevel sets diam�1H ([0; k℄)regular neighborhoods of Fix(H) = T (OH)? If so, what is the bound on k so that this is true andon what does it depend? Is diamH a Morse funtion and, if so, what are its ritial values? In theTeihm�uller metri, suh �ner analyti questions are less tratable. I intend to use the hierarhiesof Masur-Minky and Ra�'s ombinatorial model to investigate the situation's oarse geometry.
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Kamil DuszenkoUniversity of Wro lawMy urrent researh is foused on Coxeter groups and their ations on non-positively urvedand negatively urved spaes. Reall that a Coxeter group is a group given by the presentationhSjf(st)mst = 1gs;t2Si, where S is �nite and mss = 1, mst = mts 2 f2; 3; 4; : : : ;1g for s 6= t. To bemore spei�, I would like to determine the smallest possible dimension of a CAT(0) spae on whiha given Coxeter group an at without a global �xed point. Also, I am addressing the questionif every non-aÆne Coxeter group ats non-trivially on a negatively urved spae, or even admitsa non-elementary Gromov-hyperboli quotient. Every Coxeter group ats on the non-positivelyurved Davis omplex, however, its dimension is usually far from being optimal. On the otherhand, the existene of an ation on a negatively urved spae is known only in some spei� ases.The dimension of suh a negatively urved spae an be bounded from below by a number relatedto the rank of a minimal non-aÆne speial subgroup of W .I have shown, among other things, that all minimal non-aÆne Coxeter groups an be mappedsurjetively onto non-elementary groups ating geometrially on negatively urved spaes [1℄ (inpartiular, these quotients are Gromov-hyperboli). As an example how suh results an be ap-plied, let us mention that the above result led to a proof that all non-aÆne Coxeter groups haveunbounded reetion length, where the reetion length of an element w of a Coxeter group (W;S)is the smallest n suh that w is equal to the produt of n reetions, i.e. elements of the formvsv�1, where v 2 V and s 2 S.[1℄ K. Duszenko, Reetion length in non-aÆne Coxeter groups, arXiv:1106.0619.Ahmed ElsawyUniversit�at D�usseldorfI am a PhD student under supervision of Prof. Oleg Bogopolski in D�usseldorf university. Thefollowing is a part of my Ph.D Thesis \Subgroup onjugay separability for groups".On subgroup onjugay separability for free produt of groupsThe subgroup onjugay separability is a residual property of groups, whih logially ontinuesthe following series of well known properties of groups: the residual �niteness (RF), the onjugayseparability (CS), and the subgroup separability (LERF).De�nition 1. A group G is alled subgroup onjugay separable (abbreviated as SCS), if forany two �nitely generated non-onjugate subgroups H1; H2 � G, there exists a homomorphism �from G to a �nite group G suh that �(H1) is not onjugate to �(H2) in G.There are a lot of papers on residually �nite, onjugay separable and LERF groups. Howeverwe know only one paper on SCS: in [2℄, F. Grunewald and D. Segal proved that all virtuallypolyyli groups are SCS. In preprint [1℄, O. Bogopolski and F. Grunewald proved that freegroups and some virtually free groups are SCS. Reently O. Bogopolski and K.-U. Bux provedthat surfae groups are SCS.Our result is about a property, whih is losely related to the SCS property.De�nition 2. A group G is alled subgroup into onjugay separable (abbreviated as SICS),if for any two �nitely generated subgroups H1; H2 � G the following holds:if H2 is not onjugate into H1 in G, then there exists a homomorphism � from G to a �nitegroup G suh that �(H1) is not onjugate into �(H2) in G.22



(Here we say that H2 is onjugate into H1 if there exists g 2 G suh that Hg2 � H1.)Our main result is the following.Theorem (O. Bogopolski, A.N. Elsawy). The free produt of two groups, whih are SICS andLERF, is again SICS (and of ourse LERF).Future plans: I am thinking on a variant of this theorem for SCS and for amalgamatedproduts and HNN-extensions over a malnormal yli subgroup. Also I am thinking on relation-ships between the properties RF, CS, LERF, SCS and SISC, and on the problem, whih interestinglasses of groups possess the last two properties.[1℄ O. Bogopolski and F.J. Grunewald, On subgroup onjugay separability in the lass of virtu-ally free groups, 2010. Available in arXiv:1012.5122.[2℄ F.J. Grunewald and D. Segal, Conjugay in polyyli groups, Comm. Algebra 6 (1978),775-798.
Gregory FeinRutgers UniversityI am a sixth year graduate student at Rutgers University-Newark being advised by Mark Feighn.My researh interests have ranged a bit, but they all de�nitely �t under the umbrella of geometrigroup theory.As of late, my main objet of study has been a problem on the outer automorphism groupof the free group, Out(Fn). In a paper published earlier this year and entitled \The ReognitionTheorem for Out(Fn)," Feighn and Handel proved a result whih is able to reognize whether twoouter automorphisms of the free group are the same. They did this by providing a list of qualitativeand quantitative data whih, taken together, uniquely determine an outer automorphism. However,their theorem only applies to what they all forward rotationless outer automorphisms. These are,roughly, outer automorphisms whih have no periodi behavior under forward iteration. I havebeen working to generalize this result to all of Out(Fn).Now, it's a fat (also proved in the above paper of Feighn and Handel) that for every n, there isa onstant K = K(n) suh that for all � 2 Out(Fn); �K is forward rotationless. This may make itseem like to generalize the reognition theorem will be a simple extension of the terms. However,one we remove the forward rotationless restrition, many serious issues arise. For example, at theheart of the reognition theorem is the ability to �nd a selet group of preferred representativeautomorphisms (alled prinipal automorphisms) of any outer automorphism by looking for therepresentatives with the largest �xed sets. However, when dealing with �nite order behavior, if wetake the most natural extension of the word \prinipal" by instead looking for large periodi sets,then we �nd that there are outer automorphisms whih have no prinipal representatives underthis new de�nition. This is beause there exist �nite order automorphisms with no �nite orderautomorphism representatives. As a result, we annot use this de�nition of prinipal, and we needto look elsewhere for our identifying data. However, I've found ways to work around this and otherobstrutions, and I hope to reah a �nal result in the near future.I've also spent some time studying limit groups (otherwise known as fully residually free groups)from a geometri point of view. In partiular, I studied some of Sela's work on Diophantinegeometry and related papers on �nitely generated groups ating freely on Rn -trees.23



Elisabeth FinkUniversity of OxfordI am a third year PhD student at the University of Oxford and working on branh groups. Suharise as automorphism groups of rooted trees. In partiular I am interested in �nitely generatedgroups and their pro�nite ompletions. A speial ase of suh are the so alled 'spinal' groups.These are groups where the �nitely many generators split up into two lasses:1. rooted automorphisms, whih only have non trivial ation at the root vertex, and2. spinal automorphisms, whih at on exatly two verties on eah level. On one of them as arooted automorphism and on the other reursively as a spinal automorphism.Suh spinal groups have already been studied on regular trees. In my work, motivated bysuggestion for a onstrution in my supervisor's paper [1℄, I study suh groups on irregular trees.Whereas there are already good results for regular trees in the literature, irregular trees have notbeen studied very well yet. In my work I am urrently fousing on two aspets of them:1. Their pro�nite ompletion in omparison to their ongruene and branh ompletion and2. their Hausdor� dimension within the full automorphism group of the rooted tree.CompletionsGiven any abstrat in�nite group G we an look at its pro�nite ompletion Ĝ. If this group isde�ned as a �nitely generated group on a rooted tree then onsidering level stabiliser subgroups weget a natural ongruene �ltration, leading to the ongruene ompletion �G. Using the terminologyfrom [2℄ we get another ompletion from the restrited level stabilisers, the branh ompletion ~G.With these we have natural maps Ĝ �! ~G ! �Gand are in partiular interested in their kernels.Hausdor� DimensionAs de�ned in fratal geometry we an look at the Hausdor� dimension of branh groups withinthe full automorphism group as desribed in [3℄. The set of dimensions these groups an takewithin [0; 1℄ is alled the Hausdor� spetrum. B. Klopsh proved in his PhD thesis that branhgroups, suh as the full automorphism group on rooted trees, always have full Hausdor� spetrum.It is however not lear, whih dimensions ome from �nitely generated groups and in partiularwhih dimensions spinal groups an have. Some results for regular trees show that spinal groupsover the binary tree an have arbitrary Hausdor� dimension within [0; 1℄, whereas over regulartrees of degree p > 2 they an only be rational and within a ertain interval.In my work I am giving examples of Hausdor� dimensions of spinal groups de�ned over irregulartrees. For example trees with valeny pi + 1 on eah level for a sequene of distint primes pi. Iaim to do further omputations and would ideally like to �nd the Hausdor� spetrum of spinalgroups over suh irregular trees. This depends very muh on the hoie of the valeny sequene asmy work shows.[1℄ MR2073358 (2005k:20062) Segal, D. On the �nite images of in�nite groups. Groups: topo-logial, ombinatorial and arithmeti aspets, 542563, London Math. So. Leture NoteSer., 311, Cambridge Univ. Press, Cambridge, 2004. (Reviewer: Zoran Suni), 20E0724



[2℄ MR1765119 (2002f:20044) Grigorhuk, R. I. Just in�nite branh groups. New horizons inpro-pp groups, 121179, Progr. Math., 184, Birkhuser Boston, Boston, MA, 2000, 20F14(20E08 20E18)[3℄ MR1422889 (98b:20041) Barnea, Yiftah; Shalev, Aner Hausdor� dimension, pro-pp groups,and Ka-Moody algebras. Trans. Amer. Math. So. 349 (1997), no. 12, 50735091.(Reviewer: Marus du Sautoy), 20E18 (17B67)
Martin FluhUniversit�at BielefeldClassifying spaes with non-trivial stabilisers and �niteness onditions in Bredon o-homologyClassifying spaes with stabilisers in a presribed family of groups and their �niteness ondi-tions form an important part of various areas in pure mathematis suh as group theory, alge-brai topology and geometri topology. Two major examples are reent ahievements in studyingsuh elebrated onjetures as the Baum{Connes onjeture and the Farrell{Jones onjeture [1℄.Progress in studying these onjetures relies heavily on understanding �niteness onditions of somespei� lassifying spaes.Similar to how the ohomology of groups an be used to study the �niteness properties ofEilenberg{Ma Lane spaes K(G; 1) there exists a homology theory to study lassifying spaeswith non-trivial stabilisers: Bredon ohomology. In a nutshell it generalises lassial ohomologyof groups by replaing the group G by the orbit ategory OFG. Instead of the ategory of G-modules one studies the ategory of OFG-modules. The properties of this ategory depend notonly on the group G but also on the family F of subgroups of G. If one onsiders the trivialfamily F = f1g, then one obtains the lassial ase. The family F�n(G) of �nite subgroups of G isimportant for the Baum{Connes onjeture, and the family Fv(G) of virtually yli1 subgroupsof G appears in the Farrell{Jones onjeture.In the lassial ase there exist numerous invariants and �niteness onditions a group an haveor satisfy, see for example [Chapter VIII℄[2℄. Eah of these onditions generalises to the Bredonsetting. My researh interest lies in these algebrai and geometri �niteness onditions and howthey relate to eah other and how they depend on the family F. Some problems I am working onare the following.In the lassial ase and for F = F�n(G) there are many lasses of groups for whih there areonstrutions known for lassifying spaes EFG with nie properties [3℄. However, the situationgets muh more ompliated for the family Fv(G) and far less is known in this ase. One interestof mine is to onstrut lassifying spaes for groups G with virtually yli stabilisers and niegeometri properties, see for example [4℄. At the moment I am interested in models for EFvGwhere G is the in�nite yli extension B o Z of a group B and B is either a free group of rank� 2 or a fundamental group of a �nite graph of �nite groups. Another lass of groups for whih Iwant to onstrut models for EFvG are generalised Baumslag{Solitar groups, that is fundamentalgroups of �nite graphs of in�nite yli groups.Another projet of mine is to �nd a ounter example for the Eilenberg{Ganea onjeture forBredon ohomology in the ase that F = Fv(G), as has been done in [5℄ for F = F�n(G). TheEilenberg{Ganea onjeture, originaly formulated for the lassial ase, states that the geometri1A group is virtually yli if it has a yli subgroup of �nite index.25



and ohomologial dimension of a group always agree. We want to show that there exists groupsG suh that the geometri dimension gdFG = 3 but ohomologial dimension dFG = 2 whenF = Fv(G).A group is of type F-FPn if the trivial OFG-module Z admits a projetive resolution P� � Zwith Pk �nitely generated for all k � n. Unlike in the lassial ase there is hardly any result knownregarding this �niteness property for general families F. In the lassial ase Brown's Criterion forFPn provided a useful tool for studying this �niteness ondition. At the moment I am working ongeneralising this riterion to the Bredon setting and I am interested in �nding appliations for it.[1℄ W. L�uk and H. Reih. The Baum{Connes and the Farrell{Jones onjetures in K- andL-theory. In Handbook of K-theory. Vol. 1, 2, pages 703{842. Springer, Berlin, 2005.[2℄ K. S. Brown. Cohomology of groups, volume 87 of Graduate Texts in Mathematis. Springer-Verlag, New York, 1982.[3℄ W. L�uk. Survey on lassifying spaes for families of subgroups. In In�nite groups: geo-metri, ombinatorial and dynamial aspets, volume 248 of Progr. Math., pages 269{322.Birkh�auser, Basel, 2005.[4℄ M. Fluh. Classifying spaes with virtually yli stabilisers for ertain in�nite yli exten-sions. J. Pure Appl. Algebra, 215(10):2423{2430, 2011.[5℄ N. Brady, I. J. Leary, and B. E. A. Nuinkis. On algebrai and geometri dimensions forgroups with torsion. J. London Math. So. (2), 64(2):489{500, 2001.[6℄ K. S. Brown. Finiteness properties of groups. In Proeedings of the Northwestern onfereneon ohomology of groups (Evanston, Ill., 1985), volume 44, pages 45{75, 1987.
 Lukasz GarnarekUniversity of Wro lawI am a �rst year PhD student at the Mathematial Institute of the University of Wro law. Mysienti� interests revolve around group theory and geometry. So far, my researh onernedanalyti aspets of groups. Currently, I am trying to �nd a suitable topi for my PhD thesis.In my MS thesis I studied the irreduibility of some representations of subgroups of the groupDi�(M) of ompatly supported di�eomorphisms of a smooth manifold M . If we take a measure� on M , having smooth density with respet to the Lebesgue measure in maps, we may de�ne aunitary representation � of Di�(M) on L2(M;�) by(�) �s(�)f = �d���d� �1=2+is f Æ ��1;where s 2 R.The ase of the group of ompatly supported di�eomorphisms preserving a measure wasdesribed by Vershik, Gelfand and Graev. In my thesis I onsidered the irreduibility of represen-tations (�) for the groups Sympl(M) and Cont(M) of ompatly supported sympletomorphismsand ontatomorphisms.After the \large" groups of di�eomorphisms, I studied representations of Thompson's groupsF and T , whih are �nitely presented, hene \small" in the ombinatorial sense. Their natural26



ations on the unit interval and unit irle however still resemble the ation of a \large" group,and the representations (�) of F and T turn out to be irreduible. Moreover, representations �sand �t are inequivalent, provided that s� t is not a multiple of 2�= log 2.In the representation theory of SL2(R), the representations of the form (�), assoiated to thenatural ation of SL2(R) on P(R2), form a part of the prinipal series. They are indued fromone-dimensional representations of subgroups of SL2(R). This is not the ase for the Thompson'sgroups. In fat, �s are nonequivalent to representations indued from �nite-dimensional represen-tations of proper subgroups of F or T . Hene, the two possible generalizations of the prinipalseries to F and T are disjoint.My work on representations of the group of ontatomorphisms has inspired the followingquestion:Problem. Let G be a topologial group. Suppose that G ontains no nontrivial ompatsubgroups. Does it imply that the onvolution algebra M(G) of ompatly supported omplexBorel measures on G has no zero divisors?The positive answer in the ase of Rn is a variant of the Tithmarsh onvolution theorem. Theanswer for loally ompat abelian groups follows from the work of Benjamin Weiss. In a reentpreprint I managed to give a positive answer for supersolvable Lie groups.Ilya GekhtmanUniversity of ChiagoI am broadly interested in applying tehniques from hyperboli dynamis to Teihm�uller theory.Reently, I have foused on developing analogues of Patterson-Sullivan theory for the ation ofsubgroups of the mapping lass group Mod(S) on Teihm�uller spae Teih(S) and its ompat-i�ation by Thurston's sphere PMF of projetive measured foliations. So far, I have been ableto apply these tehniques to onvex-oompat subgroups of mapping lass groups, �rst de�nedin [4℄. These are subgroups G < Mod(S) whih at oompatly on their weak hull WH(G)in Teih(S) [ PMF , the union of Teihm�uller geodesis between distint points in the limit set�(G) � PMF . As a result WH(G) is ontained in the �-thik part of Teih(S) for some � > 0.A onvex oompat subgroup of G < Mod(S) has the property that every limit point of G isuniquely ergodi, so every Teihm�uller geodesi ray with vertial projetive foliation � 2 �(G)onverges to � in Thurston's ompati�ation. As a result WH(G) is ontained in the � thik partof Teih(S) for some � > 0. It is known that for S a losed surfae of genus at least 2, Teih(S)endowed with the Teihm�uller metri is not Gromov hyperboli [7℄. However, geodesi triangleswith verties in Teih(S) [ PMF and sides ontained in the �-thik part of Teih(S) are Æ-thin,where Æ > 0 depends only on �. Using this fat, it is possible to onstrut the analogue of aonformal density: a G-equivariant equiontinuous family of measures �x x 2 Teih(S) on PMFwith support �(G) with d�x=d�y([�℄) = eÆ(G)��(x;y)where Æ(G) is the exponent of onvergene for G and�[�℄(x; y) = Ext[�℄(x)=Ext�(y)plays the role of Busemann funtions for the Teihm�uller metri, whih are well de�ned for � 2MFuniquely ergodi. By appropriately saling the produt measure �x 
 �x we obtain a G invariantmeasure e� on the spae of Teihm�uller geodesis and thus a geodesi ow invariant measure onthe unit otangent bundle of Teih(S) whih an be identi�ed with the spae Q1(S) of unit area27



quadrati di�erentials on S. This measure projets to a �nite measure � on Q1(S)=G, whihis the analogue of the Bowen-Margulis measure of maximal entropy in the negatively urvedsetting. An argument similar to [2℄ an be used to show � is mixing as long as G ontains pseudo-Anosovs f1; f2 with dilatations �(fi) satisfying log�(f1)= log�(f2) =2 Q (this ondition is referredto as nonarithmetiity of the length spetrum of Teih(S)=G). The Teihm�uller geodesi owis nonuniformly hyperboli, and the nonuniformity an be uniformly ontrolled by requiring thatgeodesi segments spend a �xed fration of the time in a ompat subset of a stratum [1℄. Usingthese fats I was able to prove the following.Theorem. Let G < Mod(S) be nonelementary onvex oompat, ontaining at least onepseudo-Anosov with axis in the prinipal stratum, and ontaining pseudo-Anosovs f1; f2 withdilatations �(fi) satisfying log�(f1)= log�(f2) =2 Q :Let �(G) be the Poinar�e exponent of G. Let x; y 2 Teih(S). ThenlimR!1 e�Æ(G)RjBR(x) \ �yj = �(x)�(y)where � is a G invariant ontinuous funtion on Teih(S). Let NG(R) be the number of pseudo-Anosov elements of G of Teihm�uller translation length less than R. ThenlimR!1NG(R)Re�hR = 1:These estimates for orbit growth and growth of losed geodesis on Teih(S)=G are analogousto those obtained by Roblin for quotients of CAT (�1) spaes by geometrially �nite groups and byAthreya, Bufetov, Eskin and Mirzakhani for the full mapping lass group Mod(S). I am interestedin extending these results to other subgroups of Mod(S). I am also exploring analogous ountingproblems for the Weil-Petersson metri and studying harmoni measures on PMF for the ationof subgroups of Mod(S).[1℄ J.Athreya, A.Bufetov, A.Eskin, M.Mirzakhani, "Lattie Point Asymptotis and VolumeGrowth on Teihmuller spae," arXiv:math/0610715[2℄ M. Babillot, "Mixing Properties for Hyperboli Systems" Israel J. Math. 129 (2002), 61{76[3℄ A.Eskin, M.Mirzakhani, "Counting losed geodesis in Moduli spae", arXiv:0811.2362[4℄ Benson Farb and Lee Mosher. Convex oompat subgroups of mapping lass groups. Geom.Topol., 6:91{152 (eletroni), 2002.[5℄ Dynamis of Convex Coompat Subgroups of Mapping Class Groups, in preparation.[6℄ Rihard P. Kent IV and Christopher J. Leininger, "Shadows of mapping lass groups: ap-turing onvex oompatness," Geom. Funt. Anal. 18 (2008), 1270{1325.[7℄ H.Masur, M.Wolf, Teihmuller Spae is Not Gromov Hyperboli
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Dominik GruberUniversit�at WienI have reently started working on my PhD thesis in geometri group theory under the supervisionof Prof. Goulnara Arzhantseva. I have been studying launary hyperboli groups and smallanellation onditions. One goal we have disussed is �nding a small anellation ondition thatprodues a lass of launary hyperboli groups with useful additional properties and narrows thesope of the paper "Launary hyperboli groups" by Ol'shanskii, Osin and Sapir.Jiyoung HanSeoul National UniversityThe symmetri Riemannian spaes of R-rank one are those whih have no isometri embeddingfrom Rn , n � 2, with Eulidean metri, but only R1 . It is known that there are only four kindsof symmetri Riemannian spaes of R-rank one and of negative urvature; the real hyperbolispae HnR, the omplex hyberboli spae HnC , the quaternion hyperboli spae HnH , and the Cayleyhyperboli plane H2O .In short, the goal of my study is generalizing many results of the real hyperboli spaes toother rank one spaes, whih is about the asymptoti limits and the equidistribution problems oforbits of geometrially �nite disrete subgroups of their isometry groups. For now, HnC is mainlyonerned with, and I intend to extend my interest to other rank one spaes after getting someresults for the omplex one.One of the signi�ant properties of HnR to prove above problems is that there are odimensionone geodesially losed subspaes in HnR so that one an bring a speial �nite measure-alled theBowen-Margulis-Sullivan measure- de�ned on the boundary �HnR into the unit tangent bundle ofthese subspaes. But unfortunately, there seems to be no odimension one geometrially losedsubspaes in other rank one spaes, and at least it is true for the omplex hyperboli spae.Atually although they are similar in the way they were de�ned, the omplex hyperboli spaeis very di�erent from the real hyperboli spae. For instane, the omplex hyperboli spae doesnot have a onstant urvature; it is pinhed from �1 to �14 . It means that the omplex hyperbolispae is not fully homogeneous like the real one whose every geodesially losed subspae an betransformed to arbitrary geodesially losed subspae of the same dimension under the element ofits isometry group.Another signi�ant di�erene is that the boundary of the omplex hyperboli spae, whih isof real odimension one, has a Heisenberg group struture onsidering the indued transforma-tion group from the isometry group of the omplex hyperboli spae. Mostly solving hyperboliproblems inluding equidistributions or rigidity, it is very important to understand the boundarystruture and the ation of the isometry group on it. In the ase of real hyperboli spae HnR, theboundary of HnR is just a Eulidean vetor spae Rn�1 , and the element of indued transformationgroup is eulidean similarity.Beause the one dimensional omplex hyperboli spae H1C is exatly H2R, by taking H2C fora standard or easiest example, I am trying to understand the struture of omplex hyperbolistruture suh as geodesis, geodesially losed subspaes, and haraters of its boundary.
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Tobias HartnikUniversit�e de Gen�eveI am interested in problems of the interfae between geometri group theory, ergodi geometry andalgebrai topology. Within this ontext, I am mainly interested in ations of (loally ompat)groups on non-positively urved spaes. The non-positive urvature assumption allows one tode�ne a boundary ation of the group; one may then ask the question how dynamial propertiesof the original ation are reeted by the boundary ation. Spei�ally, I am interested in om-paring ohomologial invariants. Often the dynamis of the original ation is related to invariantsoming from (ontinuous) ohommology of the group in question, whereas the boundary ation isreeted in the (ontinuous) bounded group ohomology. There is always a natural omparisonmap between bounded and usual ohomology; if this map is an isomorphism one speaks of oho-mologial boundary rigidity. Using the boundary realization of bounded ohomology, this sort ofrigidity an be related to various lassial rigidity phenomena. For example, the lassial Mostowrigidity theorem for hyperboli 3-manifolds an be dedued from ohomologial boundary rigidityof PSL2(C ) in degree 3. Unfortunately, the extent to whih ohomologial boundary rigidity holdsor fails to hold is hardly understood, even in simple examples. It is onjetured, that semisimplereal algebrai groups are ohomologially boundary rigid in arbitrary degrees. This onjeture,whih would imply a similar result for latties in semisimple Lie groups (within a stable range),is still open. In joint work with Andreas Ott, we have established various partial results towardsthe onjeture. In partiular, we proved that the omparison map is surjetive for all semisimpleLie groups of Hodge type. I am also interested in how to dedue/extend lassial rigidity resultsusing ohomologial boundary rigidity (joint with M. Buher-Karlsson). Finally, their failure ofohomologial boundary rigidity in degree 2 leads to the study of quasimorphisms. In various jointpapers with Gabi Ben Simon, we have realized suh quasimorphisms as relative growth funtionsassoiated with group ations on posets. This provides a strong onnetion between the theoryof partially orderable groups and bounded ohomology. Originally, this onnetion arose fromproblems in (�nite and in�nite-dimensional) Lie groups, but it also applies to �nitely generatedgroups, and I am urrently interested in appliations of our mahinery to various lasses of �nitelygenerated groups.Another, a priori unrelated �eld of interested of mine, is the geometry of Ka-Moody groupover loal �elds. In joint work with Ralf Gramlih, Ralf K�ohl and Andreas Mars, we have lassi�edonneted topologial twin buildings (in the sense of L. Kramer) of so-alled two-spherial tree type.Their automorphism groups are �xed points of involutions of omplex split Ka-Moody groups,whih an therefore be regarded as non-split real Ka-Moody groups. In the non-spherial asethey are non-loally ompat k!-groups, in partiular, they form an important lass of ompatlypresented groups, whih are not loally ompat. They may thus serve as a testing ground forstudying various properties lassially studied in the ontext of �nitely presented groups, in abroader ontext. For example, I would like to know whih non-split real Ka-Moody groups haveProperty (T). Sebastian HenselMax-Plank Institut, BonnMy researh interest lies in a ombination of low-dimensional topology and geometri group theory.Currently I am most interested in the geometry of mapping lass groups of 3{manifolds.30



The handlebody group Map(Vg) is the mapping lass group of a handlebody Vg of genus g. Itan be identi�ed with a subgroup of the mapping lass group of the boundary surfae �Vg. In ajoint projet with Ursula Hamenst�adt we study the extrinsi geometry of this subgroup.Theorem. The handlebody group Map(Vg) is exponentially distorted in the mapping lassgroup of �Vg for any g � 2.As a onsequene, the intrinsi geometry of the handlebody group annot simply be inferredfrom the geometry of surfae mapping lass groups. In fat, the large-sale geometry of handlebodygroups shows features that distinguish it from Map(�Vg).Theorem. For any g � 3 there is a simple losed urve � � �Vg suh that the stabilizer of �in Map(Vg) is exponentially distorted.In ontrast, the stabilizer of every simple losed urve is undistorted in Map(�Vg).Question. Are stabilizers of disks undistorted in the handlebody group?To further ompare the geometry of Map(Vg) to Map(�Vg), one an onsider Dehn funtions.Surfae mapping lass groups are automati, and thus have quadrati Dehn funtions. In jointwork with Ursula Hamenst�adt we show the following upper bound on the Dehn funtion of thehandlebody group.Theorem. The Dehn funtion of Map(Vg) has at most exponential growth rate.The proof of this theorem suggests that the exponential bound is not optimal. Thus we proposeProblem. Determine a sharp bound for the growth rate of the Dehn funtion of the handlebodygroup.Let Mg be the three-manifold obtained by doubling a handlebody Vg aross its boundarysurfae. By a theorem of Laudenbah, the natural map from the mapping lass group of Mg toOut(Fg) has �nite kernel. This desription allows to study Out(Fg) using topologial methods. Asan appliation of this point of view we show in a joint projet with Ursula Hamenst�adtTheorem. The natural embedding of the mapping lass group of a one-puntured genus gsurfae Sg;1 into Out(F2g) is undistorted. David HumeUniversity of OxfordMy primary researh interest onerns embeddability of �nitely generated groups and relatedmetri strutures into Banah spaes. More spei�ally, one ould ask for a given group G andBanah spae X for properties on funtions f : N ! N whih guarantee the existene of anembedding � : G! X suh thatf(dG(x; y)) � k�(x)� �(y)kX � dG(x; y):As an example in the ase of the in�nite binary tree, Tessera proves that suh a funtion f boundsan embedding into a Hilbert spae if and only ifXn2N 1n �f(n)n �2 <1:The question is also losed for hyperboli spaes with the same olletion of funtions. Some verypartial results exist for free produts and amalgamated produts over �nite subgroups (due to thisde�nition being a quasi-isometry invariant). In partiular, Dreesen proves that given embeddings31



 i of groups Ai into a Hilbert spae H and a funtion f with the above property for both of theseembeddings, then there is an embedding � : A1 � A2 !H suh thatminfdG(x; y) 12 ; f(dG(x; y))g � k�(x)� �(y)kX � dG(x; y):Additionally, Brodskiy and Higes proved that A �B quasi-isometrially embeds in a �nite produtof trees whenever A and B both do. In light of Tessera's result this gives the optimal outome inthis situation, unless A = B = Z2.On the other hand for eah � 2 [0; 1℄ there exists a �nitely generated group G� suh that givenany f for whih there exists an embedding into Hilbert spae withf(dG(x; y)) � k�(x)� �(y)kX � dG(x; y);f(n) � n�� for any � > 0. Alaa Jamal EddineUniversit�e d'Orl�eansMy name is Alaa Jamal Eddine. I am in my third year of PhD thesis. My PhD Thesis deals withthe Evolution Equations on disrete hyperboli spaes. During the last two years, I intended tounderstand the nonlinear Shr�odinger equation on disrete hyperboli stutures. I have obtaineda omplete resolution of the equation(i�tu Lu = � juj�1u;u(0) = fon homogeneous trees T of degree Q1, Q � 2, where � 2 R, and for x 2 T, Lf(x) = f(x) �1Q1Py;d(x;y)=1 f(y) is the positive disrete Laplaian on T, and f 2 L2(T): I have obtained a loaland global well-posedness for solutions in L2(T) and for all  > 1. I also obtained satteringfor small L2 data. Right now I am studying the same problem but on more abstrat geometristrutures, like the free produt of two groups. It requires the knowledge of group theoreti aspetsand abstrat harmoni analysis on these groups.Katarzyna JankiewizUniversity of WarsawI am a �rst year MS student at the University of Warsaw. My mathematial interests are enteredaround analysis and geometry. During my �rst degree I have taken ourses in di�erential equations,funtional analysis, di�erential geometry, topology and algebra. Last year I attended bahelor'sseminar on Lie groups and I wrote a thesis under the supervision of Prof. Stefan Jakowski aboutFuhsian groups, espeially (2,3,7)-triangle group and its signi�ane. This year I am attendingourses in algebrai geometry, Lie groups, hyperboli groups, and two seminars: on topology andgeometry of manifolds and on mathematial analysis and di�erential equations.
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Pierre-Niolas JolissaintUniversit�e de NeuhâtelMy main interest is the study of embeddings of metri spaes into Banah spaes. More preisely,let (X; d), (Y; Æ) be two �nite metri spaes. If F : X ! Y is bi-Lipshitz, we de�ne the distortionof F as Dist(F ) := maxx6=y Æ(F (x); F (y))d(x; y) maxx6=y d(x; y)Æ(F (x); F (y)):Then, the Y -distortion of X is de�ned as the in�mum of the Dist(F ), where the in�mum is takenover all bi-Lipshitz maps from X to Y . This quantity gives an idea of how di�erent two metrispaes an be. I am urrently working on methods to �nd bounds for the distortion and applythem to Cayley graphs. I am also interested in making a preise link between the ompressionexponent of an in�nite metri spae and the distortion of its �nite subsets with respet to theindued metri. Pawe l J�oziakUniversity of Wro law1. Geometri, analyti, representation-theoreti and dynamial properties of groups, like: Kazh-dan property (T), amenability, a-T-menability, weak amenability, Cowling-Haagerup onstant,ergodi ations and their equivalene relations, weak ontainment of groups, �nite dimensionalapproximations, notions of so� and hyperlinear groups, their appliations.2. Geometri Methods in funtional analysis: K-theory and K-homology of operator algebras,Baum-Connes onjeture, L2-Betti numbers.3. Graph theory: Bass-Serre theory, Expander graphs in sense of Lubotzky, approximations ofertain spaes by trees. Dawid KielakUniversity of OxfordI am interested in the nature of the apparent similarities between latties in semi-simple Liegroups (these inlude many arithmeti groups, e.g. GLn(Z)), Mapping Class Groups (i.e. groups ofhomeomorphisms of a given surfae modulo isotopy), automorphism groups of free groups (denotedAut(Fn)) and their quotients, outer automorphism groups of free groups (denoted Out(Fn)).One important property enjoyed by general linear groups over the integers is that every embed-ding Zn ,! Zm (with m > n) indues an embedding GLn(Z) ,! GLm(Z). An analogous statementis true for free groups and their automorphisms: writing Fm = Fn � Fm�n allows us to onstrutAut(Fn) ,! Aut(Fm). The situation is far less lear, however, when we fous on groups of typeOut(Fn). Finding values of n and m for whih there exist embeddings Out(Fn) ,! Out(Fm) is notan easy task. We an also form a more general question, and ask about all possible homomorphismsOut(Fn) ! Out(Fm). It is worth noting that this sort of question falls under the umbrella-termof rigidity. It is also worth noting that the understanding of suh maps is ruial if we are tounderstand stability phenomena of various sorts (representation, (o)homologial, et.).More reently I have embarked on a new projet, namely trying to establish if Out(Fn) (forn > 3) has property FAb, that is if all its �nite index subgroups have �nite abelianisations. A33



group G enjoys property FAb for example if it has Kazhdan's property (T). One lass of groupswith property (T) are groups of type GLn(Z) for n > 2. It is an open and very interesting problem(with many important rami�ations) if Out(Fn) has property (T). Proving that Out(Fn) does nothave property FAb would immediately tell us that it does not have (T); on the other hand provingthat Out(Fn) has FAb would already imply many onsequenes of (T).The problem of having FAb or (T) is also open for the Mapping Class Groups. It is very likelythat a proof showing that Out(Fn) does/does not have FAb/(T) an inspire (if not be generalisedto) an analogous proof for the Mapping Class Groups.Sang-hyun KimKorea Advaned Institute of Siene and TehnologyMy researh area is Combinatorial and Geometri Group Theory. The following question, dueto Gromov, has intrigued me into a ouple of past and ongoing projets: Does every one-endedword-hyperboli group ontain a losed hyperboli surfae subgroup?More spei�ally, I study hyperboli surfae subgroups of right-angled Artin groups and otherCAT(0) groups. I proved for the �rst time that a right-angled Artin group an ontain a hyperbolisurfae subgroup even when its de�ning graph does not have a long yle as an indued subgraph,answering a question due to Gordon{Long{Reid. This appeared as Co-Contrations of Graphsand Right-Angled Artin Groups, Alg. Geom. Top. 8 (2008) pp. 849{868. Also, there is adeomposition theorem for the graphs whih de�ne right-angled Artin groups without hyperbolisurfae subgroups; see On Right-Angled Artin Groups Without Surfae Subgroups, Groups, Geom.and Dyn. 4(2) (2010) pp. 275{307.I also onsider a CAT(0) graph of free groups with yli edge groups. With Sang-il Oum(KAIST), I proved that a double of a rank-two free group ontains a hyperboli surfae subgroupif and only if the group is one-ended; see Hyperboli Surfae Subgroups of One-Ended Doublesof Free Groups, arXiv:1009.3820. This depends on the tool, alled polygonality, of words in freegroups de�ned by Henry Wilton (University College London) and me; see Polygonal Words in FreeGroups, Quarterly Journal of Mathematis (Advane Aess published Deember 3, 2010) andGeometriity and Polygonality in Free Groups, International Journal of Algebra and Computation21(1{2) (2011) pp. 235{256.Another theme of my study is embedability between groups. Using mapping lass groups,Thomas Koberda (Harvard University) and I also study embeddings between right-angled Artingroups. We ombinatorially haraterized right-angled Artin subgroups of a given right-angledArtin group when the latter was de�ned by either a triangle-free graph or a forest; see Embedabilitybetween right-angled Artin groups, arXiv:1105.5056. In partiular, we ompletely determined whenthere is an embedding between right-angled Artin groups on yles. Key ingredients of the proofare realization of right-angled Artin groups as subgroups of mapping lass groups and studyingthe group elements orresponding to pseudo-Anosov elements.Thomas KoberdaHarvard UniversityThe study of mapping lass groups of surfaes and their subgroups lies at the intersetion of the�elds of low{dimensional topology, dynamis and geometri group theory. My researh is onernedwith understanding the struture of mapping lass groups by studying the dynamis of their ations34



on various objets. I have been using representation theory of �nite and pro�nite groups to provenew fats about mapping lass groups, and I have been using dynamis and mapping lass groupsto answer questions about the struture of right-angled Artin groups. To study right-angled Artingroups, I have been exploiting the fat that they sit inside of mapping lass groups in a rih butpreditable variety of ways.Mapping lass groups and overs of surfaesWhile the usual homology representation of the mapping lass group is not faithful, the �niteovers of �g;n exhaust the entirety of �1(�g;n). The rational homology of eah regular over isequipped with a faithful ation of the dek group, so that the data of the ation of a mapping lasson the rational homology of a �nite over enodes the data of the ation of the mapping lass onthe dek group. In partiular, the olletion of the homology groups of all �nite overs enode allthe data of Modg;n+1 ating on �1(�g;n). My researh in this area is onerned with making thislast statement preise, whih is to say with the following general questions:1. How are the various attributes of mapping lasses whih are enoded by their homologialrepresentations to be deteted?2. What new invariants of mapping lasses do homology representations reveal, and how dohomologial representations relate to other representations of mapping lass groups?In [4℄, I proved that eah mapping lass ats nontrivially on the homology of a �nite over of�g;n and that one an detet the Nielsen{Thurston lassi�ation of a mapping lass from the dataof its ations on the homology of all �nite overs of �g;n.One of the basi invariants of a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism  is its dilatation K. Eventhough the dilatation of a mapping lass often annot be deteted as the supremum of the spetralradii of its ations on �nite overs of a base surfae by [9℄, there are many questions whih remain.One suh question is whether or not for eah in�nite order mapping lass one an �nd a �niteover of the base surfae where the mapping lass ats with in�nite order on the homology. Morestrongly, one might wonder if given a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism, whether there is a �niteover where the homeomorphism ats on the real homology with spetral radius o� the unit irle.Questions of this ilk are the subjet of my urrent researh, and I have partial results towardresolving them and onneting them more expliitly with 3{manifold theory (see [6℄, for instane).On of the more important questions onerning eigenvalues is the following:Question. Given a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism  on a surfae �, is there a �nite over�0 where  ats with spetral radius greater than 1 on H1(�0;R)?Right-angled Artin groupsLet � be a �nite graph. The right-angled Artin group A(�) is obtained by taking one generatorfor eah vertex of � and delaring two generators to ommute if they are onneted by an edgeand no further relations. From a graph � one an form a larger graph �e whose verties are A(�){onjugates of verties of � (viewed as elements of A(�)) and whose edges are A(�){onjugates ofedges of � (viewed as pairs of elements of A(�)). We will see that �e ontains a lot of informationabout A(�) and has interesting intrinsi struture. I proved in [5℄ that suÆiently high powers ofertain mapping lasses generate a right-angled Artin group of the \expeted" isomorphism type.Together with Sang-hyun Kim, we used this result to study right-angled Artin groups intrinsi-ally. We were thus able to give a mostly omplete lassi�ation of right-angled Artin subgroupsof right-angled Artin groups in [3℄. We proved the following result, for instane:Theorem. Let � be a triangle{free graph. There exists an embedding of groups A(�)! A(�)if and only if there exists an embedding of graphs �! �e.This Theorem allows us to easily reover most known results onerning injetive maps betweenright-angled Artin groups, and to prove many new results. For example, we an ompletely35



determine the existene of injetive maps between A(Cn) and A(Cm), where Cn is a yle of lengthn: it is exatly when n = m+ k(n� 4).We were also able to answer a question posed independently by C. MMullen and M. Sapir,namely that there is no 2{dimensional right-angled Artin group whih ontains all other 2{dimensional right-angled Artin groups. We would like to know exatly when A(Cn) embeds intoA(�), where � is a general graph.The intrinsi struture of �e is also quite interesting. It behaves muh like the omplex ofurves for a surfae. One ould think of � itself as a �nite olletion of simple losed urves on asurfae, the Dehn twists about whih generate the entire \mapping lass group" on that surfae.The verties of �e an be thought of as the union of the mapping lass group orbits of the startingurves (i.e. \all simple losed urves on the surfae"), with edges denoting disjointness. Notethat this mapping lass group is not a true mapping lass group sine one often has to pass topowers of mapping lasses to have them behave properly. One an show that �e is hyperboli,whih analogizes Masur and Minsky's main result in [7℄. The struture of �e and the subgroupsof right-angled Artin groups still hold many interesting questions:Question. How an mapping lass groups and ideas related to mapping lass groups be usedto more preisely understand the internal struture of right-angled Artin groups? For instane,we already know that the graph �e behaves muh like a omplex of urves in that it is Gromovhyperboli. How far does the analogy go? Can one get aylindrial ations of right-angled Artingroups on �e? If so, what would the translation lengths for hyperboli elements mean?[1℄ Mihael Baker and Sergey Norin. Riemann{Roh and Abel{Jaobi theory on a �nite graph.Adv. Math. 215, no. 2, 766{788, 2007.[2℄ John Crisp, Mihah Sageev, and Mark Sapir, Surfae subgroups of right-angled Artin groups,Internat. J. Algebra Comput. 18, no. 3, 443{491, 2008.[3℄ Sang-hyun Kim and Thomas Koberda. Embedability between right-angled Artin groups.Preprint.[4℄ Thomas Koberda. Asymptoti linearity of the mapping lass group and a homologial versionof the Nielsen{Thurston lassi�ation. To appear in Geom. Dediata.[5℄ Thomas Koberda. Right-angled Artin groups and a generalized isomorphism problem for�nitely generated subgroups of mapping lass groups. Preprint.[6℄ Thomas Koberda. The ation of mapping lasses on nilpotent overs of surfaes. Preprint.[7℄ Howard Masur and Yair Minsky. Geometry of the omplex of urves. I. Hyperboliity.Invent. Math. 138, no. 1, 103{149, 1999.[8℄ Curtis T. MMullen. Renormalization and 3{manifolds whih �ber over the irle. Ann.Math. Studies no. 142, 1996.[9℄ Curtis T. MMullen. Entropy of Riemann surfaes and the Jaobians of �nite overs. Toappear in Comment. Math. Helv.
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Juhani KoivistoUniversity of HelsinkiI am urrently doing postgraduate studies and researh leading to a dotoral degree at the Depart-ment of Mathematis and Statistis at University of Helsinki. My researh fouses on urvaturein metri spaes, p-harmoni maps, and oarse geometry. The researh on urvature in met-ri spaes fouses on Gromov hyperboli spaes and CAT(�)-spaes. CAT(�)-spaes are geodesispaes whose geodesi triangles are "thinner" than their omparison triangles on a surfae of on-stant urvature �. These are related to reent generalisations of Rii urvature that arise in thestudy of p-harmoni maps and the asymptoti Dirihlet problem on Gromov hyperboli and relatedspaes. In the asymptoti Dirihlet problem a ontinuous boundary data is given "at in�nity" andthe problem is to �nd a p-harmoni map agreeing with the given boundary data. My aim is togeneralise the work of I. Holopainen, A. V�ah�akangas and U. Lang on the asymptoti Dirihletproblem on Gromov hyperboli metri measure spaes by weakening the Gromov hyperboliityassumption. Related to the latter and to oarse geometry is the oarse invariane of the bound-ary at in�nity and a haraterisation of isoperimetri inequalities by P. Nowak and J. Spakulausing ontrolled oarse homology. Another researh interest related to oarse geometry fouseson extending Ballman and �Swiatkowski's work on L2-ohomology of groups ating on simpliialomplexes and the spetral ondition for property (T ) to Banah spaes. Here we say that agroup G has property (T ) if and only if every aÆne isometri ation of G on a Hilbert spae, andmore generally on a Banah spae, has a �xed point. In partiular, I am interested in �xed pointproperties on Lp spaes. Benno KukukUniversity of OxfordMy urrent researh is hiey onerned with understanding the subgroup struture of diretproduts of groups and the interations with higher �niteness properties of groups.There are two main goals to this researh: The �rst is the investigation of the subgroupstruture of diret produts of free groups, surfae groups and limit groups. There is ampleinentive to ahieve a better understanding of this lass of groups as it ontains examples of greaturrent interest. For one, the �nitely presented residually free groups an be haraterised asthe subgroups of a diret produt of �nitely many limit groups. Also, diret produts of freegroups an be onsidered the simplest interesting examples of right-angled Artin groups, whihare known to have a rih and subtle subgroup struture [2℄. Previous work by Baumslag andRoseblade [1℄ and Bridson, Howie, Miller and Short [3℄ suggests that higher �niteness propertieshave an important part to play in the understanding of these groups: They show that while �nitelygenerated subgroups of diret produts of limit (or even free) groups an be hopelessly ompliated,the subgroups of type FP1 are struturally very simple. Thus the properties FPn for n � 1 seemto supply a good measure of the omplexity of suh a subgroup and one aim of my researh is to�nd good ways of haraterising the subgroups of type FPn for any n � 1.As our seond goal we hope, onversely, to gain a better understanding of higher �nitenessproperties of groups. While the properties of �nite generation and �nite presentability are ubiqitousin group theory, their natural generalisations \type Fn" and \type FPn" are still not very wellunderstood in many respets. Powerful tools, like the �-invariants by Bieri, Neumann, Strebeland Renz, an be brought to bear in ertain speial situations and have been tied to interestingstrutural properties of groups. However, where these tools do not apply, we hope it will be37



illuminating to �nd new families of examples and investigate the strutural onsequenes of thehigher �niteness properties. From the above mentioned earlier work, and our results so far, itseems that diret produts of groups will prove a fertile playground for analysing higher �nitenessproperties of groups.The immediate objetive of my urrent researh is to make progress on two onjetures. The�rst haraterises subgroups of type FPk in terms of the way the subgroup is embedded inside theambient produt:Conjeture 1. Let �1; : : : ;�n be groups of type FPk (with k � 2) and G � �1 � � � � � �n asubgroup of the diret produt, whih \virtually surjets to k-tuples", i.e. for 1 � i1 < i2 < � � � <ik � n the image of G under the anonial projetionG! �i1 � � � � � �ikhas �nite index in �i1 � � � � � �ik . Then G is of type FPk.The seond onjeture aims to desribe the �niteness properties of a �bre produt assoiatedto two short exat sequenes in terms of the �niteness properties of the onstituent groups:Conjeture 2. Let 1! N1 ! �1 �1! Q! 11! N2 ! �2 �2! Q! 1be short exat sequenes of groups, suh that N1 is of type Fn, �1 and �2 are of type Fn1 and Qis of type Fn2. Then the �bre produtP := f(1; 2) 2 �1 � �2 j �1(1) = �2(2)gis of type Fn1.The k = 2 and n = 1 ases, respetively, of these two onjetures have been proven by Bridson,Howie, Miller and Short [4℄ and in [5℄ I prove a general weakened form of these onjetures andertain speial ases of the full onjetures.[1℄ Baumslag, G. and Roseblade, J.E.: Subgroups of diret produts of free groups, J. LondonMath. So. (2) 30 (1984), 44{52.[2℄ Bestvina, M. and Brady, N.: Morse theory and �niteness properties of groups. Invent. Math.,129 (1997), no. 3, 445{470.[3℄ Bridson, M.R., Howie, J., Miller III, C.F. and Short, H.: Subgroups of diret produts oflimit groups, Annals of Math. 170 (2009), 1447{1467.[4℄ Bridson, M.R., Howie, J., Miller III, C.F. and Short, H.: On the �nite presentation ofsubdiret produts and the nature of residually free groups, Preprint, arXiv:0809.3704.[5℄ Kukuk, B.: Subdiret produts of groups and the n-(n1)-(n2) theorem, Preprint,arXiv:1107.2590.
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Sang-hoon KwonSeoul National UniversityGeometri group theory attrats me as I am interested in two main questions of the Erlangenprogram:1. Given a geometry, for example, the Eulidean geometry, the hyperboli geometry or theprojetive geometry, �nd the transformation group whih preserves properties of the �guresin this geometry.2. Conversely, given a group, �nd a geometry suh that the group ats on it and preserves itsgeometri properties.I would like to learn and get ideas from the young geometri group theory meeting, espeially, Iwould like to disuss about disrete subgroups, right-angled Artin groups and Kazhdan's property(T).I study mainly dynamis of homogeneous spae, for example, Riemannian symmetri spae.More preisely, I am working on ergodi theory of the ation of Lie group over various �elds. Forinstane, every (relative) rank-1 Lie group over a non-Arhimedean loal �eld ats on Bruhat-Titstree whih is a negatively urved metri spae. Tree is a speial ase of Tits buildings whih were�rst introdued by Tits in a series of papers from 1950s. It is a CAT (0)-simpliial omplex �whih an be expressed as the union of subomplexes � (alled apartments) satisfying the followingaxioms:(B0) Eah apartment � is a Coxeter omplex.(B1) For any two simplies A;B 2 �, there is an apartment � ontaining both of them.(B2) If � and �0 are two apartments ontaining A and B, then there is an isomorphism �! �0�xing A and B pointwise.It is in some sense a generalized symmetri spae. Also primary properties of buildings are ofombinatorial nature, for example, the inidene relations between simplexes. It also has manyappliations to group theory suh as group ohomology and geometry, topology and representationtheory.There are many well-known results about ergodiity and equidistributed property of the orbiton hyperboli manifolds or hyperboli groups. As a lassial result, the geodesi and horoyleows are mixing and spheres are equidistributed on the hyperboli surfae. Eskin-MMullen(1992)showed similar results to those on a general aÆne symmetri spae and Oh-Shah showed forgeometrially �nite hyperboli 3-manifold ase and also for some hyperboli groups. My purposeis to �nd similar (or di�erent) properties for Bruhat-Tits trees and buildings. Therefore, I aminterested in studying Lie-theory, Coxeter groups and more generally Right-angled Artin groups.I am also interested in Kazhdan's property (T) for the appliation to expander graphs. Property(T) was �rst used by Margulis to onstrut a family of expander graphs. Expander graphs oftenome from uniform spetral gap. Reently, Bekka-Lubotzky proved that an automorphism groupof tree an always have the tree lattie whih does not have a spetral gap.I am sure that the young geometri group theory meeting will be great hane for me to learnand interat with other young mathematiians working in this �eld. Also, I hope to ontribute tothe meeting by sharing my ideas with them. 39



Robin LassondeUniversity of MihiganMy researh is on geometri group theory. In this area, one uses group ations on spaes togain information about groups. I am partiularly interested in group ations on trees and, moregenerally, group ations on CAT (0) ubial omplexes. Over the past two deades, CAT (0) ubialomplexes have beome an important tool in mathematis, with appliations in geometri grouptheory, analysis, and robotis. In my dissertation [10℄, I rework the theory of intersetion numbersof splittings of a group, removing �nite generation assumptions (for both the ambient group andthe subgroups assoiated to the splittings). The key onstrution takes �nitely many splittings ofa group, and produes a anonial CAT (0) ubial omplex on whih the group ats. I would liketo use the key onstrution to de�ne anonial group theoreti JSJ deompositions.A splitting of a group G is a deomposition of G as an amalgamated free produt [14℄ or anHNN extension [7℄. Both amalgamated free produts and HNN extensions were initially desribedin terms of normal forms for words. In 1977, Serre disovered that splittings an be desribedas group ations on trees. This topi is known as \Bass-Serre theory" [19℄, [20℄. I think of asplitting of a group G as a simpliial tree on whih G ats without inverting any edges, with no�xed points, and with exatly one edge orbit. This is the same as having a non-trivial graphof groups struture for G with exatly one edge, and the aforementioned tree is the Bass-Serretree for the splitting. However, from the tree point of view, it is muh easier to deide whatan \isomorphism of splittings" should mean: two splittings of G isomorphi if their trees areG-equivariantly isomorphi.One motivating example of splittings is that of simple losed urves on an (orientable) surfae.By Van Kampen's theorem, any �1-injetive simple losed urve  on a surfae indues a splittingof the fundamental group of the surfae as follows. Take the preimage of  in the universal overof the surfae, and let T denote its dual tree. Let G denote the fundamental group of the surfae.After hoosing basepoints, we have an ation of G on the universal over, whih indues an ationon T . This gives a splitting of G over a subgroup isomorphi to Z.Now we onsider intersetion number. Given two simple losed urves on a surfae, to �ndthe intersetion number of the two indued splittings, simply homotope the urves to geodesisand ount the number of points of intersetion. In [15℄, Sott de�ned the intersetion numberof two splittings (or, more generally, two almost invariant subsets) of a �nitely generated group.This de�nition agrees with the omputation for splittings indued by simple losed urves on asurfae. I show that that Sott's de�nition for intersetion number of splittings also works whenthe ambient group is not �nitely generated [10℄. Whereas he uses the geometry of the Cayleygraph to show that the de�nition is symmetri, I use the geometry of trees.What happens when two splittings have an intersetion number of zero? First we look at thease of splittings �1 and �2 indued by simple losed urves 1 and 2 on a surfae. Homotope1 and 2 to geodesis. These geodesis must be disjoint (sine otherwise the splittings wouldhave positive intersetion number). Take the preimage of 1 and 2 in the universal over of thesurfae. Let T denote the dual tree to this preimage. Then T is a ommon re�nement of theBass-Serre trees for the two splittings. A natural question to ask is, given arbitrary splittings (notjust those indued by simple losed urves on surfaes), whether there is an algebrai tool to hoosesuitable representatives for splittings. The answer is \yes;" given any olletion C of splittings ofany group G, if C has pairwise intersetion number zero, and C satis�es a sandwihing ondition,then one an hoose nie representatives for the splittings and produe a ommon re�nement fortheir trees [10℄. This result was previously proved by Sott and Swarup for splittings of a �nitelygenerated group over �nitely generated subgroups [16℄. Whereas sandwihing is automati inSott and Swarup's setting, in the non-�nitely generated ase, it is neessary to expliitly assume40



a sandwihing ondition; otherwise the theorem is false. \Most" (in some sense) olletions ofsplittings satisfy sandwihing.What happens when splittings (or, more generally, almost invariant sets) have positive inter-setion number? When splittings have positive intersetion number, it is not possible to onstruta G-tree whose edge orbits bijetively orrespond to the splittings; however, one an onstruta relevant CAT (0) ubial omplex. A ubial omplex C is a CW-omplex whose ells arestandard Eulidean ubes of varying dimensions, suh that the intersetion of any two ells iseither empty or a ommon fae of both. C is alled a CAT (0) ubial omplex if, in addition,C is simply onneted, and the link of any vertex (i.e. 0-ube) is a ag omplex. If the splittingsare indued by simple losed urves on a surfae, arrange the urves in general position, and lookat the preimage of the urves in the universal over of the surfae. This preimage onsists of aolletion of lines, some of whih may interset. The dual graph to these lines in the universalover gives part of a CAT (0) ubial omplex. For example, any intersetion of lines orrespondsto a yle of length four, whih we �ll in with a square. For arbitrary splittings, one would like analgebrai tool for onstruting a CAT (0) ubial omplex, suh that intersetions of hyperplanesorrespond to positive intersetion number of splittings. In [11℄, Niblo-Sageev-Sott-Swarup didthis for splittings of a �nitely generated group over �nitely generated subgroups, by generalizinga onstrution of Sageev [13℄ (note that the onstrutions in [11℄, [13℄ also worked for almost in-variant sets). In the ase when the splittings have pairwise intersetion number zero, one gets atree, i.e. a 1-dimensional CAT (0) ubial omplex, that is a ommon re�nement of the Bass-Serretrees for the splittings. In the ase of positive intersetion number, one gets a higher dimensionalCAT (0) ubial omplex. I adapt the onstrution from [11℄, [13℄ to work for splittings of anarbitrary group over arbitrary subgroups [10℄. The diÆult part of the argument is proving thatthe resulting CAT (0) ubial omplex is nonempty.Now I briey desribe a potential appliation of this CAT (0) ubial omplex. Problems ingeometri group theory are often motivated by results on 3-manifolds. Classial JSJ theory beganwith work by Waldhausen [21℄ in 1969 and was developed in 1979 by Jao and Shalen [8℄, andJohannson [9℄. A simpli�ed version of the main theorem is as follows.Theorem. Let M be a ompat irreduible orientable 3-manifold. Then there exists a minimalolletion of disjoint embedded annuli and tori, suh that after utting M along the annuli andtori, eah onneted omponent is either a Seifert �bered spae, an I-bundle, or is atoroidal andaylindrial. Moreover, this olletion is unique up to isotopy.Theorem desribes splittings of �1(M) over Z and Z� Z. If M happens to be losed, then onlytori are needed.Over the next ouple of deades, geometri group theorists developed group theoreti analoguesof lassial JSJ theory [18℄, [1℄, [12℄, [2℄, [3℄, [4℄, [17℄, [5℄, [6℄. The idea is to desribe splittingsof a group G over a spei�ed lass of subgroups. Ideally one would like group theoreti JSJdeompositions that are anonial, and an simultaneously handle splittings over multiple typesof edge groups (for example, virtually polyyli groups of arbitrary lengths). However, previousattempts have had limited suess developing deompositions addressing these issues.One method for onstruting group theoreti JSJ deompositions is using algebrai regularneighborhoods. Given a olletion C of almost invariant subsets of a group G, an algebrairegular neighborhood of the olletion is a bipartite G-tree (denote the vertex olors by V0 andV1) where eah element of C is \enlosed" (in some sense) in a V0-vertex, eah V0-vertex enlosesat least one element of C, and any splitting of G having intersetion number zero with everyelement of C is enlosed in a V1-vertex [17℄. Sott and Swarup proved the existene of algebrairegular neighborhoods for a �nite olletion of almost invariant sets, and proved uniqueness ofalgebrai regular neighborhoods for an arbitrary olletion of almost invariant sets. I have provedthat one an make a more diret onstrution of algebrai regular neighborhoods by using the41



aforementioned CAT (0) ubial omplex [10℄. I would like to utilize this onstrution to developnew anonial group theoreti JSJ deompositions.[1℄ B. H. Bowdith. Cut points and anonial splittings of hyperboli groups. Ata Math.,180(2):145{186, 1998.[2℄ M. J. Dunwoody and M. E. Sageev. JSJ-splittings for �nitely presented groups over slendergroups. Invent. Math., 135(1):25{44, 1999.[3℄ M. J. Dunwoody and E. L. Swenson. The algebrai torus theorem. Invent. Math., 140(3):605{637, 2000.[4℄ K. Fujiwara and P. Papasoglu. JSJ-deompositions of �nitely presented groups and om-plexes of groups. Geom. Funt. Anal., 16(1):70{125, 2006.[5℄ V. Guirardel and G. Levitt. JSJ deompositions: de�nitions, existene, uniqueness. I: TheJSJ deformation spae. arXiv:0911.3173, 2009.[6℄ V. Guirardel and G. Levitt. JSJ deompositions: de�nitions, existene, uniqueness. II:Compatibility and aylindriity. arXiv:1002.4564, 2009.[7℄ G. Higman, B. H. Neumann, and H. Neumann. Embedding theorems for groups. J. LondonMath. So., 24:247{254, 1949.[8℄ W. H. Jao and P. B. Shalen. Seifert �bered spaes in 3-manifolds. Mem. Amer. Math.So., 21(220):viii+192, 1979.[9℄ K. Johannson. Homotopy equivalenes of 3-manifolds with boundaries, volume 761 of LetureNotes in Mathematis. Springer, Berlin, 1979.[10℄ R. M. Lassonde. Splittings of non-�nitely generated groups. arXiv:1105.5478, 2011.[11℄ G. Niblo, M. Sageev, P. Sott, and G. A. Swarup. Minimal ubings. Internat. J. AlgebraComput., 15(2):343{366, 2005.[12℄ E. Rips and Z. Sela. Cyli splittings of �nitely presented groups and the anonial JSJdeomposition. Ann. of Math. (2), 146(1):53{109, 1997.[13℄ M. Sageev. Ends of group pairs and non-positively urved ube omplexes. Pro. LondonMath. So. (3), 71(3):585{617, 1995.[14℄ O. Shreier. Die untergruppen der freien gruppen. Abh. Mat Sem. Univ. Hamburg, 3:167{169, 1927.[15℄ P. Sott. The symmetry of intersetion numbers in group theory. Geom. Topol., 2:11{29(eletroni), 1998.[16℄ P. Sott and G. A. Swarup. Splittings of groups and intersetion numbers. Geom. Topol.,4:179{218 (eletroni), 2000.[17℄ P. Sott and G. A. Swarup. Regular neighbourhoods and anonial deompositions forgroups. Ast�erisque, (289):vi+233, 2003.[18℄ Z. Sela. Struture and rigidity in (Gromov) hyperboli groups and disrete groups in rank 1Lie groups. II. Geom. Funt. Anal., 7(3):561{593, 1997.42



[19℄ J.-P. Serre. Arbres, amalgames, SL2. Soi�et�e Math�ematique de Frane, Paris, 1977. Aveun sommaire anglais, R�edig�e ave la ollaboration de Hyman Bass, Ast�erisque, No. 46.[20℄ J.-P. Serre. Trees. Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1980. Translated from the Frenh by JohnStillwell.[21℄ F. Waldhausen. On the determination of some bounded 3-manifolds by their fundamentalgroups alone. Pro. Sympos. on Topology and its Appliations, Beograd, pages 331{332,1969.
Adrien Le BoudeUniversit�e Paris-Sud 11The general framework of my thesis is geometri group theory, whih losely interats with manyother areas of mathematis, like hyperboli geometry, algebrai topology or omputational grouptheory for instane. More preisely, part of my urrent fous is on Lie groups and their asymptotiones.The onept of asymptoti one was introdued by Gromov in 1981. Roughly speaking, anasymptoti one of a metri spae is what one sees when one looks at the spae from in�netely faraway. One of the reasons why it makes it a relevant notion is that there exist haraterizations ofimportant families of groups, like abelian groups, nilpotent groups or hyperboli groups, in termsof asymptoti ones.Reently, the importane of having ut-points in asymptoti ones has been pointed out. Drutu,Mozes and Sapir established a link between the existene of ut-points in the asymptoti onesof a group and the divergene of the group, whih estimates the length of a path onneting twopoints avoiding a large ball.The purpose of my work, that I am just starting, will be to haraterize onneted Lie groupswhose asymptoti ones have ut-points. I am also interested in the same question as well asvariants for other lasses of groups, like p-adi Lie groups or arithmeti latties.Jean L�eureuxTehnion, HaifaMy researh is about buildings and their boundaries. I'm espeially interested in non-aÆne build-ings. They are CAT(0) spaes with some interesting groups ating on them, whih behave quitesimilarly to p-adi algebrai groups. One typial example of suh exoti buildings are Ka-Moodybuildings.In a joint work with P.-E. Caprae, we de�ned a new, "ombinatorial", boundary of buildings.This boundary should be seen as an analogue of the maximal Satake-Furstenberg ompati�ationof symmetri spaes. Our main result is that this boundary parametrizes (up to �nite index)the maximal amenable subgroups of the boundary: stabilisers of points are amenable, and anyamenable group ating on the building �xes a point, up to �nite index. One of the main interestsof this theorem is that it applies to any kind of building, without any hypotheses. Another interestis that we understand the struture of amenable subgroups ating on buildings. Namely, they arean extension of a "loally �nite" radial by a virtually abelian subgroup of the Weyl group.43



I also extended this theorem to prove that the ation of the isometry group on the boundary ofthe building is amenable. This implies some non-trivial properties on groups ating on buildings(for example, they satisfy the Novikov onjeture).The struture of this boundary is also interesting. It is a strati�ed spae, eah stratum on-sisting of a union of subspaes orresponding to a blow-up of a point of the CAT(0) boundary.In partiular, there is an interesting subspae of this boundary whih is the losed strata. In thease of p-adi algebrai groups, this is a opy of G=P ; however, in the general ase, it is not ahomogeneous spae.As in the lassial, algebrai ase, an interesting question would be to see whether the Poissonboundary of a group � ating on suh a building an be mapped into these strata. In the lassialase, this is an important step in the proof of Margulis' superrigidity theorems. There are severalways to get this kind of results. The �rst one is to study random walks on buildings and theirasymptoti properties. Another possibility is to use the strong ergodi properties of the Poissonboundary, together with the amenability of the ation, in order to get suh a map.Paul-Henry LeemannUniversit�e de Gen�eveMy researh enters around free groups and graphs. I'm very interested in the topologial approahof Stallings whih represents subgroups of free groups as overing of graphs, more preisely in theombinatorial variant used by Kapovih and Myasnikov. These helps make onnetions betweenombinatorial and algebrai properties of subgroups of a free group and geometri properties oftheir Shreier graphs (like vertex-transitivity).I'm also interested in Out(Fn) and Outer Spae. With A. Talambutsa we are trying to trans-late the result of Ladra, Silva and Ventura about the relation between the length of an (outer)automorphism and the length of its inverse in a ombinatorial statement. Indeed, the proof usesresults of Algom-K�r and Bestvina about the (non-symmetri) metri of Outer Spae and it seemsto be a heavier mahinery that is stritly neessary.For the future, I plan to learn more about Auter Spae in the attempt to generalize thepreedent result to Aut(Fn). I also want to study Artin groups to see in whih sense statementabout free groups ould be generalized.Furthermore, more as a hobby, I want to see what happens to some of the mentioned results ifinstead of looking at Fn we take free group of in�nite rank.Arie LevitHebrew UniversityI'm a graduate student in my �nal year. My researh interests are limit groups and CAT (0)ubial omplexes. As part of my thesis work, I am urrently interested in developing tehniquesfor expliitly obtaining odimension-1 subgroups in the fundamental group of a graph of groups\reursively" - given suh subgroups in the vertex groups. I am also interested in �nding geometrionditions for the resulting ation to be \nie" - for example, proper and oompat.Sine limit groups an be de�ned in terms of !-residually free towers whih are essentiallygraphs of groups, I am hoping that this will lead to an expliit ubulation of limit groups. Alter-natively I'm interested in generalizing these methods to more general families of graphs of groupswith ertain given restritions, suh as hyperboliity.44



For an overview of limit groups, I would reommend C. Champetier and V. Guirardel's artileLimit groups as limits of free groups. CAT (0) ubial omplexes and odimension-1 subgroups aredisussed e.g. in M. Sageev's thesis Ends of group pairs and non-positively urved ube omplexes.I am about to �nish the MA and ontinue to PhD studies, and I would like to widen myinterests within the sope of geometri group theory and I'm exited about this opportunity tofamiliarize myself with new ideas. Joel LouwsmaUniversity of OklahomaMy researh is in the areas of geometri group theory and low-dimensional topology. I am broadlyinterested in ideas related to stable ommutator length, quasimorphisms, and bounded ohomology.Groups in whih I have a partiular interest are braid groups, mapping lass groups, and outerautomorphism groups of free groups.Stable ommutator length, a kind of relative Gromov{Thurston norm, has been the subjet ofmuh reent interest. One way to study stable ommutator length is through a duality, disoveredby Bavard, with the theory of quasimorphisms. This duality implies that every homogeneousquasimorphism gives a lower bound on the stable ommutator length of a given element. Onean ask when these bounds are sharp, in whih ase the quasimorphism is said to be extremal forthe element in question. Although extremal quasimorphisms are known to exist, few examples ofthem have been found, due largely to the fat that the spae of all homogeneous quasimorphismsis poorly understood for most groups. Finding extremal quasimorphisms would give an indiretway to ompute stable ommutator length, something that an presently be done for few groups,suh as free groups and virtually free groups.My thesis studies when the rotation quasimorphism on the modular group PSL(2;Z) is ex-tremal. Muh of this work is based on a program I have written to ompute stable ommutatorlength in the modular group. This was used to generate a signi�ant amount of experimentaldata about when the rotation quasimorphism is and is not extremal, and a number of interestingpatterns were observed in this data.Reently, Danny Calegari and I have used a geometri approah to prove one of these experi-mental observations. It follows from work of Calegari that the rotation quasimorphism is extremalfor a hyperboli element of the modular group if and only if the orresponding geodesi on themodular surfae H 2=PSL(2;Z) virtually bounds an immersed surfae. Calegari and I show howto expliitly onstrut suh immersed surfaes under suitable hypotheses. Spei�ally, we showthat, for every hyperboli element of the modular group, the produt of this element with a suf-�iently large power of a paraboli element is represented by a geodesi on the modular surfaeH 2=PSL(2;Z) that virtually bounds an immersed surfae. This implies that the rotation quasi-morphism is extremal for suh elements.Although this shows that the rotation quasimorphism is extremal for ertain families of el-ements, the exat ondition ontrolling its extremality is still unlear. I am urrently studyingthis further and hope to haraterize the elements of the modular group for whih the rotationquasimorphism is extremal, for example in terms of the arithmeti odings of geodesis on themodular surfae desribed by Svetlana Katok and her ollaborators.Extremal quasimorphisms always exist, and therefore when the rotation quasimorphism is notextremal there must be some other quasimorphism that is extremal. A number of quasimorphismson PSL(2;Z) an be onstruted from ounting quasimorphisms on F2 de�ned by Brooks. I plan touse a modi�ation of my program for omputing stable ommutator length on the modular group45



to determine values of some of these quasimorphisms, and I hope to analyze the di�erenes betweenthe extremality of these quasimorphisms and the extremality of the rotation quasimorphism.The three-strand braid group B3 is a entral extension of the modular group, and thereforeour proedure for omputing stable ommutator length in the modular group extends to B3. Therotation quasimorphism lifts from PSL(2;Z) to B3, and our result gives information about whenthis lifted quasimorphism is extremal. The proedure for omputing stable ommutator length doesnot generalize to higher-strand braid groups, however, and therefore I would like to understandwhy ertain quasimorphisms are extremal for three-strand braids, with the goal of arrying thesereasons over to higher-strand braid groups. This would give an indiret method for omputing thestable ommutator length of higher-strand braids.Miha l MarinkowskiUniversity of Wro lawI am a �rst year PhD student at the University of Wro law. I am interested in geometri grouptheory, reently espeially in so�, Kahzdan and a-T-menable groups.In my master thesis I was interested in the notion of indued aÆne representation with on-netion to Gromov's a-T-menability.We say that a group G is a-T-menable (or it has the Haagerup property) if it admits a metriallyproper aÆne representation.Given an aÆne representation �, we an deompose it to a linear representation � of G and a�-oyle b : G! H, s.t. � = �b. It is well known that isometri lasses of aÆne representationswith linear part � an by lassi�ed by the �rst ohomology group H1(G; �) of G with oeÆientsin the representation �.In my thesis I onsider the notion of indued aÆne representation. Given a disrete groupsH < G, we an ask if there exists a map � : H1(H; �) ! H1(G; e�) where e� is the indued linearrepresentation, with some funtorial properties, suh as � Æ �= IdH1(H;�), where � is the anonialrestrition. Unfortunately, there is no way to indue aÆne representation in general (there aresimple examples where the anonial restrition is not surjetive). Nevertheless, there is a shortlist of ases where one an indue a representation:� When [G : H℄ is �nite.� When H < H �� G and � is �nite.� When � is an appropriate lattie in a R-rank 1 Lie group [2, hap. 3.III℄.The seond dot gives the proof of theorem from [1, Chapter 6.2℄ that amalgamation of twoa-T-menable groups along �nite group is again a-T-menable.The motivation to develop the notion of aÆne representation was to obtain more geometrialproofs of being a-T-menable (e.g. the known fat that if N is a-T-menable and G is amenable,then the extension of G by N is a-T-menable).[1℄ P. Jolissant, P. Julg, A. Valette, Groups with the Haagerup property (Gromov's a-T-mena-bility), Birkh�auser Verlag, 2001.[2℄ Y. Shalom Rigidity, unitary representations of semisimple groups, and fundamental groupsof manifolds with rank one transformation group, Annals of Mathematis, 152 (2000), pp.113{182. 46



Timoth�ee MarquisUniversit�e atholique de LouvainReall that a Ka{Moody group G(k) over a �eld k ats by automorphisms on a twin buidingX � X�. The indued ation of G(k) on eah fator is non-disrete and so we may onsider thelosure of the image of G(k) in the topologial group Aut(X); this group, denoted bG(k), is alleda omplete Ka{Moody group over k.In this work, we study the properties of subgroups of topologial Ka{Moody groups. We will�rst fous on omplete Ka{Moody groups over �nite �elds, whih we will study as loally ompatgroups by analogy with semisimple algebrai groups over loally ompat �elds. In partiular, wehave just proved the following statement.Theorem. A omplete Ka{Moody group bG(Fq ) over a �nite �eld Fq is topologiallyNoetherian: every asending hain of open subgroups possesses a maximal element.Note that in the ase of semi-simple groups over loal �elds, G. Prasad proved a strongerproperty: every proper open subgroup is ompat (see [3℄). However, this property fails for Ka{Moody groups. Our strategy onsisted in showing that every open non-ompat subgroup of bG(Fq )is in fat essentially paraboli, therefore implying Theorem (see [1℄).We are urrently trying to establish the following onjeture.Conjeture. The pointwise �xer H of an apartment of X in bG(Fq ) is virtually torsion-free.However tehnial in appearane, this onjeture, one on�rmed, would have remarkable onse-quenes: it would imply amongst other things the existene of a uniform lower bound on latties ofbG(Fq ) analoguous to the one obtained by A. Lubotzky and Th. Weigel [2℄ for the group SL2(Fp((t))).[1℄ Caprae, P.E. and Marquis T., Open subgroups of loally ompat Ka-Moody groups,preprint (2011) http://arxiv.org/abs/1108.4934.[2℄ Lubotzky, A. and Weigel, Th., Latties of minimal ovolume in SL2 over loal �elds, Pro.London Math. So. (3) 78 (1999), 283{333.[3℄ Prasad, Gopal, Elementary proof of a theorem of Bruhat-Tits-Rousseau and of a theorem ofTits, Bull. So. Math. Frane 110 (1982), 197{202.
Alexandre MartinUniversit�e de StrasbourgMy urrent researh fouses on boundaries of groups in the sense of Bestvina and their gener-alisations. In [2℄, Bestvina de�ned a notion of boundary, alled a Z-boundary, that has strongimpliations in geometri group theory. This notion of boundary was further generalised to thenotion of an equivariant Z-ompati�ation by the work of Farrell and Lafont [7℄, who proved theNovikov onjeture for groups admitting what they all an EZ-struture. A stronger notion ofboundary for groups with torsion, whih implies a stronger version of the Novikov onjeture, hasbeen developed by Carlsson and Pedersen [4℄ and Rosenthal [11℄, [12℄. Suh ompati�ations havealso turned out to be useful in proving the Farrell-Jones onjeture for various lasses of groups.The existene of EZ-strutures is known for groups admitting a lassifying spae for properations with a suÆiently nie geometry, suh as hyperboli [3℄, [9℄, systoli [10℄ and CAT(0)groups. 47



In my work, I adress the following ombination problem: Given a group G ating oompatlyby simpliial isometries on a simpliial omplex X, are there natural onditions under whih it ispossible to build an EZ-struture for G, assuming that the stabilisers of simplies of X all admitan EZ-struture?There are already some speial ases for whih suh a ombination theorem is know to hold.For instane, Tirel [13℄ explained how to build a Z-boundary for free and diret produts of groupsadmitting Z-boundaries. Furthermore, Dahmani [5℄ built an EZ-struture for a torsionfree groupthat is hyperboli relative to a group admitting an EZ-struture.My researh deals with ations on CAT(0) spaes suh that every simplex stabiliser admits anEZ-struture. I am able to onstrut a Bestvina boundary for G, along with an EZ-struture,in the ase of an aylindrial ation (that is, there is a uniform upper bound on the diameter ofsubspaes of X �xed by an in�nite subgroup of G) with some algebrai restritions on the waystabilisers of simplies embed in one another. The general theorem, although too tehnial to bestated here, has the following orollary.Theorem 1. Let G(Y) be a stritly developable simple omplex of groups over a �nite sim-pliial M�-omplex. Assume that:� The universal overing of G(Y) is CAT(0) for the simpliial metri assoiated to the induedM�-omplex struture,� The loal groups are hyperboli, and all the inlusions are quasionvex embeddings,� The ation of �1(G(Y)) on the universal over of G(Y) is aylindrial.Then �1(G(Y)) admits an EZ-struture.The onstrution follows a strategy used by Dahmani [6℄ to amalgamate Bowdith boundariesof relatively hyperboli groups in the ase of aylindrial graphs of groups.As an appliation of the previous onstrution, we prove a ombination theorem for hyperboligroups, in the ase of aylindrial simple omplexes of groups of arbitrary dimension.Theorem 2 [Combination Theorem for Hyperboli Groups℄. Let G(Y) be a stritly developablesimple omplex of groups over a �nite simpliial M�-omplex. Assume that:� The universal overing of G(Y) is hyperboli and CAT(0) for the simpliial metri assoiatedto the indued M�-omplex struture,� The loal groups are hyperboli, and all the inlusions are quasionvex embeddings,� The ation of �1(G(Y)) on the universal over of G(Y) is aylindrial.Then �1(G(Y)) is hyperboli. Furthermore, the loal groups embed in �1(G(Y)) as quasionvexsubgroups.This theorem is proved by showing that �1(G(Y)) is a uniform onvergene group on theboundary onstruted in Theorem 1. An advantage of suh a dynamial approah is that it yieldsan expliit model for the Gromov boundary of �1(G(Y)).Suh a result is already known for aylindrial graphs of groups: the hyperboliity is a diretonsequene of the muh more general ombination theorem of Bestvina and Feighn [1℄, whilethe quasionvexity of vertex stabilisers follows from a result of Kapovih [8℄. To our knowledge,Theorem 2 is the �rst result that partly generalises these results to omplexes of groups of arbitrarydimension.[1℄ M. Bestvina and M. Feighn, A ombination theorem for negatively urved groups, J. Di�er-ential Geom. 1(35):85{101, 1992. 48



[2℄ M. Bestvina, Loal homology properties of boundaries of groups, Mihigan Math. J. 1(43):123-139, 1996.[3℄ M. Bestvina and G. Mess, The boundary of negatively urved groups, J. Amer. Math. So.3(4):469{481, 1991.[4℄ G. Carlsson and E. K. Pedersen, Controlled algebra and the Novikov onjetures for K- andL-theory, Topology 3(34):731{758, 1995.[5℄ F. Dahmani, Classifying spaes and boundaries for relatively hyperboli groups, Pro. LondonMath. So. 3(86):666{684, 2003.[6℄ F. Dahmani, Combination of onvergene groups, Geom. Topol. 7:933{963, 2003.[7℄ F. T. Farrell and J.-F. Lafont, EZ-strutures and topologial appliations, Comment. Math.Helv. 1(80):103{121, 2005.[8℄ I. Kapovih, The ombination theorem and quasionvexity, Internat. J. Algebra Comput.2(11):185{216, 2001.[9℄ D. Meintrup and T. Shik, A model for the universal spae for proper ations of a hyperboligroup, New York J. Math 8:1{7 (eletroni), 2002.[10℄ D. Osajda and P. Przytyki, Boundaries of systoli groups, Geom. Topol. 5(13):2807{2880,2009.[11℄ D. Rosenthal, Splitting with ontinuous ontrol in algebrai K-theory, K-theory, 2(32):139{166, 2004.[12℄ D. Rosenthal, Continuous ontrol and the algebrai L-theory assembly map, Forum Math.2(18):193{209, 2006.[13℄ C. J. Tirel, Z-strutures on produts, preprint, 2010, http://arxiv.org/abs/1010.0284
Eduardo Mart��nez-PedrozaMemorial University of NewfoundlandThe prinipal theme of my researh program is the study of ountable in�nite groups. My ontri-butions are part of the program of lassifying and understanding the struture of ertain lassesof disrete groups. I am partiularly interested in fundamental groups of 3-manifolds and groupsadmitting ations on negatively urved spaes.Residual �niteness and Subgroup separability. A group is residually �nite if the inter-setion of all �nite index subgroups equals the trivial subgroup. A group is subgroup separableif eah �nitely generated subgroup equals the intersetion of all �nite index subgroups ontainingit. An outstanding question in geometri group theory is whether all hyperboli groups are resid-ually �nite. On the other hand, subgroup separability of Kleinian groups, disrete subgroups ofPSL(2; C ), is of interest among 3-manifold topologists due to its relation with the virtual Hakenonjeture. The following two results were obtained in joint work with J.Manning.Theorem 1 ([11℄). If all hyperboli groups are residually �nite, then all �nitely generatedKleinian groups are subgroup separable. 49



This result answers a question by Agol, Groves and Manning [1℄. It relies on a generalization ofthe Klein-Maskit ombination theorems developed by the author in [12℄. This use of ombinationtheorems in onnetion with subgroup separability was further developed by Chesebro, Deblois,and Wilton proving separability for a lass of hyperboli 3{manifolds groups [2℄. Another resultfrom [11℄ is the following.Theorem 2 ([11℄). If fundamental groups of ompat hyperboli 3{manifolds are subgroupseparable, then fundamental groups of �nite volume hyperboli 3{orbifolds are subgroup separable..Coherene and Loal Quasionvexity. A group G is oherent if �nitely generated sub-groups are �nitely presented. The oherene of ertain lasses of groups has been of interest. Oneof the most relevant results in the area is that 3-manifold groups are oherent [7℄. The searhfor onditions implying oherene is part of my researh program. The following two results wereobtained in joint work with D.Wise by extending results in [6℄.A one relator produt of a pair of groups A;B is the quotient (A � B)=hhrmii where r is anelement in the free produt A �B and hhrii denotes its normal losure.Theorem 3 ([9℄). Let A and B be oherent groups, let r 2 A �B be a ylially redued wordof length at least 2, and m > 0 suh that 3jrj < m. Then the group (A �B)=hhrmii is oherent.A question in [3℄ asks whether groups of the form (A �B)=hhrmii with A and B �nite and largem are virtually torsion free. Theorem 3 an be onsidered evidene of a positive answer to thisquestion; it was known that for large values of m, if (A � B)=hhrmii is virtually torsion free thenit is oherent [6℄. An appliation of Theorem 3 was found by Matsuda, Oguni and Yamagata.They exhibit �nitely generated groups with universal relatively hyperboli strutures where every�nitely generated subgroup is relatively quasionvex [5℄.A (p; r){Gromov polyhedron X is a simply-onneted 2-omplex where eah 2-ell is a p-gon,and eah 0-ell x has link(x) isomorphi to the omplete graph Kr [4℄. The link(x) is the graphwhose verties represent 1-ells of X adjaent to x, and two verties are onneted by an edge ifthe orresponding 1-ells are adjaent to a ommon 2-ell.Theorem 4 ([9℄). Let G at properly and oompatly on a (p; r){Gromov polyhedron. If6r � p, then G is loally quasionvex and, in partiular, oherent.Relatively Hyperboli Groups. The above results on oherene and subgroup separabilityrely on my researh ontributions in the study of relatively hyperboli groups. My most importantontributions in the area are the ombination theorems for relatively quasionvex subgroups [12℄,a new approah to relative quasionvexity with D.Wise [10℄, and the study of di�erent relativelyhyperboli strutures on a group in onnetion with quasionvexity [8℄.[1℄ Ian Agol, Daniel Groves, and Jason Fox Manning. Residual �niteness, QCERF and �llingsof hyperboli groups. Geom. Topol., 13(2):1043{1073, 2009.[2℄ Eri Chesebro, Jason DeBlois, and Henry Wilton. Some virtually speial hyperboli 3-manifold groups. Comment. Math. Helv., to appear.[3℄ Nathan M. Dun�eld and William P. Thurston. The virtual Haken onjeture: experimentsand examples. Geom. Topol., 7:399{441, 2003.[4℄ Fr�ed�eri Haglund. Les poly�edres de Gromov. C. R. Aad. Si. Paris S�er. I Math.,313(9):603{606, 1991.[5℄ Yoshifumi Matsuda, Shin-ihi Oguni, and Saeko Yamagata. The universal relatively hyper-boli struture on a group and relative quasionvexity for subgroups. arXiv:1106.5288v2.[6℄ J. P. MCammond and Daniel T. Wise. Coherene, loal quasionvexity, and the perimeterof 2-omplexes. Geom. Funt. Anal., 15(4):859{927, 2005.50



[7℄ G. P. Sott. Finitely generated 3-manifold groups are �nitely presented. J. London Math.So. (2), 6:437{440, 1973.[8℄ Eduardo Mart��nez-Pedroza. On quasionvexity and relatively hyperboli strutures ongroups. Geometriae Dediata, 2011. 22 pages. Aepted: 17 April 2011.[9℄ Eduardo Mart��nez-Pedroza and Daniel T. Wise. Loal quasionvexity of groups ating onsmall anellation omplexes. J. Pure Appl. Algebra, 215(10):2396{2405, 2011.[10℄ Eduardo Mart��nez-Pedroza and Daniel T. Wise. Relative quasionvexity using �ne hyper-boli graphs. Algebr. Geom. Topol., 11(1):477{501, 2011.[11℄ Jason Fox Manning and Eduardo Mart��nez-Pedroza. Separation of relatively quasionvexsubgroups. Pai� J. Math., 244(2):309{334, 2010.[12℄ Eduardo Mart��nez-Pedroza. Combination of quasionvex subgroups of relatively hyperboligroups. Groups Geom. Dyn., 3(2):317{342, 2009.
Sebastian MeinertFreie Universit�at BerlinMy researh is entered around the study of deformation spaes of metri simpliial G-trees forertain �nitely generated groups G.For a �nitely generated group G, let TG be the spae of all metri simpliial G-trees, up toequivariant isometry, that are nontrivial (i.e. G does not �x a point in T ) and minimal (i.e. thereis no proper G-invariant subtree). We equip TG with the equivariant Gromov-Hausdor� topology,whih is desribed in [2℄. There is an obvious ation of the outer automorphism group Out(G) onTG by preomposing the G-ations on the trees with automorphisms of G.A subgroup of G is alled an ellipti subgroup of T 2 TG if its ation on T has a �xed point.To eah tree T 2 TG we assoiate a deformation spae D � TG, onsisting of all trees in TG thathave the same ellipti subgroups as T . There is also an assoiated projetivized deformation spaePD := D=R+ , whih is the quotient of D by the ation of the group of positive real numbers byresaling the metris on the trees. If D ontains a tree with �nitely generated vertex stabilizersthen D and PD are ontratible (f. [2℄).Under ertain assumptions on the ellipti subgroups of T the ation of Out(G) on TG restritsto an ation on D and desends to an ation on PD. For example, denote by Fn the free group onn generators, the ation of Out(Fn) on TFn desends to an ation on the projetivized deformationspae of trees on whih Fn ats freely. This spae is known as Culler-Vogtmann Outer spae anddenoted by Xn. Sine all vertex stabilizers of trees in Xn are trivial and hene �nitely generated,Outer spae is ontratible. In fat, it an be shown that Outer spae is a lassifying spae for thefamily of �nite subgroups of Out(Fn). That is, it is a ontratible Out(Fn)-CW omplex whoseisotropy groups are all �nite and for all �nite subgroups H � Out(Fn) the �xed point set XnH isontratible.Classifying spaes for families of subgroups, espeially of Out(G) for a �nitely generated groupG, are of great interest in algebrai K-theory of group rings. For example, lassifying spaes for thefamily of virtually yli subgroups (i.e. subgroups whih ontain a yli subgroup of �nite index)appear in the statement of the Farrell-Jones onjeture. We an prove existene of these spaes,51



but there is a lak of expliit models. In [1℄ Clay has, by putting restritions on G2, desribed aertain lass of projetivized deformation spaes PD that are ated upon by Out(G). He has alsogiven a riterion when a subgroup H � Out(G) �xes a point in PD, and from a result in [2℄ wemay onlude that the �xed point set of H is ontratible if it is nonempty. By following theseideas and the ideas brought up in the study of Outer spae, I am looking for expliit models oflassifying spaes for families of subgroups within the theory of deformation spaes.[1℄ M. Clay, A �xed point theorem for deformation spaes of G-trees, Comment. Math. Helv.82 (2007), 237-246[2℄ V. Guirardel and G. Levitt, Deformation spaes of trees, Groups Geom. Dyn. 1 (2007),135-181
Bartosz Naskr�ekiAdam Mikiewiz UniversityMy urrent researh is mainly foused on arithmetial aspets of theory of modular forms - holo-morphi funtions on upper half plane with nie symmetry properties under ongruene subgroupsof speial linear group over R of dimension two. Modular forms an be expanded as a Fourier serieswith the oeÆients arrying important arithmetial data. Modular forms an be gathered intofamilies of funtions having �xed weight and level (aording to their transformation behaviourunder symmetry group) and the form �nite dimensional vetor spaes over C . They are atedupon by a family of operators alled Heke operators whih transform in a spei� fashion theFourier oeÆients. Simultaneous eigenforms with respet to the whole family of Heke operatorsexist and they have extremely niely behaved Fourier oeÆients (e.g. lying in a ommon number�eld).I'm urrently interested in relating those oeÆients via ongruene relation modulo powersof prime numbers for di�erent speial lasses of those funtions. The importane of the topiis emphasized in the existene of representation of absolute Galois group of rational numbersgoing tho speial linear group over �nite �elds. The work of Shimura, Serre, Deligne et al. madeit possible to study Galois representations via arithmetial properties of Fourier oeÆients ofertain modular forms.I study omputationally the representations attahed to di�erent modular forms and try topredit ertain regular behaviour in terms of ongruenes modulo high powers of primes.Tomasz Odrzyg�o�zd�zUniversity of WarsawI'm a student of 4th year at College of Inter-Faulty Individual Studies in Mathematis and NaturalSienes. My main �eld of study is mathematis, seond �eld is physis. In mathematis I'm highlyinterested in Di�erential Geometry, Algebrai Topology and Funtional Analysis, in physis mymain interests are Theory of Relativity and Quantum Mehanis. Therefore, apart from obligatorysubjets, I have taken, inter alia, following ourses:2We require G to at on a loally �nite simpliial tree without an invariant point or line, suh that the edgestabilizers are virtually polyyli subgroups of Hirsh length n, and suh that the ation is minimal and irreduible.52



� Algebrai Topology: ategory theory, homotopy groups, �brations, o�brations and its ap-pliations in Di�erential Geometry,� Di�erential Geometry: di�erential forms, onnetions, foliations, harateristi lasses, the-ory of Lie groups,� Funtional Analysis: theory of linear operators on Banah and Hilbert Spaes,� Complex Analysis: multi-valued funtions, Riemann Surfaes - highly onneted to theoryof overing spaes (topology),Sine aademi year 2010/2011 I'm a vie-hairman of Sienti� Cirle of Mathematial Physis.In last year we were studying C*-algebras and Representaion Theory, now we are trying to learnadvaned Di�erential Geometry, whih is neessary to work in General Relativity. Last year I wasattending a seminar on Coarse Geometry onduted by S lawomir Nowak and Tadeusz Ko�zniewski.The topi of my bahelor thesis onerned Property A and Uniform Roe Algebras. I used methodsfrom Funtional Analysis to prove fats in Geometri Group Theory. This year I attend the seminarTopology and Geometry of Manifolds, whih is highly related to Di�erential Geometry. In ase ofPhysis, I'm a member of a team working on problems in Quantum Theory of Information. It'sa new branh, only about 20-30 people all over world know about this theory. We are dealingwith problems on borderline between Relativity Theory and Quantum Mehanis, suh as: whathappens with entangled partiles when one of them falls into a blak hole. In my researh areerI'm planning to work betwen mathematis and physis, probably in Di�erential Geometry, maybeI'll be trying to onstrut Quantum Gravity Theory. I also like Algebra, Geometry, Topology andtheir onnetions. This year I'm learning Algebrai Geometry and high level Probablity Theory(it's onneted with Funtional Analysis, so it's very interesting to me).Hester PietersUniversit�e de Gen�eveAfter �nishing my master thesis on hyperboli Coxeter groups and the Leeh lattie at the RadboudUniversity Nijmegen, I began in September 2011 a PhD under the supervision of Mihelle Buherat the University of Geneva.I am interested in the onnetion between the topology and the geometry of manifolds. OnRiemannian manifolds, typially of nonpositive urvature, invariants from topology suh as forexample harateristi numbers are often proportional to geometri invariants suh as the volume.An example are the so-alled Milnor-Wood inequalities whih relate the Euler lass of at bundlesto the Euler harateristi of the base manifold.I study in partiular ohomology lasses of omplex hyperboli manifolds. For this I usetehniques from bounded ohomology.Let M be a manifold and let � 2 Hq(M ;R) be a ohomology lass. The Gromov norm k�k1is by de�nition the in�mum of the sup-norms of all oyles representing �:k�k1 = inffkbk1 j [b℄ = �g 2 R�0 [ f+1gThis is a way of assigning a numerial invariant to a ohomologial invariant. It has forinstane been omputed for the K�ahler lass. However, the value of this norm is only known fora few ohomology lasses. I would like to determine its value for ertain ohomology lasses ofomplex hyperboli manifolds, espeially in top dimension. This ould lead to new Milnor-Woodtype inequalities and omputations of the simpliial volume of omplex hyperboli manifolds.53



Thibault PillonUniversit�e de NeuhâtelAfter my master thesis on a notion of irreduibility of aÆne isometri ations of groups on a Hilbertspae, I began my graduate studies under the diretion of Alain Valette in August.The main onern of my work is the lp ompression exponent of groups. In [3℄ Gromov intro-dued the notion of oarse embeddability of a metri spae into another one beause he believeda group oarsely embeddable into a Hilbert spae would satisfy the Novikov onjeture [4℄. Thisfat has been proved by Yu [8℄. Moreover, together with Skandalis and Tu, Yu proved that groupswhih embed oarsely into a Hilbert spae also satisfy the oarse Baum-Connes onjeture [7℄.Guentner and Kaminker introdued the notion of the ompression exponent of a group as a quan-titative measure of 'how well' does a group embed into a Banah spae. Let X be a Banah spae.The ompression exponent ��X(G) of a �nitely generated group G equipped with the word metriis de�ned as the supremum over all � � 0 suh that there exists a map f : G! X satisfying1Cd(x; y)� � jjf(x)� f(y)jj � Cd(x; y):One an de�ne the equivariant ompression exponent �#X(G) by restraining the supremum overall equivariant mappings, namely those mappings whih are orbits of an aÆne isometri ation ofG on X. The study of the ompression exponent with Hilbertian targets, or lp targets, has ledto strong results involving e.g. amenability or the speed of random walk on a group [5℄, [1℄, [6℄.It is then natural to study the behavior of the ompression exponent under group onstrutions.The group onstrutions I am interested in are amalgamated free produts over �nite subgroups,HNN extensions over �nite subgroups and more generally fundamental groups of graphs of groupswith �nite edge groups. In his PhD thesis, Denis Dreesen gave a partial answer in the ase ofthe non-equivariant ompression and a full answer in the ase of the equivariant ompression in aHilbertian target [2℄. The �rst objetive of my thesis is to omplete and generalize his work to lptargets.[1℄ Yves de Cornulier, Romain Tessera, and Alain Valette. Isometri group ations on Hilbertspaes: growth of oyles. Geom. Funt. Anal., 17(3):770{792, 2007.[2℄ Dennis Dreesen. Hilbert spae ompression for free produts and HNN-extensions. Journalof Funtional Analysis, 261(12):3585{3611, 2011.[3℄ Mikhael Gromov. Asymptoti invariants of in�nite groups. In Geometri group theory,Vol. 2 (Sussex, 1991), volume 182 of London Math. So. Leture Note Ser., pages 1{295.Cambridge Univ. Press, Cambridge, 1993.[4℄ Mikhael Gromov. Geometri reetions on the Novikov onjeture. In Novikov onjetures,index theorems and rigidity, Vol. 1 (Oberwolfah, 1993), volume 226 of London Math. So.Leture Note Ser., pages 164{173, Cambridge Univ. Press, Cambridge, 1995.[5℄ Erik Guentner and Jerome Kaminker. Exatness and uniform embeddability of disretegroups. J. London Math. So. (2), 70(3):703{718, 2004.[6℄ Assaf Noar and Yuval Peres. Embeddings of disrete groups and the speed of random walks.Int. Math. Res. Not. IMRN, pages Art. ID rnn 076, 34, 2008.[7℄ G. Skandalis, J. L. Tu, and G. Yu. The oarse Baum-Connes onjeture and groupoids.Topology, 41(4):807{834, 2002. 54



[8℄ Guoliang Yu. The oarse Baum-Connes onjeture for spaes whih admit a uniform em-bedding into Hilbert spae. Invent. Math., 139(1):201{240, 2000.Wojieh PolitarzykAdam Mikiewiz UniversityMy main researh interests lie in the topology and geometry of manifolds, espeially 4-dimensionalmanifolds. Reently I �nished my Master Thesis under supervision of prof. Krzysztof Pawa lowski.The thesis was onerned with the stable lassi�ation of 4-manifolds.Suppose we have a group G, whih has a �nite presentation P, and a smooth, losed, on-neted and orientable 4-manifold X with free fundamental group F�, where � is the number ofgenerators in P. Using P and X one an onstrut a smooth, losed, onneted and orientablemanifold Y (X;P) suh that �1(Y (X;P)) �= G. Now if we take a di�erent presentation P 0 ofG or take di�erent manifold X 0, we will obtain another manifold Y (X 0;P 0) with the fundamen-tal group isomorphi to G. One an ask whether these two manifolds are homotopy equivalent,homeomorphi, di�eomorphi. Answering suh questions is extremely diÆult, thus an onsideranother equivalene relation, whih is very important in the study of 4-manifolds, namely stabledi�eomorphism.De�nition. Suppose that M and N are two smooth 4-manifolds, then M and N are stablydi�eomorphi if there exist k; l 2 N and a di�eomorphismf : M#k(S2 � S2) �! N#l(S2 � S2):Using Krek's modi�ed surgery approah (see for instane [2℄) I was able to proveTheorem. Manifolds Y (X;P) and Y (X 0;P 0) are stably di�eomorphi i�1. �(X) = �(X 0) and w2(X) = w2(X 0) or2. �(X) = �(X 0) and w2(X) 6= 0 and w2(X 0) 6= 0,where �(X) is the signature of X and w2(X) is the seond Stiefel-Whitney lass of X.The other topi I am working on is onerned with homology 4-spheres, smooth and losed4-manifolds with the same homology as the 4-sphere. More preisely there are two problems I amtrying to solve:1. Whih groups an our as fundamental groups of homology 4-spheres? In 1960's Kervaireproved (see [1℄) that if n � 5 then G is a fundamental group of a homology n-sphere i�(�) H1(G;Z) = H2(G;Z) = 0:The ondition (�) is neessary in dimension 4, however we are far from proving theoremsimilar to this in [1℄.2. Classi�ation of smooth homology 4-spheres with �xed fundamental group G. The �rst stepto do this is the stable lassi�ation, whih boils down to omputing proper bordism groupsand deiding whih elements an be represented by homology 4-spheres.[1℄ Kervaire M., Smooth homology spheres and their fundamental groups, Trans. of the AMS144 (1969) pp. 67-72. 55



[2℄ Krek M., Surgery and duality, Ann. of Math. 149 no. 3 (1999) pp. 707-754.
Maria Beatrie PozzettiEidgen�ossishe Tehnishe Hohshule Z�urihI am a �rst year PhD student at ETH in Z�urih under the supervision of Prof. AlessandraIozzi. My sienti� interests lie mainly in the area of geometri group theory. At the momentI am learning various topis related to loally ompat groups and Lie groups suh as latties,representations, amenability, property (T). I am partiularly interested in the theory of ontinuousbounded ohomology [5℄ and its appliations to rigidity questions and maximal representations [3℄,[1℄, [2℄, but at the moment I am still deiding on the topi of my PhD thesis and for this reason Ithink that the Young Geometri Group Theory meeting would be a great opportunity for me.I did my Master in Pisa and there I learned many topis related to geometri group theory:apart from the relationships between bounded ohomology of disrete groups and spaes on onehand and quasimorphisms of disrete groups on the other (that I studied for my Bahelor thesis),I followed a ourse on Gromov hyperboliity and I read Mineyev's papers [6℄, [7℄ about the rela-tionships between bounded ohomology and Gromov-hyperboliity. I also learned the theory ofCAT(�) spaes.For my Master thesis I worked on Buher's expliit alulations of the proportionality oeÆientbetween the Riemannian volume and the simpliial volume of manifolds overed by H 2 � H 2 [4℄.In this ontext elements playing a key role are ontinuous ohomology and ontinuous boundedohomology of loally ompat topologial groups and the subtle relations between these theories.[1℄ M. Burger, A. Iozzi. A useful formula in bounded ohomology. "S�eminaires et Congres" 18(2007).[2℄ M. Burger, A. Iozzi. A measurable Cartan theorem and appliations to deformation rigidityin omplex hyperboli geometry. Pure Appl. Math. Q. 4 (2008).[3℄ M. Burger, A. Iozzi, F. Labourie, A. Wienhard. Maximal representations of Surfae groups:Sympleti Anosov Strutures. Pure Appl. Math. Q. 1 (2005).[4℄ M.Buher-Karlsson. The simpliial volume of losed manifolds overed by H 2 � H 2 . J. ofTopology 1 , 584602 (2008).[5℄ N.Monod. Continuous Bounded Cohomology of Loally Compat Groups. Leture Notes inMathematis 1758. Springer-Verlag, Berlin, (2001).[6℄ I. Mineyev. Straightening and bounded ohomology of hyperboli groups. GAFA, Geom.Funt. Anal. 11(2001)[7℄ I. Mineyev. Bounded ohomology haraterizes hyperboli groups. Quart. J. Math. OxfordSer. 53 (2002).
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Tomasz Prytu laUniversity of WarsawI am at the �rst year of master level studies in mathematis at the University of Warsaw. Mymathematial interests are mainly ommutative algebra and geometry. During bahelor studies Itook, beyond standard ones, ourses in algebra, topology, di�erential geometry, funtional analysis,and PDEs. I also attended a seminar about Lie groups whih allowed me to write a bahelorthesis about onjugay in ompat Lie groups. This year I'm attending ourses in algebraigeometry, Lie groups and hyperboli groups, two ourses in algebra (mostly about group algebrasand representation theory) and a seminar about the topology and geometry of manifolds.Janusz PrzewokiPolish Aademy of SienesI am interested in many �elds of mathematis, yet now I am working in the area of topology. Beingmore spei� my urrent work onerns Milnor-Thurston homology theory.It is a version of homology theory where the hain modules onsist of measures on singularsimplies with a ompat support. It was �rst used by Thurston [1℄ in his proof of Gromov'sTheorem, where it is very onvenient to use hains with in�nite number of simplies. Furthermorethe theory was independently developed by Hansen [2℄ and Zastrow [3℄.[1℄ W.P. Thurston, Geometry and Topology of Three-manifolds, Leture notes, Available athttp://www.msri.org/publiations/books/gt3m, Prineton, 1978[2℄ S.K. Hansen, Measure homology, Math. Sand., Vol. 83(1998), 205{219[3℄ A. Zastrow, On the (non)-oinidene of Milnor-Thurston homology theory with singularhomology theory, Pai� Journal of Mathematis Vol. 186(1998), No. 2, 369{396
Piotr PrzytykiPolish Aademy of SienesIt does not require saying what metri urvature is to de�ne what a CAT(0) ube omplex is:it is a simply onneted ube omplex whose all links are ag. I am interested in groups atingby isometries on suh omplexes, usually properly, but not neessarily oompatly. Or rather,I would like to show that some partiular widely studied lasses of groups admit suh an ation.The main method for ahieving that is to use a onstrution due to Sageev [4℄, whih requiresodimension 1 subgroups. Geometrially, these are the stabilizers of "walls" in the arising ubeomplex, whih have to be loated also in the original spae we aim to ubulate.There is a series of algebrai onsequenes for groups ating geometrially on CAT(0) ubeomplexes. Their Dehn funtion is quadrati, word and onjugay problems are deidable. Thisfollows from the fat that these groups are biautomati, and another onsequene of that is thatall solvable subgroups are virtually abelian. They satisfy the Tits alternative [5℄ and rank rigiditytheorem [2℄. They fail to have property (T) unlike many other groups in geometri group theory.Their lass is rih enough to ontain groups that are not residually �nite [6℄ and even in�nite57



simple [1℄. It is not known if they all satisfy the Z� Z onjeture. The lass of word-hyperboligroups ating geometrially on a CAT(0) ube omplex seems to be better behaved, but still mightpossibly ontain non-residually �nite groups.There are partiular ations on CAT(0) ube omplexes, disovered by Haglund and Wise [3℄,alled speial. If the ation is free, then these are the ations for whih the quotient omplex hashyperplanes with good properties. Namely, we require that hyperplanes are two-sided, have noself-intersetions, no self-osulations and moreover, that there are no interosulations for pairs ofhyperplanes. Complexes with these properties (alled speial) are exatly the ones whih admita loal isometry into the Salvetti omplex | a lassifying spae of a right-angled Artin group.Hene groups ating speially on CAT(0) ube omplexes are subgroups of right-angled Artingroups, in partiular they are linear, hene residually �nite. When we study the ubulations ofvarious families of groups, we are thus very muh interested in determining whether virtually, i.e.up to passing to a �nite index subgroup, the group ats speially.[1℄ Mar Burger and Shahar Mozes, Latties in produts of trees, Inst. Hautes �Etudes Si. Publ.Math. 92(2000) 151{194 (2001).[2℄ Pierre-Emmanuel Caprae and Mihah Sageev, Rank rigidity for CAT(0) ube omplexes,submitted (2010), arXiv:1005.5687.[3℄ Fr�ed�eri Haglund and Daniel T. Wise, Speial ube omplexes, Geom. Funt. Anal. 17(2008),no. 5, 1551{1620.[4℄ Mihah Sageev, Ends of group pairs and non-positively urved ube omplexes, Pro. LondonMath. So. (3), 71(1995), 585{617.[5℄ Mihah Sageev and Daniel T. Wise, The Tits alternative for CAT(0) ubial omplexes, Bull.London Math. So. 37(2005), no. 5, 706{710.[6℄ Daniel T. Wise, Non-positively urved squared omplexes, aperiodi tilings, and non-residu-ally �nite groups, Prineton University, Ph. D. thesis, 1996.
Doron PuderHebrew UniversityLet me state my relevant results as well as some plans for further researh. The �rst result is a newriterion, and algorithm, to detet primitive words, as well as free fators: An element w 2 Fk,the free group on k generators, is alled primitive if it belongs to a basis (i.e. a free generatingset) of Fk. A new analysis of Stallings ore graphs representing �nitely generated subgroups ofFk, yields a new algorithm to answer the following question: Assume that two f.g. subgroupsH; J � Fk are given (in terms of �nite generating sets). Determine whether H is a free fator ofJ . In partiular, this enables us to identify primitive words. (The new algorithm is di�erent thanthe famous Whitehead method to address the same problem).The seond result shows that measure preserving words are primitive. A word w 2 Fk isalled measure preserving if for every �nite group G, the word map w : Gk ! G indues uniformdistribution on G (given uniform distribution on Gk). It is an easy observation that a primitiveword is measure preserving. It is onjetured that the onverse is also true. We prove it for F2, andin a very reent joint work with O. Parzanhevski, prove the onjeture in full. As an immediate58



orollary we prove another onjeture involving F̂k, the pro�nite ompletion of Fk: If w 2 Fkbelongs to a basis of F̂k, then it is primitive.I hope to use similar tehniques to establish further results in the �eld. One diretion is tofurther analyse properties of the lattie of subgroups of Fk. Another possible diretion is to onsiderwords that are measure preserving on, say, ompat Lie groups. Are these also primitive?Yulan QingTufts UniversityLet X be a CAT(0) spae and let � be a �nitely generated group that ats on X properly,oompatly and by isometries. The geometry and topology of the ideal boundary of the spaeX, denoted �1X, an be used to study the struture of �. In order to study the topology of�1X, we �rst study how well behaved the topology is with respet to the spae. Gromov's"geometri independene" states: If a �nitely generated group G ats disretely, oompatly andby isometry on two Gromov hyperboli Hadamard spaes X1, X2, then there is a G-equivarianthomeomorphism �1X1 ! �1X2. Croke and Kleiner showed that suh is no longer the ase whenthe hyperboliity assumption is dropped [2℄. They gave a onstrution for a family of CAT(0)spaes fX� : 0 < � � �2g that eah admit a geometri ation by the same group G. They showedthat �1X� 6= �1X�2 for all 0 < � < �2 . Julia Wilson showed that in fat �1X� 6= �1X� for all� 6= �, so that G is a CAT(0) group with unountably many non-homeomorphi boundaries [3℄.In this study, we hange the lengths of the essential loops that are isometrially glued togetherin this example and show that:Theorem. On the omponents of �X other than the safe-path omponent, the G-equvariantation does not extend to a homeomorphism under the visual topology between �X and �X 0,where X 0 has a di�erent set of length data.We are also in the proess of building a homeomorphism between the boundaries with variedlengths data that is not indued by the algebra, i.e. to show that the two spaes are indeedhomeomorphi.The study opens up a variety of new questions. We want to study more properties of the set ofpoints in the boundary that orrespond to in�nite itinerary geodesis. We want to ompare themto a Cantor set. We would also like to build di�erent lasses of templates [2℄. Moreover, we willgeneralize the result to a larger lass of right angled Artin groups.During the study, we have observed Cantor sets with a non-uniform probability measure. Wewould like to make study this example's boundary with probability measure as well.[1℄ M.R. Bridson, A. Haeiger. Metri Spaes of Non-positive Curvature, Grundl. Math. Wiss.,Vol. 319, Springer, Berlin, 1999.[2℄ C. Croke, B. Kleiner: Spaes of nonpositive urvature and their ideal boundaries, Topology,39 (2000), no.3, p. 549-556.[3℄ Fredri D. Anel1, Julia M. Wilson Optis in Croke-Kleiner Spaes Bull. Polish Aad. Si.Math. 58 (2010), 147-165 doi:10.4064/ba58-2-6[4℄ C. Hruska: Nonpositively urved spaes with isolated ats, Ph.D. thesis, Cornell University,2002.
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Colin ReidUniversit�e atholique de LouvainMy researh is in the area of totally disonneted topologial groups. I intend to learn more aboutgeometri methods in group theory to omplement the (mostly algebrai) methods I have used sofar.An important lass of residually �nite groups are the just in�nite groups, that is, those groupswith no proper in�nite images. In a sense these are the `smallest' in�nite residually �nite groupsand there are several well-studied examples, for instane most arithmeti groups are just in�nite ornearly so. More generally, every in�nite �nitely generated abstrat group has a just in�nite image,and an analogous result holds for a large lass of pro�nite groups, inluding all �nitely generatedpro-p groups. However, the general theory of just in�nite groups is at present fairly mysterious,espeially in the ase of hereditarily just in�nite groups (those in whih every subgroup of �niteindex is just in�nite). I have ontributed to this theory, espeially in the pro�nite ase. I provedthe following haraterisation for pro�nite groups, generalising an earlier result for pro-p groups:an in�nite pro�nite group G is just in�nite if and only if, for every open normal subgroup K, thereare only �nitely many open normal subgroups of G not ontained in K. In other words, all but�nitely many �nite images of G are extensions of G=K. I have also shown that a pro-p group ishereditarily just in�nite if and only if the Frattini subgroup is just in�nite. I used these results toprove that all just in�nite pro�nite groups arise as inverse limits with a ertain struture, and thatonversely any inverse system with the spei�ed struture has a just in�nite limit. In partiular, Ihave found a reipe for produing many examples of hereditarily just in�nite groups, all of whoseomposition fators are non-abelian. (The existene of suh groups was �rst disovered in a 2010paper of J. Wilson.)I have also ontributed to the Sylow theory of pro�nite groups, whih serves as a onnetionbetween the theory of pro-p groups (whih are better understood) and the theory of pro�nitegroups in general. In partiular, I have investigated a natural generalisation to pro�nite groupsof the generalised Fitting subgroup of a �nite group. In �nite group theory, this subgroup is im-portant beause it always ontains its own entraliser, so the group an be understood throughautomorphisms of the generalised Fitting subgroup. The situation for pro�nite groups is moreompliated, but there is a anonial deomposition: a pro�nite group has a unique largest imagewith trivial generalised pro-Fitting subgroup, and in the kernel, the generalised pro-Fitting sub-group ontains its own entraliser. I have published some further results on the struture of �niteand pro�nite groups with bounded prime divisors and whose Sylow subgroups have a boundednumber of generators; in partiular, suh groups are either (pro-)nilpotent or have a non-nilpotent�nite image of bounded size, and there is a bound on the index of the (pro-)Fitting subgroup.I am urrently developing a loal Sylow theory of totally disonneted, loally ompat (t.d.l.:)groups: given a t.d.l.: group G, there is a t.d.l.: group G(p) whih is loally virtually pro-p andwhih maps ontinuously to G with dense image.My urrent projet with Prof. Pierre-Emmanuel Caprae and Prof. George Willis onerns theloal struture of t.d.l.: groups, espeially those that are topologially simple. We have establisheda division of all ompatly generated, topologially simple t.d.l.: groups into a small number oftypes (whih are determined by any open subgroup), and shown for some of these types that thegroup must be abstratly simple. We have also shown that many examples of pro�nite groups Uannot our as open ompat subgroups of a ompatly generated topologially simple, t.d.l.:group G, for instane this is the ase if U has a non-trivial abelian normal subgroup. The key toolis the struture lattie, whih is a modular lattie formed by taking all losed normal subgroupsof open ompat subgroups, modulo ommensurability. From this one an obtain further lattiesthat admit a Boolean algebra struture, and whih measure the extent to whih the group is60



loally deomposable. In the ompatly generated, topologially simple ase, the ation of thegroup on these Boolean algebras exhibits many useful properties, suh as having dense orbits onthe Stone spae and having an element � suh that every nonzero element of the algebra ontainsa G-translate of �. These properties an be translated bak into intrinsi properties of the group,suh as whether or not the group is abstratly simple, and also enapsulate `branhing' propertiesof the ations of the group on geometri objets suh as trees. One important ase of the theorywe are developing is t.d.l.: groups that are loally hereditarily just in�nite, so that the modularlattie has just two elements. I plan to apply my knowledge of just in�nite groups in this ase toshed light on a urrently poorly-understood lass of t.d.l.: groups.Luis Manuel Rivera-MartinezUniversit�at WienMy researh topi is about metri approximation of in�nite groups by �nite ones. More spei�, Iam interested in questions related to so� groups [2℄. So� groups were introdued by M. Gromovin relation with the Gottshalk's Surjuntivity Conjeture (the name was oined by B. Weiss). Inthe last years, several results has showed the importane of knowing that a given group is so�.For example, Gromov shows that so� groups are surjuntive. It remains an open problem if thereexists a non-so� group.Also I am interested in another lasses of groups that have the metri approximation property[3℄. For example, the lass of weakly so� groups (w-so� groups) [1℄ whose de�nition is a naturalextension of the de�nition of so� groups, where instead of the normalized Hamming metri onsymmetri groups its use general bi-invariant metris on �nite groups.Every so� group is w-so�, but the onverse impliation is unknown. Also, we don't knowany example of a non w-so� group. A result in shows that the existene of a non w-so� group isequivalent to some onjeture about the losure of produts of onjugay lasses in the pro�nitetopology on free groups.[1℄ L. Glebsky and L. M. Rivera, So� groups and pro�nite topology on free groups, Journal ofAlgebra, 320 (9), (2008), 3512{3518.[2℄ V. Pestov, Hyperlinear and so� groups: a brief guide, The Bulletin of Symboli Logi, 14(4) (2008), 449{480.[3℄ A. Thom, About the metri approximation of Higman's group, to appear in the Journal ofGroup Theory, arXiv:1008.1931v2
Moritz RodenhausenUniversit�at BonnSine April 2010, I have been PhD student with Prof. Carl-Friedrih B�odigheimer at the Universityof Bonn. For the period April through September 2011 I was in Oxford as a visitor with Prof.Martin Bridson.Most reently I study isometri group ations on CAT(0)-spaes. Roughly speaking, a CAT(0)-spae X is a geodesi metri spae whose geodesi triangles are no thiker than omparison triangles61



in the Eulidean plane having the same sidelengths. For an isometry  : X ! X the translationlength is jj := infx2X d(x; (x)): is alled semisimple if the in�mum is attained for some x 2 X and paraboli otherwise. In thesemisimple ase,  is ellipti if jj = 0, i.e. if  has a �xed point, and hyperboli for jj > 0.If G is a group ating on a omplete CAT(0)-spae, then we ask: What g 2 G always have toat by zero translation length? It is well-known that this is the ase for all g of �nite order andthose suh that the in�nite yli subgroup hgi � G is distorted. Therefore this problem is moreinteresting for elements generating undistorted (i.e. quasi-isometrially embedded) in�nite ylisubgroups, e.g. Nielsen generators of Aut(Fn).I have shown that the translation lengths of two ommuting isometries � and � satisfy thefollowing parallelogram law: j��j2j���1j2 = 2(j�j2j�j2):As an appliation I an show that Nielsen generators in Aut(Fn) for n � 4 have to at by zerotranslation length. Bridson has shown this for n � 6 and for n � 4 in the speial ase of semisimpleations in [1℄. In the same paper Bridson onstruts ations of Aut(F3) suh that Nielsen generatorsat as hyperboli isometries.It follows from elementary CAT(0) geometry that g 2 G has to at by zero translation lengthif it has �nite order in the abelianization of its entralizer. For a seond proof of my result Iwant to understand the entralizer C(�) � Aut(Fn) of a Nielsen generator � 2 Aut(Fn). By someredution arguments similar to [2℄, I know an expliit �nite generating set for C(�). I an omputethat � is a ommutator in C(�), i.e. vanishes in the abelianization H1(C(�)).Now there are the following open questions: Is C(�) �nitely presented? What are the en-tralizers of other elements of Aut(Fn), e.g. C(�) for �(a1) = a1w, �(ai) = ai for i � 2, wherea1; : : : ; an is a basis of Fn and w an arbirary word in a2; : : : ; an? How do the latter more generalautomorphisms at on omplete CAT(0)-spaes?[1℄ M. R. Bridson: The Rhombi Dodeahedron and Semisimple Ations of Aut(Fn) on CAT(0)Spaes 2011[2℄ W. Magnus, A. Karrass, D. Solitar: Combinatorial Group Theory: Presentations of Groupsin Terms of Generators and Relations, Intersiene Publishers 1966
Pasal RolliEidgen�ossishe Tehnishe Hohshule Z�urihThe topis of my researh are quasimorphisms and bounded ohomology. I am urrently workingon generalizations of my own ombinatorial onstrution of a lass of quasimorphisms q� : F ! R,� 2 `1, de�ned on free groups F. (http://arxiv.org/abs/0911.4234). This onstrution is ratherdi�erent from previously known quasimorphisms, in partiular it is linear and leads to a rathersimple proof of the in�nite-dimensionality of the seond bounded ohomology of non-abelian freegroups.Firstly, I reently reinterpreted the onstrution using ations on trees. This led to a uniformdesription of a lass of quasimorphisms assigned to an ation of a group � on a tree T . Itapplies in partiular to amalgams � = A �B C and HNN-extensions � = A�' ating on their Bass-Serre trees. I am urrently studying these situations and I have obtained ertain non-triviality62



results. The relevant bounded ohomology spaes have been investigated by K. Fujiwara whoproved in�nite-dimensionality using a generalization of a onstrution by R. Brooks. Again, it ismy aim is to utilize the linearity of my onstrution to obtain in�nite-dimensional subspaes ofbounded ohomology.Seondly, I've been studying twisted 2-oyles for linear isometri ations of free produts� = A � B on Hilbert spaes. These are maps that redue to quasimorphisms when the ation istrivial. The onstrution given in the aforementioned artile has a natural generalization to thissetting. I was able to prove that every ation of � on a �nite-dimensional Hilbert spae H admitsnon-trivial twisted 2-oyles. In the ase of H being in�nite dimensional, most importantly ifH = `2(�), the arguments are no longer valid. I'm urrently trying to �x this by using theCAT(0)-struture of the metri in H.Furthermore, I onstruted a quasimorphism in a purely geometri way, using the ation of afree group on a ertain CAT(0)-square omplex quasi-isometri to the group's Cayley graph.All my work so far relies on groups ating on geometri objets. The Young Geometri GroupTheory meeting seems to be a great opportunity to learn more about the topi and to interatwith other motivated students and researhers.Jordan SahatthieveUniversity of MihiganQuasionvex Subgroups of Fm � ZnWhih subgroups of CAT(0) groups are themselves CAT(0)? If � is a Gromov hyperboli groupand H is a subgroup, there is a well-known suÆient ondition for H to be itself hyperboli. Asubgroup H is alled quasionvex if its orbit is a quasionvex set, meaning, any geodesi onnetingpoints in the orbit is ontained in some �xed bounded neighborhood of the orbit. We then havethe following elementary fat: if H is quasionvex, H is hyperboli. This observation naturallygives rise to the following question: Is a quasionvex subgroup of a CAT(0) group CAT(0)? Thereare no known ounterexamples, however, the question remains open in the general ase. In mythesis, I have proved that quasionvex subgroups of a Fm � Zn at oompatly on the onvexhulls of their orbits. These groups are not hyperboli and the CAT(0) spae on whih they athas many ats whih are not isolated.Bounded Paking in Polyyli GroupsGiven a �nitely generated group G and a odimension-1 (equivalently, the number of endsof H in G is at least two) subgroup H, one onstruts a non-positively urved ube omplexand an essential ation of G on it. This onstrution is due to Sageev. The term odimension-1 omes from the following lassial example: if M is a 3-manifold with fundamental group Gand N is an immersed inompressible surfae, then the image of �1(N) under the immersionmap is a odimension-1 subgroup of G. In their paper, Paking subgroups in relatively hyperboligroups, Wise and Hruska de�ne bounded paking, a property of H whih guarantees that Sageev'subing arising from the pair (G;H) will be �nite dimensional. I have proved than any subgroupof G = Zn o� Z has bounded paking if � is a hyperboli automorphism. Simultaneously andindependently, W. Yang showed that any separable subgroup has bounded paking in the ambientgroup whih oupled with a result of Maev on separability of subgroups in polyyli groupssettles the general ase.Current InterestsI am urrently interested in questions on 3-manifolds, Artin groups, and of ourse CAT(0) andhyperboli groups. 63



Andrew SaleUniversity of OxfordThe Conjugay Problem asks whether, given a �nitely generated group, there exists an algorithmwhih determines if the input, two words u; v on a generating set, represent onjugate elementsin the group. We an extend this problem further by asking if there is a relationship between thelength of a pair of onjugate elements and the minimal length of a onjugator between the two.Grunewald and Segal [1℄ solved the onjugay problem for arithmeti groups, after Grunewald [2℄and Sarkisjan [5℄ independently solved it for SLn(Z). However the question of onjugay length inthese groups remains open.Let G be a onneted semisimple real Lie group of rank at least 2, whih is the identityomponent of the group of isometries of a Riemannian symmetri spae X with no Eulideanfators. Let � be a non-uniform irreduible lattie in G. We denote by �mod the quotient �1X=G,where �1X denotes the boundary of X. For eah hyperboli element a 2 G we an de�ne its slopeas follows: in X a family of parallel geodesis are translated by a. Pik one of these geodesis, : R ! X, oriented so that a translates it in the positive diretion. The slope of a is the image of(1) in �mod. Beause all geodesis in X translated by a are parallel, the slope is well-de�ned.For the following we �x a basepoint p 2 X. By a result of Lubotzky, Mozes and Raghunathan[3℄, to study the lengths of elements in � it is enough to look at the distane these elements movethe basepoint p.Masur and Minsky [4℄ showed that one an obtain a linear upper bound for the length ofonjugators between pseudo-Anosov elements in mapping lass groups. With this in mind we look�rst at the semisimple elements of a lattie �.Theorem. For eah � 2 �mod there exists a onstant `� > 0 suh that a pair of hyperbolielements a; b in � of slope � are onjugate in � if and only if there exists g 2 G suh that gag�1 = band dX(p; gp) � `�(dX(p; ap)dX(p; bp)).The proof of the Theorem involves looking at the distane from p to the set MINa = fx 2 X jdX(x; ax) � dX(y; ay) 8 y 2 Xg.We are looking also for a similar result for unipotent elements. Here we do hope to obtain auniform bound. In the following, N is a maximal onneted unipotent subgroup of G.Conjeture. Let u; v be onjugate unipotent elements in N \�. We an onstrut g 2 G suhthat gug�1 = v. For suh g we have:dG(1; g) � dG(1; u)dG(1; v).By the Iwasawa deomposition of G we an express any element of N in the form:exp X�2� Y�!where � are the positive roots of a redued root system and Y� belong to root-spaes of g. If we�nd suh expressions for u and v, and if furthermore we see that whenever � is simple in � theorresponding entry in the sum for both u and v is non-zero, then we an prove the onjeture.Extending this method to all elements in N \ � seems possible, with tehniques motivated bymethods whih work for upper-triangular unipotent matries in SLn(Z).[1℄ Grunewald, Fritz J. and Segal, Daniel, The solubility of ertain deision problems in arith-meti and algebra, Bull. Amer. Math. So. (N.S.), 1(6):915-918, 1979.64



[2℄ Grunewald, Fritz J., Solution of the onjugay problem in ertain arithmeti groups, In Wordproblems, II (Conf. on Deision Problems in Algebra, Oxford, 1976), volume 95 of Stud.Logi Foundations Math., pages 101{139. North-Holland, Amsterdam, 1980.[3℄ Lubotzky, Alexander and Mozes, Shahar and Raghunathan, M. S., The word and Riemannianmetris on latties of semisimple groups, Inst. Hautes �Etudes Si. Publ. Math., (91):5{53(2001), 2000.[4℄ Masur, H. A. and Minsky, Y. N., Geometry of the omplex of urves. II. Hierarhial stru-ture, Geom. Funt. Anal., 10(4):902{974, 2000.[5℄ Sarkisjan, R. A., The onjugay problem for olletions of integral matries, Mat. Zametki,25(6):811{824, 956, 1979.
Maro ShwandtUniversit�at BielefeldFiniteness properties of groups are of interest in their own right. A group G is said to be of typeFm, if it admits a K(G; 1)-spae with �nite m-skeleton. In view of this de�nition F1 is equivalentto the group being �nitely generated and F2 to being �nitely presented. With �(G) we want todenote the �niteness length of G, i.e. , the largest m for whih G is of type Fm.One method of studying suh �niteness properties is to onsider ations of the group on er-tain "nie" spaes and to analyze these ations using geometri arguments to dedue �nitenessproperties.Let us disuss an example of this. Consider the linear algebrai group SL3 over a global funtion�eld K. Let S be a �nite non-empty set of plaes of K and OS the ring of S-integers. Moreover letB � SL3 be the group of upper triangular matries, it is a Borel subgroup and as suh a minimalparaboli subgroup of SL3. Let P denote the subgroup of SL3 onsisting of matries of the form0�� � �0 � �0 � �1A :It ontains B, therefore it is paraboli, and we have a hain B � P � SL3 in the poset of parabolisubgroups of SL3.Now let G be the S-arithmeti group SL3(OS) and de�ne P and B aordingly.In this situation it is known by a theorem of Bux (f. [2℄) that the �niteness length of B is equalto jSj � 1. More generally he proved that the �niteness lengths of Borel subgroups of semi-simplegroups G do not depend on the loal ranks of the given group. In a more reent work Bux, K�ohland Witzel (f. [1℄) proved that the �niteness length of G(OS) does depend on the loal ranks ofG, given nie enough additional properties of G. Sine it is known that the loal ranks of SL3 arealways 2 and SL3 satis�es the properties of [1℄, we obtain �(G) = 2 jSj � 1 in our example. Wehave: B � P � SL3�( (OS)) jSj � 1 ? 2 jSj � 1This leads to various obvious questions. What is the �niteness length of P ? Does it depend onthe loal ranks of SL3? 65



Moreover it is of interest what happens for paraboli subgroups P(OS) of redutive groups G ingeneral. The above results an be applied, and yield the �niteness length of G(OS) and B(OS), butnot of P(OS). An obvious assumption would be, that the �niteness lengths of paraboli subgroupsare monotoni if we onsider a hain suh as above. Furthermore, an a "height" be determined,at whih the �niteness length beomes dependent on the loal ranks of the group?There are ertainly enough questions arising from the above example alone.Sine both of the above ited results were proven by using tools of the theory of aÆne buildingsand groups ating on them, it an be expeted, that the same kind of tools ould answer at leastsome of the before mentioned questions.[1℄ Kai-Uwe Bux, Ralf Gramlih, and Stefan Witzel, Higher �niteness properties of redutivearithmeti groups in positive harateristi: the rank theorem, 2011.[2℄ Kai-Uwe Bux, Endlihkeitseigenshaften au�osbarer arithmetisher Gruppen �uber Funktio-nenk�orpern, 1998.
Alessandro SistoUniversity of OxfordMy main researh topi so far has been the geometry of asymptoti ones. Indeed, I obtainedresults on asymptoti ones of relatively hyperboli groups and more generally asymptoti ones ofgroups ontaining global ut-points [6℄, some of them disovered independently by Osin and Sapir,whih I then used to show that all asymptoti ones of a given 3-manifold group are bilipshitzequivalent [4℄. In [7℄ I showed that there exist exatly three real trees up to isometry that anour as asymptoti ones of groups, that all separable asymptoti ones are proper, and relatedresults, inluding the fat that a group with \few" separable asymptoti ones is virtually nilpotent(relying on results by Gromov and Point). In some sense in the opposite diretion Lars Sheeleand I [3℄ desribed some examples of metri spaes and groups exhibiting exoti behaviours withrespet to the operation of iteration of asymptoti ones. Finally, asymptoti ones are used toprove quasi-isometry rigidity results in a joint work with Roberto Frigerio and Jean-Fran�ois Lafont[1℄ for a ertain lass of manifolds admitting a geometri deomposition similar to that of Haken3-manifolds. In the same paper we also show several other kinds of rigidity results. Our motivationin onsidering that lass of manifolds, other than the analogy with 3-manifolds, was to provideexamples of rigidity phenomena in a non-CAT (0) ontext, and indeed many of the manifolds weonsidered do not admit a CAT (0) metri.I also wrote a paper together with Roberto Frigerio on a haraterization of hyperboli spaesand real trees in terms of the ratio of the hyperboliity onstant of geodesi triangles and theirperimeters [2℄ and a paper on an appliation of ultra�lters in ombinatoris [5℄.I am urrently in the �nal stages of the preparation of a joint paper with John MaKay aboutquasi-isometri embeddings of the hyperboli plane in relatively hyperboli groups and a jointpaper with David Hume on embeddings of graph manifold groups inside produts of trees. Finally,I am exploring possible analogies between relatively hyperboli groups, mapping lass groups, rightangled Artin groups and graph manifold groups inspired by the alternative de�nition of relativehyperboliity I gave in [6℄.[1℄ R. Frigerio, J. F. Lafont, A. Sisto - Rigidity of high dimensional graph manifolds,arXiv:1107.2019 (2011). 66



[2℄ R. Frigerio, A. Sisto - Charaterizing hyperboli spaes and real trees, Geometriae Dediata142 (2009), 139-149.[3℄ L. Sheele, A. Sisto - Iterated asymptoti ones, arXiv:1108.1146 (2011).[4℄ A. Sisto - 3-manifold groups have unique asymptoti ones, arXiv:1109.4674 (2011).[5℄ A. Sisto - Exponential triples, Eletroni Journal of Combinatoris, 18(1), P147 (2011).[6℄ A. Sisto - Projetions and relative hyperboliity, arXiv:1010.4552 (2011).[7℄ A. Sisto - Separable and tree-like asymptoti ones of groups, arXiv:1010.1199 (2010).
Rizos SklinosHebrew UniversityMy researh is foused on model theory and its interations with geometri group theory. Muhattention has been given to the subjet after Sela [6℄ and Kharlampovih-Myasnikov [1℄ indepen-dently proved that non abelian free groups share the same ommon theory. Furthermore, Sela [7℄proved, using geometri methods, that this ommon theory is stable. Apart from the fat that thisintrodues new methods to the study of free groups, it also shows the neessity of a more thoroughunderstanding of geometri tehniques in model theory.The theory of free groups is onsidered as a new leaf in stability theory. It is a soure of manymodel theoreti phenomena, ourring in a natural theory. For example, it is non equational (Sela[7℄), non superstable (Poizat [5℄, Gibbons) as well as onneted, i.e. there is a model with node�nable proper subgroup of �nite index (Pillay [3℄, Poizat).In my thesis I try to give a model theoreti point of view on the subjet. In stable groupsthere is a distinguished family of types alled the generi types. As the theory of free groups isonneted there is a unique generi type over any set of parameters. To be even more preise,every generi type in this theory is the non forking extension of the generi type over the emptyset. An interesting property of this type is that any maximal independent set of realizations in afree group has the ardinality of the rank of the free group (Pillay [4℄). Thus, one should expetthat the generi type has weight 1. It is quite surprising that it has in�nite weight. Moreover, Ifound an in�nite independent sequene of realizations of the generi type in F! with the propertythat eah member of the sequene forks with a single realization of the generi type. Intuitivelyspeaking, weight an be thought of as an abstrat exhange priniple. As bases of free groups arenot subjet to some exhange priniple, this explains the \bad" behavior of the generi type.Using the sequene witnessing the in�nite weight, I proved that unountable free groups arenot �1-homogeneous. On the other hand, in a joint paper with C. Perin [2℄ we prove that �nitelygenerated free groups are homogeneous (as �rst order strutures). This answers a question ofA. Nies, who proved that F2 is homogeneous and asked whether this is true for higher rank freegroups. The tehniques used in this paper are purely geometri.Perin, in her thesis, shows that an elementary subgroup of a �nitely generated free group is afree fator. I proved [8℄, using some forking alulus, that this result does not extend to F!. Thus,there is an elementary subgroup of F! whih is not a free fator.Again, in joint work with Perin we give an algebrai desription of forking in standard modelsof the theory of free groups, i.e. free groups. So, our result is: two tuples of elements of a freegroup are independent over the empty set if and only if they belong to assoiated free fators, i.e.67



free fators whose bases together extend to a basis of the whole group. We also give a desriptionof forking over standard models, and we expet to extend the result over arbitrary subsets of freegroups.Another interesting question onerns entralizers of elements in models of the theory of freegroups. The onjeture being that they are pure groups, i.e. all the de�nable struture omesfrom multipliation alone. It is quite hard to obtain (non) de�nability results without a thoroughunderstanding of the quanti�er elimination (up to boolean ombination of AE formulas) of thetheory of free groups. However, I have used some geometri stability theory to reast the aboveonjeture to the following: any in�nite de�nable set in the entralizer �nitely overs the entralizer,i.e. �nitely many translates of the set over the entralizer. A related result of independent interestis that any U-rank 1 expansion of (Z;+; 0) is a pure group. Also, in a theory without the �niteover property when a family of groups is uniformly de�nable, then to eah formula we an assigna natural number n, so that for every group in the family either n translates of an instane of thisformula overs the group or does not �nitely over the group.[1℄ Kharlampovih, O. and Myasnikov, A., Elementary theory of free nonabelian groups, J.Algebra, 302(2006), 451{552.[2℄ Perin, C. and Sklinos, R., Homogeneity in the Free Group, 2010, arXiv:1003.4095[3℄ Pillay, A., Forking in the free group, J. Inst. Math. Jussieu, 7(2008), 375{389.[4℄ Pillay, A.', On generiity and weight in the free group, Pro. Amer. Math. So., 137(2009),3911{3917.[5℄ Poizat, B., Groupes stables ave types generiques reguliers, J. of Symboli Logi, 48(1983),641{658.[6℄ Sela, Z., Diophantine geometry over groups VI: The elementary theory of free groups, Geom.Funt. Anal., 16(2006), 707{730.[7℄ Sela, Z., Diophantine geometry over groups VIII: Stability, preprint, available athttp://www.ma.huji.a.il/ zlil/[8℄ Sklinos, R., On the generi type of the free group, J. of Symboli Logi, 76(2011), 227{234.Amit SolomonHebrew UniversityI am just about to start my graduate studies (towards the M.S degree), whene I do not havea researh statement. I am interested generally in geometry (and analysis), and have not yetfound my spei� area of interest. I onsider doing my thesis under the guidane of TsahikGelander (CAT(0) spaes, geometri group theory, and muh more) or Jake Solomon (Di�erentialgeometry, sympleti geometry, et.), perhaps jointly with Emmanuel Farjoun (algebrai topology,homotopy theory). As you an see, almost any geometri subjet I enountered so far with mypoor bakground, swept me o� my feet, and I annot yet deide between these beautiful areas.Among other topis I am interested in, are Khovanov homology, Knots, and geometry of "nie"spaes (Banah, Hilbert, et.).I hope to learn more about geomerti group theory in the workshop and hopefully that willhelp me deide on a diretion to follow. 68



Piotr So ltanUniversity of WarsawThe main fous of my researh is in the theory of quantum groups on operator algebra level. Thistheory uses the language of C�-algebras and von Neumann algebras to study objets generalizingloally ompat groups in the spirit of Alain Connes's non-ommutative geometry ([2℄). Fromanother point of view the theory of quantum groups may be regarded as a blend of non-ommutativegeometry and abstrat harmoni analysis. The main referenes on quantum groups are [12℄, [13℄,[14℄, [16℄ and [15℄.The subjet of quantum groups may be divided into two main branhes: ompat quantumgroups and non-ompat quantum groups. While the �rst is very well studied, the latter is stillrather mysterious. Aordingly my own researh is divided between the two branhes, although Ihave done work whih tries to bridge the gap ([5℄, [7℄ and [4℄, [3℄ where the notion of a quantumBohr ompati�ation has been introdued). On the \ompat" side muh attention is being paidto ations of quantum groups, while the \non-ompat" part of the theory still needs a better lookat the basi axioms. The respetive areas are addressed in my papers [6℄, [8℄ and [9℄, [10℄.The fundamental examples in the theory of quantum groups ome from group theory. Morepreisely given any loally ompat group G the C�-algebras objets C0(G), C�(G) and C�r(G) areanonially endowed with quantum group struture. In partiular this is the ase for a disretegroup G. In the last ase there is a great abundane of tools oming from geometri group theory. Iwould like to study the possible generalizations of these tools to disrete quantum groups possiblyalong the lines of [11℄. Moreover, there is some reent work on quantum isometry groups ofspetral triples (non-ommutative analogs of di�erential manifolds) whih is very strongly basedon geometri aspets of disrete group theory.[1℄ J. Bhowmik & A. Skalski: Quantum isometry groups of nonommutative manifoldsassoiated to group C�-algebras. J. Geom. Phys. 60 (2010), 1474{1489.[2℄ A. Connes: Nonommutative geometry. Aademi Press 1994.[3℄ P.M. So ltan: Compati�ations of disrete quantum groups. Alg. Rep. Th. 9 no. 6 (2006),581{591.[4℄ P.M. So ltan: Quantum Bohr ompati�ation. Ill. J. Math. 49 no. 4 (2005), 1245{1270.[5℄ P.M. So ltan: Quantum families of maps and quantum semigroups on �nite quantumspaes. J. Geom. Phys. 59 (2009) 354{368.[6℄ P.M. So ltan: Quantum SO(3) groups quantum group ations on M2. J. Nonommut.Geom. 4 (2010) 1{28.[7℄ P.M. So ltan: On quantum semigroup ations on �nite quantum spaes. In�n. Dimen.Anal. Qu. 12 no. 3 (2009) 503{509.[8℄ P.M. So ltan: On ations of ompat quantum groups. To appear in Illinois Journal ofMathematis, arXiv:1003.5526v2 [math.OA℄.[9℄ P.M. So ltan & S.L. Woronowiz: A remark on manageable multipliative unitaries.Lett.Math. Phys. 57 (2001), 239{252.[10℄ P.M. So ltan & S.L. Woronowiz: From multipliative unitaries to quantum groups II.J. Funt. Anal. 252 no. 1 (2007), 42{67. 69



[11℄ R. Vergnioux: Orientation of quantum Cayley trees and appliations. J. Reine Angew.Math. 580 (2005), 101{138[12℄ S.L. Woronowiz: Pseudogroups, pseudospaes and Pontryagin duality. Proeedings ofthe International Conferene on Mathematial Physis, Lausanne 1979 Leture Notes inPhysis, 116, pp. 407{412.[13℄ S.L. Woronowiz: Twisted SU(2) group. An example of nonommutative di�erentialalulus. Publ. RIMS, Kyoto University 23 (1987), 117{181.[14℄ S.L. Woronowiz: Compat matrix pseudogroups. Comm. Math. Phys. 111 (1987),613{665.[15℄ S.L. Woronowiz: From multipliative unitaries to quantum groups. Int. J. Math. 7no. 1 (1996), 127{149.[16℄ S.L. Woronowiz: Compat quantum groups. In: Sym�etries quantiques, les Houhes,Session LXIV 1995, Elsevier 1998, pp. 845{884.
Aneta StalUniversity of WarsawI am a student of the 5th year at the College of Inter-Faulty Individual Studies in Mathematisand Natural Sienes. I'm urrently working on my master thesis: "Etale extensions of ringspetra". I am interested in the topology of manifolds, algebrai topology, ategory theory andtheir appliations in physis. My bahelor thesis in physis was titled: "Geometri formulationof gauge theory". Reently I have taken the following ourses onneted to onferene topis:Topology II, Algebrai Topology I, II, Di�erential Geometry I, II and a seminar in Topology andGeometry of Manifolds. This semester I am attending ourses in Homologial Algebra, Lie groups,Funtional Analysis and a seminar in Classial Algebrai Strutures.Emily StarkTufts UniversityI am interested in questions in geometri group theory and low-dimensional topology, with a pri-mary fous on ube omplexes. A ube omplex is a CW-omplex in whih eah ell is topologiallya ube, and the attahing maps restrit to linear homeomorphisms on the faes. Regarding eahube as a unit ube embedded in Eulidean spae, a ube omplex admits a pieewise Eulideanmetri. Alternatively, a ube omplex may be given a pieewise hyperboli metri by viewing eahube as a polyhedron in hyperboli spae, with the gluing maps given by isometries. In either ase,the distane between two points in a ube omplex may be de�ned as the in�mum of the lengthsof paths between the points. Bridson showed that these pseudometris turn a ube omplex intoa omplete geodesi spae [1℄. A ube omplex is CAT(�) if, with the indued path metri, theube omplex is a CAT(�) metri spae.Gromov pioneered the study of CAT(�) ube omplexes; he haraterized the global geometryof a ube omplex in terms of a loal ombinatorial ondition [2℄. Indeed, this ondition provesuseful in studying the large-sale geometry of a CAT(�) ube omplex. Gromov's link ondition,70



for example, may be used to prove that hyperplanes in a CAT(�) ube omplex are onvex andseparate the omplex into two onvex omplementary halfspaes [3℄. In turn, an understandingof large-sale geometrial properties translates to knowledge of group theoreti properties in thease of groups that at geometrially on some CAT(�) ube omplex. For example, the propertiesof hyperplanes are exploited in the proof of Sageev and Wise that groups that at properly on a�nite dimensional ube omplex satisfy the Tits alternative [4℄.My urrent researh onerns the urvature properties of ube omplexes. A long-standingproblem in geometri group theory asks to reonile the notions of hyperboliity in the non-manifold setting. In partiular, if a Æ-hyperboli group ats geometrially on a ube omplex,then the �Svar-Milnor Lemma shows that this large-sale hyperboliity of the group translates tolarge-sale hyperboliity of the ube omplex. However, it is unknown whether there exists anyube omplex that a Æ-hyperboli group ats on whih an be given a CAT(�1) metri. I aminterested in the extent to whih the distintion between large-sale and loal hyperboliity anbe deteted in the ase of groups ating on ube omplexes.[1℄ M. Bridson, \Geodesis and urvature in metri simpliial omplexes," Group theory from ageometrial point of view. World Sienti�, Singapore, pp. 373-463. 1991.[2℄ M. Gromov, \Hyperboli groups." Essays in group theory. Mathematial Sienes ResearhInstitute Publiations 8, Springer, Berlin, pp. 75-264. 1987.[3℄ M. Sageev, \Ends of group pairs and non-positively urved ube omplexes," London Math-ematial Soiety. 71, pp. 585-617. 1995.[4℄ M. Sageev and D. Wise, \The Tits alternative for CAT(0) ube omplexes," London Math-ematial Soiety. 37, pp. 706-710. 2005.
Markus SteenbokUniversit�at WienThe researh topi we fous on onerns in�nite groups. The methods ombine algebrai, geomet-ri, and probabilisti tools.We plan to study the famous Kaplansky onjeture in the ontext of random groups. Thisoutstanding onjeture, also known as zero divisor onjeture, states that the group ring of everytorsion-free group over an integral domain has no zero divisors.Our main objetive is to establish the Kaplansky onjeture for random �nitely presentedgroups.Reall that every group an be given by a group presentation hG;Ri, and it is alled �nitelypresented if both, the set of generator G and the set of relators R, are �nite sets. Intuitively, arandom group is a group de�ned by a random hoie of relators R. The idea is to determine whatproperties our typially, that is most probably for suh hoies.The following are our starting points.Kaplansky's onjeture has been shown for various lasses of groups, for example, uniqueprodut groups. On the other hand, it is known that there are in�nitely many torsion free groupswithout unique produt property. In the onstrution of suh examples of groups, Rips and Segevuse graphial presentations and small anellation onditions [Rips & Segev'1987℄.Random �nitely presented groups are torsion-free and hyperboli.71



Delzant showed that Kaplansky's onjeture hold for any hyperboli group with a ertain largetranslation length property [Delzant'1997℄.Thus, we plan to show that random �nitely presented groups are unique produt groups.Step 1: Study the original onstrution of Rips-Segev.� generalize Rips-Segev's torsion-free groups without unique produt property� estimate the size of the lass of (generalized) Rips-Segev's groups� investigate whether or not they satisfy Kaplansky's onjetureStep 2: Study onditions for large translation length.� formulate ombinatorial onditions on the relators whih imply large translation length� determine whether or not these onditions are very probable to our, that is if a randomgroup typially has the large translation propertyAs a result of our study, we will obtain �rst results on the Kaplansky onjeture in the ontextof random groups. Thus, we plan to show, that Kaplansky's onjeture holds for a typial �nitelypresented random group. Otherwise, we will determine a lass of �nitely presented groups whihare potential ounterexamples. Our investigation also ontributes to the study of purely algebraiproperties of hyperboli groups. Moreover, our work will ontribute in providing potential ounter-examples to other outstanding onjetures.[1℄ Eliyahu Rips and Yoav Segev, Torsion-free group without unique produt property, Journalof Algebra 108, no. 1 (1987): 116-126.[2℄ Thomas Delzant, Sur l'anneau d'un groupe hyperbolique (Group rings of hyperboli groups),Comptes Rendus de l'Aad�emie des Sienes - Series I - Mathematis 324, no. 4 (1997):381-384.
Harold SultanColumbia UniversityMy priniple areas of researh are geometri group theory and the asymptoti geometry of Te-ihm�uller spae. I have been studying the large sale geometry of Teihm�ulller spae via ananalysis of the geometry of the pants omplex, P(S): In my paper [9℄, I study the tree gradedstruture of T (S): In partiular, I prove the following haraterization of the anonial �nest pieesin the tree-graded struture of T!(S), whih is motivated by a similar haraterization for mappinglass groups in [4℄, and for right angled Artin groups in [1℄. The haraterization of �nest pieesis given in terms of the omplex of separating multiurves, S(S) whih is de�ned and explored in[9℄. Theorem 1 ([9℄). For any surfae S; any asymptoti one P!(S); and any points a!; b! 2P!(S); the following are equivalent:1. No point separates a! and b!;2. In any neighborhood of a!; b!; respetively, there exists a0!; b0!; with representative sequenes(a0n),(b0n), suh that lim! dS(S)(a0n; b0n) <1:72



The divergene of a metri spae measures the ineÆieny of detour paths. In partiular, ageodesi  has superlinear divergene if and only if its ultralimit ! in some asymptoti oneontains a global utpoint. Hene, Theorem is relevant to the study of divergene. In partiular,using Theorem 1, in onjuntion with a areful analysis of the onneted omponents of S(S2;1); Iprove the following, resolving open problems of Behrstok-Drut�u-Mosher in [3℄, Behrstok-Drut�uin [2℄, and Brok-Masur in [5℄:Theorem 2 ([9℄). T (S2;1) is unique amongst Teihmuller spaes of all other surfaes in the fol-lowing two senses. First, it is thik of order two. Seond, it has superquadrati yet subexponentialdivergene.In addition to my researh relating to the large sale geometry of T (S); I also have several paperswith results related to ombinatorial omplexes and CAT(0) geometry whih I will summarizepresently.In my paper [7℄, using graph theoreti methods, for all surfaes of �nite type I provide asymp-totially sharp bounds on the maximal distane in the pants omplex from any pants deompositionto the set of pants deompositions ontaining a separating urve, Psep(S): In partiular, I provethat for losed surfaes this distane is a logarithmi funtion of the genus.In my paper [8℄, using some nie properties of Farey graphs I prove that the separating urveomplex S(S2;0) satis�es a quasi-distane formula and is Æ-hyperboli, answering a question of S.Shleimer.Finally, in my paper [10℄, I use methods of CAT(0) geometry and asymptoti ones to provethat Morse and (b,)-ontrating quasi-geodesis are equivalent in CAT(0) spaes. As a orollary Iprovide a onverse to a haraterization of Morse geodesis in the asymptoti one thereby resolvingan open question of Drut�u-Mozes-Sapir in [6℄ and Behrstok-Drut�u in [2℄, for CAT(0) spaes.[1℄ J. Behrstok and R. Charney, Divergene and quasimorphisms of right-angled Artin groups,Math. Ann. (2011), 1-18.[2℄ J. Behrstok and C. Drut�u. Divergene, thik groups, and short onjugators. PreprintArXiv:1110.5005 (2011).[3℄ J. Behrstok, C. Drut�u, and L. Mosher, Thik metri spaes, relative hyperboliity, andquasi-isometri rigidity, Math. Ann. 344 (2009), 543-595.[4℄ J. Behrstok, B. Kleiner, Y. Minsky, and L. Mosher, Geometry and rigidity of mapping lassgroups, Preprint. arXiv:0801.2006 (2010).[5℄ J. Brok, H. Masur, Coarse and syntheti Weil-Petersson geometry: quasi-ats, geodesis,and relative hyperboliity, Geom. Topol. 12 (2008), 2453-2495.[6℄ C. Drut�u, S. Mozes, and M. Sapir, Divergene in latties in semisimple Lie Groups andgraphs of groups, Trans. Amer. Math. So. 362 (2010), 2451-2505.[7℄ H. Sultan, Separating pants deompositions in the pants omplex, Preprint arXiv:1106.1472(2011).[8℄ H. Sultan, Separating urve omplex of the genus two surfae is hyperboli, PreprintarXiv:1107.2892 (2011).[9℄ H. Sultan, Finest piees in the asymptoti one of the pants omplex, In preparation.[10℄ H. Sultan, Morse and ontrating geodesis in CAT(0) spaes, In preparation.73



Miha l SzostakiewizUniversity of WarsawMy strongest mathematial bakground is in dynamial systems.I have defended MS in mathematis with thesis named "Dimension of some fratal onstru-tion", whih dealt with Hausdor� and box dimension of a partiular fratal set.Right now I'm almost �nished with my PhD thesis in mathematis: "Ergodi properties ofholomorphi maps of omplex projetive spaes", whih will be defended at Institute of Mathe-matis of the Polish Aademy of Sienes. My advisor is prof. Anna Zdunik from the University ofWarsaw. I study mainly statistial properties with heavy geometrial, lgebrai and ombinatorialmahinery.I'm also MS in omputer siene with thesis: "Fratal ompression and its modi�ations". Iurrently work as a researher in Interdisiplinary Centre for Mathematial and ComputationalModelling of Warsaw University. I deal mainly with the problem of mathing meshes with a givendata signal. Krzysztof �Swi�eikiUniversity of WarsawCurrently I am on master level studies in math and physis at the University of Warsaw. Myspeialization program in math is topology and geometry of manifolds. I took 2 semesters longlasses in topology, algebra and funtional analysis and one year seminar in Lie groups. Right nowI am attending ourses in algebrai geometry, algebrai topology, di�erential geometry, Lie groups,harmoni analysis whih I should be about to end in the January. I do not possess any knowledgein geometri group theory, but I would love to learn it. Lukasz �SwistekUniversity of WarsawMy main area of interest in mathematis is nonommutative algebra. I'm mostly interested innonommutative/nonassoiative algebras over a �eld. I've written my bahelor's thesis aboutCli�ord algebras and Spin groups. I'm also interested in topis around Bott's periodiity theorem(mainly in its appliations to Cli�ord algebras).I don't know a lot about geometri group theory but I really want to know muh more. In thissemester I'm attending a leture about hyperboli groups.During my studies I've done the following subjets onneted to onferene topis: Topology Iand II, Algebra I, II and III, Algebrai Topology I and II. I've also attended a seminar about Liegroups. I've tried a little bit of algebrai geometry too.
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Samuel TaylorUniversity of Texas at AustinMy main researh interests are geometri group theory and oarse geometry with appliations tolow-dimensional topology. In partiular, I am interested in the geometry and the subgroups stru-ture of the mapping lass group along with other geometri and ombinatorial objets assoiatedto surfaes, e.g. Teihmuller spae, the urve omplex. To understand the geometry/topology ofsurfaes and these related spaes, one makes heavy use of methods from geometri group theoryand analogies to other well-studied objets. This is reeted in trying to understand to what ex-tent the mapping lass group resembles rank 1 (or higher rank) latties in semi-simple Lie groups,to make preise the degree to whih Teihmuller spae resembles a spae of non-positive urva-ture, and using the atual hyperboliity of the urve omplex to answer these and other relatedquestions. Here are a few spei� researh areas of interest:Reently, there has been an interest in understanding the struture of right-angled Artin sub-groups of the mapping lass group. Koberda proves that beginning with a olletion of Dehntwists and (partial) pseudo-Anosov maps supported on onneted subsurfaes, there is an N sothat the subgroup generated by the Nth powers of these generators is a right-angled Artin group.Similarly, Clay, Leininger, and Mangahas give onditions for when partial pseudo-Anosov mappinglasses supported on disjoint or overlapping subsurfaes generate right-angled Artin groups thatare quasi-isometrially embedded in the mapping lass group and Teihmuller spae (via the orbitmap). Their methods make use of the Masur-Minsky distane estimates in the mapping lassgroup and analogous formulas for distane in Teihmuller spae by Ra�. This produes examplesof surfaes subgroups of the mapping lass group that at o-ompatly on quasi-isometrially em-bedded opies of the hyperboli plae in Teihmuller spae. I am interested in using these methodsto better understand undistorted subgroups of the mapping lass group.Another question in whih I am interested involves quasi-isometri embeddings between map-ping lass groups and other ombinatorial omplexes. Behrstok, Kleiner, Minsky, and Mosher,and independently Hamenstadt, proved that the mapping lass group is quasi-isometrially rigid,that is any quasi-isometry is a bounded distane from an atual isometry of the spae. Using thisresult, Shleimer and Ra� proved quasi-isometri rigidity of the urve omplex also produes quasi-isometri embeddings between urve omplexes indued by orbifold overs. Their methods, alongwith the Masur-Minsky distane formula for the marking omplex, also show that orbifold oversprodue quasi-isometri embedding between mapping lass groups. In a slightly di�erent dire-tion Aramayona, Leininger, and Souto produe injetive homomorphisms between mapping lassgroups indued through overing spaes, and depending on the overs used, these injetions anbe either quasi-isometrially embedded (as the the Shleimer-Ra� examples) or badly distorted.Other than these spei� questions, I am broadly interested in hyperboli groups, groups ationson CAT(0) spaes, and hyperboli geometry. Attending the meeting would give me a broader viewof urrent researh in geometri group theory and the opportunity to interat with other graduatestudents and researhers in the area. Ewa TyszkowskaUniversity of Gda�nskA Klein surfae X is a 1-dimensional omplex manifold for whih the hanges of oordinates areeither onformal or antionformal. If all hanges of oordinates are onformal then X is orientableand it is alled a Riemann surfae. Let g be a topologial genus of X and let k be the number of75



its boundary omponents. There is a Riemann surfae X+ of topologial genus p = �g + k � 1and an involution � : X+ ! X+ suh that X+=� = X, where � = 2 or 1 aording to X beingorientable or not. The integer p is alled the algebrai genus of X.The study of Klein surfaes is based on the theory of NEC groups whih are disrete groupsof isometries of the hyperboli plane H with ompat orbit spae. A ompat Klein surfae Xof algebrai genus p � 2 is isomorphi to orbit spae H=�, where � is a surfae NEC group.Furthermore, a �nite group G is an automorphism group of X if and only if G �= �=� for someNEC group �.I do researh onneted with automorphisms of Klein surfaes. Most of my results onerntopologial lassi�ation of onformal ations on Riemann surfaes and the number of ovals oftheir symmetries.We say that a �nite group G ats on a topologial surfae X if there exists a monomorphism" : G ! Hom+(X), where Hom+(X) is the group of orientation-preserving homeomorphisms ofX. Two ations of �nite groups G and G0 on X are topologially equivalent if the images of Gand G0 are onjugate in Hom+(X). There are two reasons for the topologial lassi�ation of �niteations rather than just the groups of homeomorphisms. Firstly, there is one-to-one orrespondenebetween the equivalene lasses of group ations and onjugay lasses of �nite subgroups of themapping lass group and so suh a lassi�ation gives some information on the struture of thisgroup. Seondly, the enumeration of �nite group ations is a prinipal omponent of the analysisof singularities of the moduli spae of onformal equivalene lasses of Riemann surfaes of givengenus sine suh a spae is an orbit spae of Teihm�uller spae by a natural ation of the mappinglass group.A symmetry of Riemann surfae X is an antiholomorphi involution %. Under the orre-spondene between urves and surfaes the fat that a surfae X is symmetri means that theorresponding urve an be de�ned over the reals. Furthermore the non-onjugate, in the groupof all automorphisms of X, symmetries orrespond to non-isomorphi, over the reals, real urvesand �nally if X has genus g then the set of �xed points Fix(%) of % onsists of k disjoint Jordanurves alled ovals whih varies between 0 and g + 1 and is homeomorphi to a smooth projetivereal model of the orresponding urve.Rihard D. WadeUniversity of OxfordMy researh involves the study of automorphisms of free groups, and more generally, automor-phisms of right-angled Artin groups. In partiuar, I've been looking at homomorphisms fromOut(Fn) and Out(A�) to latties in higher-rank Lie groups, suh as SLk(Z) (when k � 3).In a joint paper with Martin Bridson [1℄, we prove the following:Theorem 1. Let � be an irreduible lattie in a real, higher-rank, semisimple Lie group withno ompat fators. Then every homomorphism �! Out(Fn) has �nite image.This generalises an earlier theorem of Bridson{Farb, who proved the above result for uniformlatties. One reason why some thought the above result might be true omes from Margulis'superrigidity theorem, whih implies the following:Theorem 2 ((A onsequene of) Margulis' Superrigidity Theorem). Let G be a real semisimpleLie group with �nite entre, no ompat fators, and RankRG � 2. Let � be an irreduible lattiein G. If RankRG � n, then every homomorphism f : �! GLn(Z) has �nite image.As Out(A�) lies somewhere between Out(Fn) and GLn(Z), I wanted to see if the above tworesults ould extend to Out(A�). To do this you need some kind of notion of `rank' for Out(A�).76



We de�ned the SL-dimension (I dislike this phrase now, as I think the word rank �ts better!) ofOut(A�) to be the largest `obvious' opy of SLk(Z) in Out(A�). This is the size of a maximalsubgraph �0 � � suh that A�0 �= Zk and every automorphism of A�0 extends to an automorphismof A�. We write k = dSL(Out(�)). We show the following:Theorem 3 ([2℄). Let G be a real semisimple Lie group with �nite entre, no ompat fators,and RankRG � 2. Let � be an irreduible lattie in G. If RankRG � dSL(Out(A�)), then everyhomomorphism f : �! Out(A�) has �nite image.In partiular, this implies:Corollary. If k � 3 then Out(A�) has a subgroup isomorphi to SLk(Z) if and only ifk � dSL(Out(A�)).I'm not sure of any appliations of the last ouple of results, but I hope that the tehniquesused in the proof (whih, admittedly, I've not talked about!) may be useful elsewhere.[1℄ Martin R. Bridson and Rihard D. Wade, Ations of higher-rank latties on free groups,arXiv:1004.3222 To appear in Compositio Math, 2011.[2℄ Rihard D. Wade, Johnson homomorphisms and ations of higher-rank latties on right-angled Artin groups, arXiv:1101.2797, 2011.
Pei WangRutgers UniversityMy �rst time to really ome into ontat with geometri group theory was about two years ago bystudying Peter Sott and Terry Wall's note on "Topologial methods in group theory" in professorFeighn's reading ourse. It was really amazing to me that so muh topology ould be applied tosolve group problems.After then, I took professor Feighn as my advisor and started reading basi papers aboutR-trees and group ations on trees. Here are some of them:"The aessibility of �nitely presented groups" by Dunwoody"Bounding the omplexity of simpliial group ations" by Bestvina and Feighn"R-trees in topology, geometry and group theory" by Bestvina"Stable ations of groups on real trees" by Bestvina and Feighn"Group ations on R-trees"; by Culler and MorganAnd sine January 2011, I've been meeting with a small group of students foused on geometrigroup theory. The shedule for that group an be viewed here: http://andromeda.rutgers.edu/ gm-fein/grouptheoryseminar.htmlAt that period I read some papers about limit groups, outer spae and Out(Fn). Here are someof them:"Notes on Sela's Work: Limit groups and Makanin-Razborov Diagrams" by Bestvina andFeighn"Train traks and automorphisms of free groups" by Bestvina and Handel"A Bers-like proof of the existene of train traks for free group automophisms" by Bestvina"Hyperboliity of the omplex of free fators" by Bestvina and FeighnReently I'm planning to work on some problems on my own. Slowly I'm trying to read Sela'sthird paper of a series "Diophantine geometry over groups III: rigid and solid solutions". See if Iould get some good ideas from there. 77



This summer I went to a workshop and onferene "the geometri group theory and logi: theelementary theory of groups" in Chiago. It was a really nie experiene to meet and talk to somany graduate students and mathematiians sharing ommon interests in geometri group theory.So I'm really looking forward to learn more in the young geometri group theory meeting in Polandthis winter. Sarah WautersKatholieke Universiteit Leuven Campus KortrijkIn his PhD thesis [2℄, M. Hartl onstruts an exat sequene of a funtor (de�ned in e.g [1, ChapterIV℄, involving the ategory of entral group extension of torsion-free n-step nilpotent groups. Asa result, for ertain �nitely generated nilpotent groups G, Hartl obtains a group extension withAut(G) as extension group, and well-understood kernel and quotient. Furthermore, he expliitlygives the assoiated oyle by means of a Bokstein morphism, thereby ompletely determiningAut(G).As an interesting appliation, we an ompute a presentation for the automorphism group of thefree 2-step nilpotent group on k generators, extending a result in [3℄. Using the same tehniques,we will try to �nd presentations for the automorphism groups of both �nitely generated free 3-stepnilpotent groups and arbitrary �nitely generated 2-step nilpotent groups, suh as the Heisenberggroups. However, this involves elaborate omputations. By re�ning the methods, e.g. by extendingthe onstrution to an exat sequene of a funtor overing also the non-entral extensions, wehope to speed up the omputations and extend the lass of groups for whih we an apply thesemethods.[1℄ Baues, H. J., Algebrai homotopy, volume 15 of Cambridge Studies in Advaned Mathematis,Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1989.[2℄ Hartl, M. Abelshe Modelle Nilpotenter Gruppen. PhD Thesis, RFW-Univ. Bonn, 1991.[3℄ Lin, W. Presentations of the automorphism groups of free nilpotent groups. Comm. Algebra,1996, 24 11, 3402{3411.
Christian Jens WeigelUniversit�at Gie�enCurrently I am working on my PhD-thesis in Gie�en, Germany, under the supervision of Prof.Bernhard M�uhlherr.The �rst topi we worked on in the ontext of my PhD-thesis was the isomorphism problemfor Coxeter groups, based on the researh of Caprae, M�uhlherr, Weidmann and others. Solvingthe isomorphism problem means answering the question whether two Coxeter groups given by twodi�erent Coxeter matries are isomorphi or not. Regarding this M�uhlherr made a onjeture,whih gives impliitly the existene of an algorithm to deide this question based on the twoCoxeter diagrams.The onjeture was already known to be true for several lasses of Coxeter groups, whihwas shown with di�erent methods of approah, among whih are geometri arguments as well asthe appliation of Bass-Serre-theory. We tried to show it for a broader lass of Coxeter groups,78



and sueeded in doing so for Coxeter groups with a diagram not ontaining ertain rank 3 sub-diagrams. To do this we employed geometri methods on the Cayley graph of the respetiveCoxeter groups (to appear in Innovations in Inidene Geometry).Following this work we started working on Weyl groupoids based on the researh of Cuntz andHekenberger, who lassi�ed spherial Weyl groupoids and showed that spherial Weyl groupoidsorrespond to rystallographi hyperplane arrangements, whih an be interpreted as simpliialdeompositions of the sphere.Crystallographi hyperplane arrangements our naturally when onsidering the geometri re-alization of a Weyl group W with fundamental reetions S. More preisely, the set Fix(s) forany reetion s 2 SW is a hyperplane and the �xed point sets of all other reetions endow asimpliial struture on Fix(s). It an be seen, by onsidering simple examples like the Weyl groupA3, that the resulting tessellation is not so symmetri as to provide a group ating transitivelyon its hambers, whih are the onneted omponents of Fix(s) nSs 6=t2SW Fix(t). However, theresulting hambers are open simpliial ones, and the sets Fix(t), s 6= t 2 SW indue a hyperplanearrangement, whih is in this ase also rystallographi. This has already been done by Cuntz andHekenberger in the spherial ase.The term "rystallographi" here refers to a property of the assoiated root system of a hyper-plane arrangement, whih is a subset of the dual spae. In the ase of an arrangement oming froma spherial Weyl group this root system oinides with the root system of the Weyl group, andthe rystallographi property also oinides with the term known for Coxeter groups in general.We are urrently trying to generalize this notion to simpliial deompositions of the Eulideanspae, whih give rise to hyperplane arrangements in a higher dimensional embedding Eulideanspae. This way it is possible to de�ne a root system for the hyperplane arrangement and toestablish the notion of rystallographi root systems for these objets.Assoiated to suh a rystallographi hyperplane arrangement is again a Weyl groupoid, whiharises by onsidering the maps whih exhange adjaent hambers (maximal simplies), and whihallows a more algebrai approah.This generalizes the aÆne Weyl groups, whih arise as speial ases and whih also yieldtessellations of the Eulidean spae. It is our goal to see whether aÆne Weyl groupoids analways be seen as sub-arrangements of an aÆne Weyl group or if there exist exeptions, and, ifso, to lassify them. We would like to ahieve this at least for the rank two ase, yet a ompletelassi�ation might be ahievable as well.Jaek WieszazewskiUniversity of Wro lawMy urrent researh is foused on boundaries of hyperboli groups. I am looking for new examplesof topologial spaes that an be suh boundaries.Let us take an orientable surfae of genus two equipped with a metri of onstant negativeurvature. We an hoose a (totally geodesi) irle C on it so that there is one hole on eitherside of that irle. Cutting along C gives us two idential halves of this spae. Eah of them has aonneted and totally geodesi boundary. We an take three suh halves now and glue all of themtogether identifying their boundaries. What we get is a manifold almost everywhere (exept theirle where the gluing took plae).Many spaes H an be reated this way, using varying initial manifolds (also of higher dimen-sions) and gluing in di�erent ways. For eah of them the universal over is what I all ,,branhedhyperboli spae". The boundary at in�nity of this over is also the boundary of the fundamental79



group of H (whih is hyperboli). The aim of my researh is to lassify those boundaries for aswide lass of spaes H as possible. Stefan WitzelUniversit�at M�unsterMy main interest is in geometri group theory. More spei�ally, the groups I have been studyingare S-arithmeti latties in semisimple Lie groups and groups ating on buildings. The propertiesI try to understand are topologial and homologial �niteness properties whih generalize theproperties of being �nitely generated and being �nitely related.Past researh: Finiteness properties of S-arithmeti lattiesA lassifying spae for a group � is a CW omplex X whose fundamental group is � and whoseuniversal over is ontratible. A group is said to be of type F if it admits a ompat lassifyingspae. This is a very strong ondition satis�ed for example by free groups, free abelian groups,and surfae groups. One way to weaken it is to demand that � admit a lassifying spae of �nitedimension, in whih ase the least suh dimension is alled the geometri dimension of �. Anotherway is to require that � admit a lassifying spae whose n-skeleton is ompat. In that ase � issaid to be of type Fn. It is not hard to see that � is of type F1 i� it is �nitely generated and oftype F2 i� it is �nitely presented. A group is of type F1 if it is of type Fn for all n.For many groups the distintion between these properties is not relevant: they are either of typeF1 (hyperboli groups for example) or not even �nitely generated. The �rst separating exampleswere [13℄ (�nitely generated but not �nitely presented) and [14℄ (�nitely presented but not of typeF3). A large lass of naturally ourring examples of groups that are of type Fn�1 but not of typeFn for every n onsists of S-arithmeti groups in positive harateristi.To desribe them let G be an almost simple algebrai group de�ned over a rational funtion�eld k, for example k = Fq(t). Let T be a maximal set of nonequivalent valuations on k and foreah � 2 T let k� be the ompletion of k at with respet to �. Let S � T be a nonempty �nitesubset and let OS = fx 2 k j �(x) � 1 for � 2 T n Sg. Let N be the sum over the loal ranksP�2S rkk� G. ThenTheorem. The group � = G(OS) is of type FN�1 but not of type FN .For example SLn+1(Fq[t℄) is of type Fn�1 but not of type Fn.This theorem is proved in [3℄ in joint work with Kai-Uwe Bux and Ralf K�ohl and answers aquestion that goes bak at least to [7, p. 197℄. Many partial ases were known before: Bux andWortman have shown that � is not of type FN ([8℄, see also [10℄) and that the full statement holdsif G has k-rank 1 [9℄. For higher rank Abramenko [1℄ proved the statement in the ase where Gis a lassial group (SLn+1, Sp2n, SO2n, SO2n+1) and OS = Fq [t℄ with q large ompared to n.Bux, K�ohl and I generalized Abramenko's result to arbitrary F-groups G without a bound onq [2℄. In my PhD thesis [15℄ I proved the analogous statement for rings of Laurent polynomialsOS = Fq [t; t�1℄. The Rank Theorem was then again obtained in joint work.Researh projet: Geometri aspets of redution theoryEah of the the groups G(OS) above is a lattie in G = Q�2S G(k�) (embedded diagonally).The same holds if k is a number �eld and S ontains all Arhimedean valuations of T .The theory leading to these statements is alled redution theory. In the number �eld ase itwas developed by Borel and Harish-Chandra [4℄ and, using di�erent methods, by Godement [11℄.Harder [12℄ then developed his redution theory in the funtion �eld setting.In the artile [3℄ Harder's redution theory has been formulated in more geometri terms.Classial redution theory for arithmeti groups over funtion �elds is also very geometri. This80



naturally leads to the question as to whih extent there is a geometri formulation of redutiontheory, uniform for number �elds and funtion �elds. One suh a formulation is found, one mayalso ask whether there is a geometri way to prove it.As a �rst step in this diretion I am urrently reeting possibilities to give a uniform geometriharaterization of when an S-arithmeti subgroup is a uniform lattie (so that G=� is ompat).Researh projet: Bredon homologial �niteness onditionsIf X is a lassifying spae for � with �nite n-skeleton, the universal over ~X admits a free�-ation whih gives rise to a free resolution F� ! Z ! 0 of the trivial Z�-module Z with Fi�nitely generated for i � n. The existene of suh a resolution means, by de�nition, that � is oftype FPn. Being of type FPn is therefore losely related though slightly weaker than being of typeFn.In this setting one may replae X by a lassifying spae for proper ations or more generallyby a lassifying spae for ations with stabilizers in a family F of subgroups of � (these feature forexample in the Baum{Connes- and the Farrell{Jones onjeture). On the homologial side one isthen lead to study modules over the orbit ategory OF� as introdued by Bredon [5℄.The most important tool for establishing �niteness properties in the lassial situation is ariterion due to Brown [6℄. Together with Martin Fluh I am urrently working toward an analogueof this riterion in the setting of Bredon-homology.[1℄ Peter Abramenko, Twin buildings and appliations to S-arithmeti groups, Leture Notes inMathematis, vol. 1641, Springer, 1996.[2℄ Kai-Uwe Bux, Ralf Gramlih, and Stefan Witzel, Finiteness properties of Chevalley groupsover a polynomial ring over a �nite �eld, arXiv:0908.4531v5.[3℄ Kai-Uwe Bux, Ralf Gramlih, and Stefam Witzel, Higher �niteness properties of redutivearithmeti groups in positive harateristi. The Rank Theorem, arXiv:1102.0428v1, submit-ted.[4℄ Armand Borel and Harish-Chandra, Arithmeti subgroups of algebrai groups., Ann. of Math.(2) 75 (1962), 485{535.[5℄ Glen E. Bredon, Topology and geometry, Graduate Texts in Mathematis, vol. 139, Springer,1993.[6℄ Kenneth S. Brown, Cohomology of groups, Graduate Texts in Mathematis, vol. 87, Springer,1982.[7℄ Kenneth S. Brown, Buildings, Springer, 1989.[8℄ Kai-Uwe Bux and Kevin Wortman, Finiteness properties of arithmeti groups over funtion�elds, Invent. Math. 167 (2007), 355{378.[9℄ Kevin Wortman, Connetivity properties of horospheres in Eulidean buildings and applia-tions to �niteness properties of disrete groups, Invent. Math. 185 (2011), 395{419.[10℄ Giovanni Gandini, Finiteness properties of non-uniform latties on CAT (0) polyhedral om-plexes, arXiv:1108.0252.[11℄ Roger Godement, Domaines fondamentaux des groupes arithm�etiques, S�eminaire Bourbaki,1962/63. Fas. 3, No. 257, Ser�etariat math�ematique, Paris, 1964.81



[12℄ G�unter Harder, Minkowskishe Reduktionstheorie �uber Funktionenk�orpern, Invent. Math. 7(1969), 33{54.[13℄ B. H. Neumann, Some remarks on in�nite groups., J. Lond. Math. So. 12 (1937), 120{127.[14℄ J. Stallings, A �nitely presented group whose 3-dimensional integral homology is not �nitelygenerated., Amer. J. Math. 85 (1963), 541{543.[15℄ Stefan Witzel, Finiteness properties of hevalley groups over the ring of (laurent) polynomialsover a �nite �eld, Ph.D. thesis, Tehnishe Universit�at Darmstadt, 2011.
Wenyuan YangUniversit�e Paris-Sud 11I have defended my thesis this May in Universit�e Lille 1 under the supervision of Leonid Potyagailo.My thesis fouses on the study of geometri and algebrai properties of relatively hyperboli groups.In partiular, I investigated peripheral strutures of a relatively hyperboli group. Usually a groupmay be hyperboli relative to di�erent olletions of subgroups. Suh a olletion of subgroups isreferred to as a peripheral struture. In my thesis, the notion of parabolially extended strutures isintrodued to apture the relation between di�erent strutures endowed on a relatively hyperboligroup. We give a haraterization of parabolially extended strutures as a generalization of Osin'sresults.One orollary of our results roughly says that if the group under onsideration ats geometrially�nitely on its Floyd boundary, then every peripheral struture is parabolially extended withrespet to the anonial one for the geometrial �nite ation on Floyd boundary. However, thereindeed exist examples of relatively hyperboli groups whih do not at geometrially �nitely on theirFloyd boundary. This follows from Behrstok-Drutu-Mosher's work on Dunwoody's inaessiblegroup.I am now a postdo in Orsay. I am interested to study the boundary of relatively hyperboligroups via analyti approah. Cubulating groups and some related topis are going to oupy myfuture researh. Ga�sper ZadnikUniversity of LjubljanaMy researh is in the area of CAT(0) spaes. My degree (2010) is the review of geometry ofCAT(0) spaes whih admit some proper oompat isometri ation and algebrai properties ofgroups whih at so. I still follow the spirit of the degree. At the begining of my PhD-study Istudied Riemannian symmetri spaes SL(n;R)=O(n) from the viewpoint of CAT(0) geometersand answered the question about the lassi�ation of nonidentity omponent of isometries ofSL(3;R)=O(3) posed by K. Fujiwara in his talk, see [1℄, Problem 4.1. Artile is in preparation.Now I am onentrated on so alled at losing problem, whih asks whether a group G atingproperly and oompatly by isometries on a CAT(0) spae X ontains Z � Z, if X ontainsisometrially embeded opy of R � R (see [2℄ for example). I am espeially interested in examplewhere X is two-dimensional CAT(0) ube omplex. There are some indiations that the answershould be negative already in this ase, although there is no known ounterexample in general.82



This is an important problem beause it is also related to the question about obstrutions forCAT(0) group to be hyperboli (in the sense of M. Gromov). It is known that a group ontainingZ� Z is not hyperboli. At the other hand, proper oompat CAT(0) spae is hyperboli i� itdoes not ontain isometrially embeded R�R . But CAT(0) spae and group ating on it properlyoompatly by isometries are quasiisometri, hene the spae is hyperboli i� the group is.There are also many greater goals, let me mention two examples:� duality ondition for CAT(0) groups (does for every geodesi line  in CAT(0) spae Xthere exist a sequene of elements (gn)n2N from a group G ating properly oompatly byisometries on X suh that gnx tends to one and g�1n x to another endpoint of  in �X forsome (any) x 2 X);� are � and 1 the only posible diameters of Tits boundary of CAT(0) spaes, admittingsome proper oompat isometri ation (or, more general, ation with full limit set at theboundary)?I hope I will get some ideas to attak them during solving some easier problems.[1℄ http://www.math.tohoku.a.jp/�fujiwara/gs04.2.pdf. [On Otober 21st 2011.℄[2℄ M. Sageev, D. T. Wise, Periodi ats in CAT(0) ube omplexes. Algebrai & GeometriTopology 11 (2011), p. 1793-1820.
Matthew ZaremskyUniversit�at BielefeldOverview: My researh deals with a variety of topis in group theory and geometri group the-ory, with a partiular emphasis on the theory of buildings and on homologial stability of ertainfamilies of groups. My thesis work, supervised by Peter Abramenko, was onerned with analyz-ing transitivity properties of groups ating on buildings. More reently I have been ollaboratingwith Kai-Uwe Bux, analyzing homologial properties of the group �Aut(Fn) of symmetri au-tomorphisms of the free group, using disrete Morse theory and some onstrutions similar toCuller-Vogtmann Outer spae. I am urrently working on a Morse-theoreti proof that �Aut(Fn)has trivial rational homology, whih is a stark ontrast to the purely symmetri ase where thegroups are not even homologially stable.Symmetri automorphisms: An automorphism of Fn is alled symmetri if it sends thegenerators and their inverses to onjugates of eah other. Let �Aut(Fn) be the group of symmetriautomorphisms of Fn. There is a natural simpliial omplex Cn on whih �Aut(Fn) ats, whih isanalogous to the spine Kn of Culler-Vogtmann Auter spae. In Auter spae, the spine is built outof \marked" basepointed graphs with fundamental group Fn, and the spae Cn is essentially thesubspae onsisting only of atus graphs, i.e., graphs in whih eah edge is ontained in a uniqueyle. So far, by analyzing Cn using disrete Morse theory, I have proved that the groups �Aut(Fn)have stable rational homology, and am now working on a proof that the rational homology is eventrivial.Future work: A natural next step is to analyze the group �Autm(Fn) of partially symmetriautomorphisms of Fn, where only the �rst m generators must map to onjugates of eah other. Ifm is 0 or n, we reover Aut(Fn) and �Aut(Fn), where we have homologial stability, so it wouldbe interesting to see if the �Autm(Fn) are homologially stable.83



Buildings: One de�nition of a building � is as a simpliial omplex made up of a hoieof apartment system A with ertain properties, for instane a large degree of symmetry. Theneed to keep trak of a hoie of apartment system is alleviated by a more ombinatorial, thoughequivalent de�nition of a building. Under the ombinatorial approah, all the struture of thebuilding is enoded just in its set C of hambers (maximal simplies) and its Weyl distane funtionÆ : C � C !W , a funtion assigning to eah pair of hambers an element in the Weyl group W ofthe building.Let G be a group ating on a building �. The ation is alled strongly transitive if G atstransitively on the set of pairs (C;�) where C is a hamber in the apartment �. The ation is alledWeyl transitive if for eah w 2 W , G ats transitively on the set of pairs (C;D) with Æ(C;D) = w.We also introdue a new notion, that of weak transitivity. A group G ats weakly transitively ona building � if there exists an apartment � suh that StabG(�) ats transitively on the hambersof �. It turns out that a Weyl transitive ation is strongly transitive if and only if it is weaklytransitive. My thesis work was onerned with �nding examples of Weyl transitive ations thatare not weakly transitive, and determining their \degree of failure" to be weakly transitive.Future work: Weyl transitivity is a relatively reent notion, with some powerful appliationstoward limiting the subgroup struture of a group. One lass of groups with mysterious subgroupstruture is anisotropi algebrai groups G(k), though it turns out over global �elds k these doadmit Weyl transitive ations. It would interesting to see whether we ould say something newabout the subgroup struture of anisotropi groups using Weyl transitivity.Pawe l Zawi�slakUniversity of WarsawMy urrent researh is foused on the properties of trees of manifolds with boundaries and bound-aried trees of manifolds.Trees of manifolds are inverse limits of ertain inverse systems of ompat manifolds. The mostfamiliar examples of suh spaes are the Pontryagin spheres, orientable and nonorientable, whihare trees of 2-tori and of projetive planes, respetively.First suh a spae was onstruted by W. Jakobshe [5℄ as a potential ounterexample to theBing-Borsuk onjeture. Earlier similarly onstruted spaes were onsidered in a di�erent ontextby L.S. Pontryagin [9℄ and R.F. Williams [12℄. Then F.D. Anel and L.C. Siebenmann [1℄ notiedthat the tree of some homologial 3-spheres an be identi�ed with a ompati�ation of the Davisontratible 4-manifold whih overs a losed 4-manifold [3℄.Properties of trees of orientable manifolds were investigated later by W. Jakobshe. In [6℄ heshowed m-homogeneity of these spaes (for every natural m). Moreover, he showed that a treeof orientable homology spheres is a ohomology manifold, the spae whih an be often identi�edwith the �xed-point set of a topologial ation on a manifold or a ohomology manifold. He alsoshowed that suh homogeneous ohomology manifolds appear as ompati�ations of ontratible4-manifolds, or orbit spaes of ations of 0-dimensional in�nite ompat groups. Some results ofW. Jakobshe were extended to the nonorientable ase by P.R. Stallings [11℄.In the original Jakobshe de�nition a tree of manifolds there is the inverse limit lim � (Ln; �n) of aertain inverse system of orientable manifolds Ln and maps �n : Ln ! Ln�1 between them [6℄. Thisinverse system has the property that every element Ln+1 is, up to a homeomorphism, a onnetedsum of its predeessor Ln and a �nite number of losed orientable manifolds Ln;1; : : : ; Ln;kn whihbelong to a ountable family L. Jakobshe showed that if the inverse system (Ln; �n) satis�essome natural assumptions, then the inverse limit lim � (Ln; �n) depends only on the family L. Wedenote this inverse limit by X (L). 84



Later P.R. Stallings generalized this de�nition to the ase of nonorientable PL-manifolds [11℄.A natural question about generalisations of the above de�nitions appears.The �rst natural generalisation is the notion of boundaried trees of manifolds. These spaesare inverse limits lim � (Ln; �n) of ertain inverse systems of ompat manifolds Ln with boundariesand maps �n : Ln ! Ln�1 between them. Every element Ln+1 of suh a system arises from itspredeessor by performing �nitely many operations of one of the following types: a onneted sumwith a ompat manifold (with or without boundary) belonging to a ountable family L0, or aboundaried sum with a ompat manifold with boundary belonging to a ountable family L1.At the moment the following properties of boundaried trees of manifolds are known:� I showed [14℄ that if the inverse system (Ln; �n) satis�es some natural assumption generalizingJakobshe's assumptions, then the inverse limit lim � (Ln; �n) depends only on the families L0and L1 (we denote this inverse limit by X (L0;L1)),� J. �Swi�atkowski showed (private onversation) that the topologial dimension of the spaeX (L0;L1) is equal to the dimension of L1 minus 1 (provided that the family L1 is notempty).The following properties of boundaried trees of manifolds are onjetured:� no loal ut-points,� the group of homeomorphisms of X (L0;L1) ats transitively on points oming from theinterior of Ln and from the onneted omponents of the boundary of Ln.D. Osajda showed in [8℄ that the Gromov boundary of a 7-systoli simpliial omplex X (see [7℄for the de�nition) is homeomorphi to the inverse limit lim � (Sn;�n) of a system of ombinatorialspheres Sn entered at a �xed vertex v 2 X and natural projetions �n : Sn ! Sn�1 betweenthem. In the ase when the omplex X is a normal pseudomanifold of dimension 3, it turns outthat these spheres are surfaes and the Gromov boundary �GX is a tree of surfaes (orientable ornot, aording to the orientability or nonorientability of X) [13℄.H. Fisher showed in [4℄ that trees of manifolds appear naturally as boundaries of right-angledCoxeter groups with manifold nerves. More preisely, if the nerve of a right-angled Coxeter groupis PL-homeomorphi to the triangulation of a losed, oriented manifold M , then the CAT (0)boundary of this group is homeomorphi to the tree X (fM; �Mg), where �M is M with the oppositeorientation.In [10℄ P. Przytyki and J. �Swi�atkowski showed that every losed 3-manifold M admits a "ag-no-square" triangulation. It follows that there exist hyperboli right-angled Coxeter groups whosenerves are PL-homeomorphi to M , and thus whose Gromov boundaries are homeomorphi toX (fM; �Mg).J. �Swi�atkowski showed (private onversation) that if X is a CAT (0) omplete, pieewise Eu-lidean or pieewise hyperboli, oriented simpliial pseudomanifold of dimension n + 1, whosesingularity lous has dimension 0 (i.e. links of points are n-spheres, exept the verties, where tri-angulations of losed n-manifolds from a familyM an appear), then the CAT (0)-boundary of Xis homeomorphi to X (M). Suh pseudomanifolds exist due to the Charney-Davis hyperbolisationproedure [2℄.Thus the natural question appears if boundaried trees of manifolds our as boundaries ofnonpositively urved spaes and groups.[1℄ F.D. Anel and L.C. Siebenmann, The onstrution of homogenous homology manifolds,Abstrats Amer. Math. So. 6 (1985), 92.85



[2℄ R.M. Charney i M.W. Davis, Strit hyperbolization, Topology 34 (1995), no. 2, 329-350.[3℄ M.W. Davis, Groups generated by reeions and aspherial manifolds not overed by Eu-lidean spae, Ann. of Math. (2) 117 (1983), 293-324.[4℄ H. Fisher, Boundaries of right-angled Coxeter groups with manifold nerves, Topology 42(2003), 423-446.[5℄ W. Jakobshe, The Bing-Borsuk onjeture is stronger than the Poinare onjeture Fund.Math. 106 (1980), 127-134.[6℄ W. Jakobshe, Homogenous ohomology manifolds whih are inverse limits, Fund. Math.137 (1991), 81-95.[7℄ T. Januszkiewiz and J. �Swi�atkowski, Simpliial nonpositive urvature, Publ. Math. IHES104 (2006), no. 1, 1-85.[8℄ D. Osajda, Ideal boundary of 7-systoli omplexes and groups, Algebrai & Geometri Topol-ogy 8 (2008), 81-99.[9℄ L.S. Pontryagin, Sur une hypothes�ese fundamentale de la th�eorie de la dimension, C. R.Aad. Si. Paris 190 (1930), 1105-1107.[10℄ P. Przytyki and J. �Swi�atkowski, Flag-no-square triangulations and Gromov boundaries indimension 3, Groups Geom. Dyn. 3 (2009), 453-468.[11℄ P.R. Stallings An extension of Jakobshe's onstrution of n-homogenous ontinua to thenonorientable ase, Continua (with the Houston Problem Book), ed. H. Cook, W.T. Ingram,K. Kupenberg, A. Lelek, P. Min, Let. Notes in Pure and Appl. Math. vol. 170 (1995),347-361.[12℄ R.F. Williams, A useful funtor and three famous examples in topology. Trans. Amer. Math.So. 106 (1963), 319-329.[13℄ P. Zawi�slak, Trees of manifolds and boundaries of systoli groups, Fund. Math. 207 (2010),71-99.[14℄ P. Zawi�slak, Boundaried trees of manifolds, in preparation.
Joanna ZubikUniversity of Wro lawThe main objet of my reent researh is AHA property (asymptoti hereditary aspheriity). Theonept of AHA was introdued by Januszkiewiz and �Swi�atkowski (see [2℄). It was inspired bythe property of hereditary aspheriity for topologial spaes (Davermann [1℄). AHA was used in[2℄ to show that there exist hyperboli groups of any ohomologial dimension, whih ontain nosubgroups isomorphi to fundamental groups of losed nonpositively urved Riemannian manifoldsof dimension greater than 2.We say that a metri spae X is AHA, if for every r > 0 there is R > r suh that for everyA � X, any simpliial map f : S ! Ripsr(A) (S is any triangulation of the sphere Sk, k > 2)has a simpliial extension F : B ! RipsR(A) for some triangulation B of the ball Bk+1 suh that86



�B = S. AHA is a quasi-isometry invariant. Thus it makes sense to speak about AHA propertyfor �nitely generated groups.Not muh is known about AHA property. I study behaviour of AHA property under freeamalgamated produt and HNN extensions. Even an attempt to prove the natural onjeturethat a free produt of two AHA groups is again AHA presents diÆulties. The reason is that wedon't have asymptoti analogues of many onepts of algebrai topology.I introdued two slightly weaker properties than AHA: AHA(�) (where we require that ap-propriate maps de�ned on spheres have extensions to maps on simply onneted manifolds) andAHA(k) (whih onerns only maps de�ned on spheres of dimension k). Both of them are stillsuÆient for the purposes for whih AHA was applied for initially in [2℄.I have shown that a free produt of two AHA(�) (respetively AHA(k)) groups with amal-gamation along a �nite subgroup is again AHA(�) (respetively AHA(k)). I have shown ananalogous fat for HNN extensions. Now I study wider lasses of subgroups.[1℄ R.J. Davermann, Hereditarily aspherial ompata and ell-like maps, Topology Appl. 41(1991), 247-254.[2℄ T. Januszkiewiz, J. �Swi�atkowski, Filling invariants of systoli omplexes and groups, Ge-ometry & Topology 11 (2007), 727-758.
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